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PALM TREES, PUBLIC RELATIONS, AND
PROMOTERS: BOOSTING SOUTHEAST
FLORIDA AS A MOTION PICTURE
EMPIRE, 1910-1930
by R ICHARD A LAN N ELSON

W

the greater Miami area today is the nexus of Florida’s
continuing motion picture industry, this was not always the
case. Historically, Jacksonville, and to a lesser extent Tampa,
were the leading film centers of the state prior to 1920. This
reflected their early importance as commercial and transportation hubs, but these advantages began to be outweighed as other
areas within Florida also began to develop as popular location
sites.1
Particularly along Florida’s southeastern seaboard— extending
in an eighty-five mile arc from Hobe Sound through the Palm
Beaches, Lake Worth, Delray Beach, Fort Lauderdale, Hollywood-by-the-Sea, Hialeah, Miami, and Coral Gables— pioneering
moviemakers began showing increasing interest in utilizing the
mild winter climate, abundant sunshine, and sub-tropical
scenery readily available there for filmic purposes. With the
astonishing growth of Miami and its satellite communities in the
decade following World War I, attention began to be directed
towards creation of a “motion picture empire” in south Florida.
This rise did not occur by accident. The extension of the rail
system into Miami before the turn of the century and on to Key
West by 1912 opened the area to widespread development. Agriculture contributed to this expansion, but it was the region’s unmatched climate which acted as a magnet to lure winter vacationHILE

Richard Alan Nelson is assistant professor of communication at the
University of Houston.
1. For related studies see the author’s “Florida: The Forgotten Film
Capital,” Journal of the University Film Association, XXIX (Summer
1977), 9-21; “Movie Mecca of the South: Jacksonville, Florida, as an
Early Rival to Hollywood,” Journal of Popular Film and Television,
VIII (Fall 1980), 38-51; and Florida and the American Motion Picture
Industry, 1898-1980, 2 vols. (New York, 1982) based on a Ph.D. dissertation, Florida State University, 1980.

[383]
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ers to the Southland and spurred creation of a viable resort and
tourist industry. Many stayed permanently, and by 1920 greater
Miami had a population of nearly 300,000.2
Not surprisingly, boosters soon began promoting the city, and
as early as 1911 predictions were being made that Miami was
destined to become the Los Angeles of the East, a theme repeated
with regularity throughout the “silent” film period.3 While this
local pride might be dismissed as mere propaganda on the part
of Florida enthusiasts, United States Weather Bureau statistics
indicate that Miami, 500 miles to the south of Los Angeles, has
a milder climate and more actual hours of sunshine than its
California resort rival.4 Given the primitive conditions of early
motion picture technology, these were important considerations
that helped spur utilization of the area by traveling film
companies.
The city in 1915 began embarking on a nationwide public
relations campaign which eventually made Miami the best advertised community in the South. Much credit for “selling”
Miami to the world belongs to Everest G. Sewell. Re-elected
six times as president of the Greater Miami Chamber of Commerce, and later as the city’s mayor until his death in 1940,
Sewell was what was commonly known in those days as “a live
wire.“5 Coming from one of Miami’s founding merchant families,
Sewell combined a lifelong commitment to the city with a business
mind and a showman’s flair for publicity. Through personal
effort he raised $2,000 for an initial foray into newspaper and
magazine advertising in northern publications to trumpet a
winter vacation in Miami. “So striking were the results,” reported
the Miami Herald, “that the next year the city council appropriated $4,000 and the citizens raised an additional fund of $10,000.“6
2. Complete census data is compiled in Nelson, Florida and the American
Motion Picture Industry, I, 134, 343-44.
3. Weekly Miami Metropolis, February 10, 1911, and May 3, 1912; Miami
Herald, May 3, 1915, and February 2, 1924.
4. Weekly Miami Metropolis, March 10, 1916; Miami Herald, August 13,
1922; and “Temperature Records in Florida,” in Nathan Mayo, Florida,
an Advancing State, 1907-1917-1927: An Industrial Survey (Tallahassee,
1928), 174.
5. For biographical details on Sewell, see George H. Dacy, “The Foster
Father of Miami,” Sunshine, Florida’s Magazine, IV (May 1925), 7-9;
Henry S. Marks, Who Was Who in Florida (Huntsville, Alabama, 1973),
224-25; and Miami Herald, April 25, 1922, and April 19, 1925.
6. Miami Herald, February 18, 1923; and Weekly Miami Metropolis, March
24, 1916.
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By the early 1920s more than sixty newspapers and magazines
were being used regularly by the Chamber for advertising
purposes, and scores more were anxious to print the pictures and
news features supplied without charge by its publicity bureau.
Sewell and other Chamber of Commerce leaders were insightful
enough to realize that “cheesecake” photographs and newsreels
of lovely bathing beauties on the sands of Miami’s beaches
would, despite protests on moral grounds by some religious
groups, further boost the area . 7 So many visitors began coming
down from the North as a result of this promotional barrage that
Miamians began to say that not only was the community the “new
Los Angeles,” but also “little New York.“8
It was during this exciting and enterprising period that Miami
began its checkered, and at times frustrating, relationship with
the film industry. As early as 1910 the area was typecast. A movie
released that year by the Lubin Manufacturing Company of
Philadelphia called A Honeymoon Through Snow to Sunshine,
with closing sequences shot in Palm Beach and Miami, was little
more than a glorified travelogue. The picture premiered in
Miami on a March evening at the Marco Theatre. One report
notes that “the narrow sidewalk was filled for a block in either
direction.” Although the film “was not exceptionally exciting or
even artistically rewarding. . . local citizens hoped to catch a
glimpse of themselves on the screen. Photographic techniques,
however, were not completely satisfactory. The honeymoon
couple moved jerkily past some palm trees that might just as
well have been planted in the Palm Court of New York’s Plaza
Hotel.“9
The Lubin troupe’s stay in Miami was brief, and the company
journeyed on to the Bahamas before eventually returning north.
Film activity was limited in Miami until early in 1912, when
Lubin director Arthur Hotaling announced he was bringing a
new company of actors down to make comedy pictures. This
7. Miami Herald, May 24, 1922.
8. A large electric sign was switched on each January at 42nd and Broadway in New York to inform shivering Gothamites that it was then
“June” in Miami. Victor Rainbold, The Town that Climate Built: The
Story of the Rise of a City in the American Tropics (Miami, ca. 1924),
3 6 .
9. The working title of the picture was apparently A Honeymoon Trip,
New York to Florida, but this was changed prior to national release.
See Billboard, February 19, 1910; Miami Daily News, April 3, 1966; and
Miami Herald, November 1, 1970.
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plan, however, proved abortive despite the claim by Lubin
officials that they could “find no better place anywhere for the
production of moving pictures than in and around Miami.” Even
though “lovers of the screen in Miami” also planned “to offer
some inducements to this company to build a permanent studio
here . . . to make films,” Hotaling changed his mind and decided
to headquarter in Jacksonville instead.10
Despite this disappointment, Miamians continued to exhibit
interest in the new medium. In 1913 cameraman L. A. Darling
of the Kalem Company shot several newsreel-like subjects designed to make Northerners “sit up and take notice.” In one,
three pretty young women bested a dangerous hammer-headed
shark while deep-sea fishing. The second reel portrayed the skill
11
of the city’s fire department. Later that year more than twenty
merchants participated in an innovative early motion picture advertising campaign. Short twenty and twenty-five second “spots”
were produced for exhibition in Miami theatres to replace the
previously utilized stationary lantern slides. “The idea,” reported
the Miami Herald, “is to show the establishment as it really is,
with customers coming and going and everything full of life.“12
The city, however, still lacked a resident motion picture
company. Late in 1914 local businessman J. D. Dill entered into
correspondence with Charles C. Field, president of the Prismatic
Film Company in New York, urging him to take advantage of the
startling cinematic possibilities of the area. When Field also
learned that the city council was interested in backing the production of a two-reel color photoplay for use in tourist promotion, he decided Miami was indeed the ideal place for him
to work.13 Field and more than two dozen actors, actresses,
cameramen, and technicians arrived in the style of a movie mogul
with his entourage. Debarking from his private railroad car,
Field told local newsmen that his company planned to relocate
permanently and would spend $65,000 over the coming months.
An open-air platform studio stage was erected on the grounds
adjoining the Plaza Hotel, and a fully-equipped laboratory was
established to develop the exposed negatives. Field, later to be
10. Weekly Miami Metropolis, January 26, 1912.
11. Ibid., March 14, 1913.
12. Miami Herald, December 19, 1913.
13. Miami Daily Metropolis, October 12, 1913.
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described as “part movie producer, part con man,” explained that
Miami’s climate was preferable to California’s since “Miami air
is unusually long on luminosity” and had “fatter” light units.
“You don’t see blue sky like this in the north, neither do you see
blue or green water there; up north the water is grey, and that
does not make good pictures.“14
Field optimistically declared that Miamians could expect to
see a burgeoning local film industry with three or more picture
companies active before the close of the winter season. He even
predicted that up to a dozen producing firms would be making
photoplays in Miami within a year. While this proved mostly
fanciful rhetoric aimed at increasing his newspaper coverage (the
Miami Daily Metropolis and its weekly edition, for example,
gave Prismatic front-page headlines), Field soon went to work
producing a two-reel “booster” film called The Magic City of the
South. Taking his cue from the earlier Lubin picture, Field
shot a variety of views of Miami and interwove scenes of leading
citizens, including William Jennings Bryan, into a honeymoon
love story.15
The completed movie opened on December 6, 1914, to packed
houses at two theatres— the Fotoshow (Twelfth Street at East
Flagler) and Airdrome (corner of Second Avenue and East
Flagler where the Olympia Theatre now stands). Magic City of
the South was screened in tandem afternoon and evening showings, with the proceeds split between the city and theater owners
to help defray expenses. To save money and because of possible
difficulties with still experimental color technology, the picture
was made in black-and-white. “Though the threads of the story
are very loose, the pictures are unusually good,” said one account.
“It is believed that the views will prove so attractive to northerners that they will not care about the color but will care only for
the picture proof of delightful weather.“16
Twelve prints of the film were struck and exhibited across the
country at conventions and in lecture halls under the sponsorship of the Miami Board of Trade to encourage tourism and
Ibid., October 31, 1914; Miami Herald, October 13, 1914 and November
1, 1970.
15. Miami Herald, November 1-3, 1914; and Miami Daily Metropolis, November 2, 1914.
16. Miami Daily Metropolis, December 5, 1914; and Miami Herald, December 7, 1914.

14.
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utilization of Miami as a convention site. The board later considered a recommendation to increase the potential audience for
the film by enlarging it to a melodramatic feature “showing a
Seminole Indian burning a white man at the stake, or something similar to arouse interest.” The plan was dropped, however,
after opposition surfaced among women’s groups who argued that
not only would this put the Seminoles in a bad light but “would
give a wrong impression” of life in and around Miami.17
Meanwhile, Miamians were stunned when Field abruptly announced the departure of his company only two days after the
premiere screenings of Magic City of the South. Despite his earlier
declarations of fidelity, Field said inclement weather and the need
to take pictures demanding scenes “which can only be obtained
in a great city” required that they relocate in Los Angeles for
the remainder of the winter.18 Besides the booster film, Prismatic
apparently only completed one other photoplay before leaving.
Another factor in Field’s decision may have been the accident
suffered by several of his players while on a pleasure excursion
to Palm Beach in which leading man Walter Miller required
twenty-two stitches on his head and scalp,19 Field’s California
venture, however, proved equally shortlived and by May 1915 he
was back in south Florida promoting Prismatic and the film industry. “If we can secure a suitable location we will establish a
studio in Miami and within a few weeks have a company here
for the purpose of taking moving pictures connecting our
scenarios with scenes around Miami,” he said. “The weather in
Los Angeles and other California communities is not any better,
and in my opinion not as good as Miami’s.“20
Not until early in the following year was Field able to secure
the local financial support that he needed. The Prismatic name
and logo were dropped, and replaced by the Feld Feature Films
Company with capitalization of $100,000. A concrete and tile
studio costing $15,000 was erected on South Miami Avenue at
Twenty-Fifth Street, equipped “with the newest lighting systems
and . . . complete stock of scenery and props.“21 According to
17. Miami Herald, February 11, 14, 24-27, 1915, and June 19, 1915.
18. Ibid., December 7, 1914; Miami Daily Metropolis, December 8, 1914; and
Motography, November 14, 1914, which had reported that Prismatic also
considered acquiring a Jacksonville studio.
19. Miami Herald, November 23, 1914.
20. Ibid., May 1, 1915.
21. Variety, August 11, 1916; and Motography, August 19, 1916. Photographs
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Norma Stevens, the receptionist for Field Feature Films, “the
plant area was roughly built and really wasn’t a finished building at all. It was a one-story affair with glass roofing and banks of
windows on three sides. A laboratory in the back of the building
was used for developing the films right on the premises.“22
Field’s backer in this venture was Thomas J. Peters, touted
nationally as the “Tomato King of Florida” for his introduction
of mass planting and marketing methods. In partial return for this
support, Field signed a contract with the United States Department of Agriculture to film a documentary of Peters’s farming
methods showing “the entire operations of the plantation including the cultivation of the tomatoes, the picking, hauling to the
packing house, packing, box making, loading of the cars, etc.“23
The picture, however, was just a beginning for the “big features”
that were to come.
Two full companies totaling forty-four “actors and actresses,
camera men, carpenters, property men, scenario men, electricians
and every sort of expert needed to manufacture feature films”
arrived in April 1916 “to make pictures twelve months in the
year in Miami.” While most of these people never became well
known, one of the featured players was Noah Beery, Sr., who
later gained fame as one of the silent era’s great screen villains.24
The first of the full-length Field productions was The Human
Orchid, described as “a romantic story of a young girl whose life
is likened to an orchid.“25 It was first exhibited to Miamians in

22.

23.

24.
25.

of the studio are in the Florida Photographic Collection, Florida State
Archives, R. A. Gray Building, Tallahassee.
Interview with Norma Stevens, Miami, September 1, 1977. Mrs. Stevens
describes Field as “a large heavyset man, full of business, a regular New
Yorker. He was a real promoter and ran the business.” The studio, she
states, had a private office for Field, the reception area where she
worked, a bookkeeping area, the main interior stage, and the lab.
Richard B. Hoit, a photographer whose work later appeared in National
Geographic and who became known locally for his photos in the Miami
Herald, was then a cameraman and lab operator for Field.
Peters was quite wealthy and at the time also had part ownership of the
exclusive Halcyon Hotel among other investments. See his biography
appearing in Frank B. Stoneman and Olin W. Kennedy, editors, Florida,
“The East Coast”: Its Builders, Resources, Industries, Town and City
Developments (Miami, 1924), 150; and news reports on his tomato
plantation appearing in the Miami Daily Metropolis, November 3, 1914,
and Weekly Miami Metropolis, April 21, 1916.
For more generalized information on Beery’s career, see William K.
Everson, The Bad Guys: A Pictorial History of the Movie Villain
(Secaucus, New Jersey, 1972), 8-13.
Miami Herald, June 27, 1916.
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June and then made available to the trade. Most reviews were
disappointing. The most generous was Motography’s critic who
felt the picture could hold one’s “attention riveted for the space
of five reels without any difficulty” through a “brimful of stirring
action and . . . an interesting plot.” Variety, on the other hand,
noted that “while there are a number of things to commend it,
the chances are that the feature will fail to attract any undue
excitement, because the story offers little or nothing original and
the arm of coincidence is stretched almost to the breaking
point. . . . Mr. Field says he has a number of other features
eighty-five per cent better than ‘The Human Orchid.’ Let’s
hope so.” Moving Picture World took perhaps the most devastating swipe at Field for his overreliance on emotionalism. “It is
distinctly a picture for small towns or some neighborhoods of
larger cities where crude sensationalism and elementary appeals
to the emotions are not unwelcome. There is a certain brutal
realism in the acting of several scenes; but here the value of the
production as depiction of life ends, for the story is forced and
unnatural and unhealthy in tone.“26
Field’s second feature called The Toll of Justice was fortunately completed before the reviews began coming in on The
Human Orchid. Peters and Fields journeyed to New York to
take care of state rights marketing arrangements, expecting “to
land a contract for at least $100,000 . . . which will place the
Miami-made films in one of the greatest serial productions of the
country.“27 It was at this point that disagreements arose, presumably over financial difficulties, and Peters took over complete
control of the studio operation, renaming it the Florida Feature
Film Company. Field remained on the payroll, but as general
manager rather than studio head. The new company quickly established a New York sales office, directed by M. M. Feely, and
began a heavy advertising campaign in the industry press. Feely
was forced to admit that The Human Orchid was no great masterpiece, but stressed that the picture and other Florida Feature
Film product could make “a great deal of money” for the exhibitor and state rights buyer.28 “Where confidence does not
26. Motography, July 15, 1916; Variety, June 23, 1916; and Moving Picture
World, July 8, 1915.
27. Miami Herald, July 17, 27, 1916.
28. Moving Picture World, August 26, 1916; Motography, August 26, 1916;
and Variety, August 18, 25, 1916.
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exist,” explained Peters several weeks later, “all business transactions are slow of consummation and modern business must be
transacted quickly . . . to insure the maximum of profit. So above
all other considerations we intend to establish confidence first,
29
and . . . keep elaboration out of our advertising.“
While Peters was trying to build this “confidence,” Florida’s
third feature was readied, a Seminole Indian picture called Fate’s
Chessboard (working title Fate’s Bond).30 But despite all attempts
by Peters and Florida Feature Film’s management to put on a
bright face, the fact was that their pictures were not selling.
The optimistic press releases reprinted by the trade journals
disappear by November 1916, and the firm did a final fade out
from the industry before the end of the year.31 “My father-inlaw,” recounts Thelma Peters, “was a charming man, but very
competitive and ambitious in business. When other things began
providing greater return on investment than his movie enterprise, he wrote it off.“32 The company typifies the largely unsuccessful efforts during this period to construct a continuing
presence in the film industry. Many studio promotions with inadequate access to distribution and long-term capital investments, even when well-intentioned as was the case with Field/
Florida, failed to rise above the headlines and advertising they
generated in local newspapers.
Despite these failures, other motion picture developments
were ongoing in the Miami and Palm Beach areas. A number of
newsreels, travelogues, underwater experimental films, and Miami
booster reels continued to be made from 1914 onward by studio
representatives and free-lance moviemakers.33 This period was
one in which there was an upsurge in production throughout
Florida, influenced both by the national expansion of the in29. Motography, September 16, 1916.
30. Weekly Miami Metropolis, July 14, 1916; Miami Herald, August 12, 1916;
and Moving Picture World, September 2, 16, 1916.
31. See Motography, September 2, 23, October 7, 1916.
32. Telephone interview by author with Thelma Peters, Coral Gables, June
25, 1979. Mrs. Peters notes that her father-in-law later got caught up in
land speculation, losing nearly everything in the collapse. Studio
receptionist Norma Stevens reports that the company lasted less than
six months. “I don’t think the pictures came out too well,” she says.
“They weren’t ‘A’ rated films.” Interview of Norma Stevens.
33. Miami Herald, February 16, May 16, September 25, 1915, January 23,
1916; Motography, October 23, 1915; and Moving Picture World, August
4, 1917.
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dustry and the efforts of local boosters to take advantage of unsettled conditions in California and New York. Despite the
transient nature of many of the so-called studios operating in
Florida, Miami, Fort Lauderdale, and Palm Beach witnessed
accelerating interest by moviemakers during the World War I
years.
This observation would seem to be further confirmed by
Table I, which collates available data and lists the number of
known motion pictures of two or more reels shot in southeast
Florida for the years 1915-1930. Short promotional films, newsreels, etc., under two reels are not tabulated, but they number
into the hundreds. The years 1916-1917 show an early peak which
coincides with the upsurge in production in Jacksonville and
the shutdown of most of the European studios. Later there is a
post-war decline during 1918-1919, followed by a sudden increase
in 1920 when theater patronage increased partly due to the impact of Prohibition and the closing of the saloons. A dramatic
slowdown occurred in 1921, during a national recessionary year,
but production reached new highs in 1922-1923 when press coverage of Miami’s film efforts was greatest. Later stabilization set in
until after the hurricanes of September 1926 and 1928 devastated
the local economy. South Florida production, in effect, conformed to national motion picture industry and economy trends.
TABLE I
COMPLETED MOTION PICTURES OF TWO OR MORE REELS
KNOWN TO HAVE BEEN SHOT IN SOUTHEAST FLORIDA
(1915-1930)
1916
9

1917
8

1918

1919

1920

2

5

6

17

1923

1924

21

8

1925
11

1926
14*

1927
3

1928
4

1915

1921
7

1922
14

1929

1930

1**

Sources: Miami Herald, Miami Metropolis, Moving Picture World, Variety,
Fort Lauderdale Sentinel, Fort Lauderdale Herald, AFI Catalog of
Feature Films 1921-1930, and miscellaneous articles and references.
Listing is by release date. The term southeast Florida denotes
productions shot in full or part in Palm Beach, Fort Lauderdale,
Miami, and other communities in the Gold Coast area of Florida extending southward from Hobe Sound as described earlier in the text.
*
Includes three two-reel comedy films produced but not released as the
negatives were destroyed by the 1926 hurricane.
** Denotes an exception to the table. The film The Cocoanuts (1929)
starring the Four Marx Brothers was about the South Florida land
boom, but was actually shot in a New York studio.
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The prime force behind the development of a local industry
was E. G. Sewell, who hoped to create a major motion picture
center in Miami. Sewell, like other civic leaders, could see the
potential of the movie business as a public relations and business
investment and ably combined commitment to local progress with
the desire for profit. As early as 1917 he had spearheaded discussions between Miami entrepreneurs and film personality Cissy
Fitzgerald to incorporate what they felt could be the new
beginning of Miami as a celluloid capital. Fitzgerald was a leading comedienne of the era and hoped to build a second “Universal
City” in Florida. The Cissy Fitzgerald Film Company was briefly
incorporated, but unrecorded problems arose and the firm “soon
folded, ostensibly because of World War I.“34
Undaunted by this experience, Sewell continued to believe in
the city’s movie potential and in the early 1920s was a director
on the most serious attempt to establish a continuing movie
presence in Miami. Sewell convinced Glenn H. Curtiss, known
for his pioneering aviation work; Frank B. Shutts, controlling
owner and publisher of the Miami Herald; and five other
prominent businessmen, who described themselves in promotional advertising as “PERSONNEL with PERSONALITY
and PEP and PUNCH and PLUCK,” that a joint cinematic
venture called Miami Studios Inc. could be successful.35 An impressive studio and laboratory facility, 250 feet by sixty feet
(enough for four simultaneous companies working with full sets
under lighted cover), was built on a 140-acre site, just outside the
Miami city limits in Hialeah at West Ninth Street and Second
Avenue. Construction was planned by Ted Bevis, an established
studio designer and director, who agreed also to serve on Miami
Studios’board of directors.36 Elaborate preparations attended the
gala studio opening in March 1922, witnessed by over 1,500
invited guests. Calling it a “brilliant social event,” the Miami
Herald added in an editorial that the inauguration “was far more
than a social affair. It was a significant landmark in the develop34. Weekly Miami Metropolis, April 6, 1917; Moving Picture World, July
28, 1917; Miami Daily News, April 3, 1966; and Miami Herald, November 1, 1970.
35. Miami Herald, April 2, 1922. Organizationally, Curtiss was president;
Sewell, secretary and treasurer; and Shutts, a director.
36. Moving Picture World, July 9, 1921, March 25, 1922; Miami Herald,
June 24, 1921, March 19, 1922; and Weekly Miami Metropolis, July 29,
1921.
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ment of this section, and a forecast of a tremendous industry
which will mean more to Miami than any other one thing which
has happened in many years.“37
To subsidize construction and provide working capital,
Miami Studios issued $300,000 worth of mortgage bonds which
were offered for public sale under a series of attractive newspaper
advertisements appearing in the Schutts’s publication. Purchasers
of the bonds were promised eight per cent interest on their investment, and also (somewhat unusually) were given ownership
of common stock upon acquiring the bonds. Bevis estimated that
“the present studio, with its two complete units, operating only
seven months a year, or about sixty percent of the time,” would
easily earn a net profit of $50,000 annually. And with the additional facilities planned later, studio promoters fully expected
this to double.38
Less than a month after the opening of Miami Studios, a new
independent producing organization called the Syracuse Moving
Pictures Company arrived in Florida to shoot a South Seas adventure, The Isle of Doubt, with Wyndham Standing and
Dorothy Mackaill. According to the stage manager and second
cameraman on the picture, Harold Haliday Costain, “The Syracuse Moving Pictures Company was formed in New York by
Hamilton Smith, who had written and directed the popular ‘Bud
and Ham’ comedies. This was our first picture, and work had
started in New York at the old Metro studio. After completing
some interiors we decided to go south to take exteriors and shot
all around Miami, the Deering estate, and at Cocoa Plum beach.
When we got down to Florida the Miami Studios had just
opened up and Hamilton Smith decided to use their facilities. In
fact we were the first company to shoot there. The carpenters
there were very good— but they didn’t yet understand the movie
business. They were just regular carpenters, good technicians that
if you told them what to do, they’d do it. However, they were not
sophisticated as to the type of things that were needed in picture
work. I had to show them how to do the job and teach them
37. Miami Herald, March 24, 1922. Perhaps because it was not a completely
unbiased source, the Miami Herald provides more complete coverage of
the local motion picture industry during the 1920s than the other
Miami newspapers.
38. Miami Herald, April 6, 1922.
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Miami Studios rising with (l. to r.) Ted Bevis, Miami Mayor E. G. Sewell,
movie actor Eddie Polo, and Leslie Carey, January 1922.
Miami Studios under construction, early 1922.
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that they didn’t need to build solid, only a facing seen from the
camera angle.“39
Such problems could be overcome, but required the guiding
hand of a professional studio manager. The owners of Miami
Studios soon entered into negotiations with British-born John
Brunton, well-known to the industry through his production
management of Brunton Studios in Los Angeles which provided
studio space on a lease-out basis to filmmakers working on
location and independents without permanent facilities.
Brunton was intrigued by the challenge of trying to turn Miami
Studios into a moneymaking operation, but accepted the job
only “on the condition that the organization put in its own producing company and also organize a production financing
corporation to aid independents.“40 He felt that keying the
operation to independent producers and ensuring financing
for pictures was the basis for building a stable local industry.
“Miami’s opportunities of becoming a motion picture production
center are wonderful,” Brunton noted, “but only if the big
business men of this city and vicinity take the production of
pictures seriously and give their financial support to it. By
financial backing is meant the lending of money and taking
what amounts to a mortgage on the films produced. Insurance
on the films is made payable to the persons who advance the
money, so that ample protection from destruction is given.”
Brunton warned that “Los Angeles has become famed for its
motion pictures activity and is a mecca for producers, not because of climactic conditions, but because of the financial support
given these enterprises by business men and bankers. There must
be some incentive to come to Miami, or the motion picture producing companies will go elsewhere, and the incentive that producing companies are seeking is financial banking.“41
This pragmatic approach and the carte blanche given him by
the board of Miami Studios was pyramided by Brunton into a
paper motion picture empire. As “supreme head of the motion
picture industry” in Florida (to quote the Miami Herald),
39. Interview by author with Harold Haliday Costain, DeLand, January 8,
1979. Costain says the picture cost $100,000 of which approximately
$25,000 was spent in Florida. See also Miami Herald, April 17, 1922, and
Moving Picture World, May 13, September 30, 1922.
40. Moving Picture World, June 24, 1922; Miami Herald, June 30, 1922.
41. Miami Herald, April 18, October 6, 1922.
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Brunton began by getting agreements from thirty leading
businessmen and financiers from around the state to form what
was called the National Motion Picture Finance Corporation,
with $500,000 in capital stock. National, in turn, contracted with
Brunton, “whereby he agreed to personally supervise all the productions made at the Miami Studios and financed by the National
Motion Picture Finance Company.” The effect of this was to
make the Miami Studios an independent producer as well as
supplier of studio rental space to others. To consolidate his
position, Brunton made yet other agreements to form several
smaller production companies such as Sphinx Productions, Inc.,
which then borrowed money from National to make pictures in
Hialeah.42 As long as the films were good, there would be no
problem. And meanwhile other producers from New York and
California began seriously considering utilizing the studios. The
Miami film world came to life when Rex Ingram, one of the most
famous directors of the day for his Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse (1921), accepted Brunton’s invitation to shoot his
newest picture there, an adaptation of John Russell’s collection
of stories called Where The Pavement Ends. “This is just the
beginning,” Brunton predicted, “of a general exodus of the
moving picture companies from the Pacific slope to Miami, and
we must exert every influence to keep them here and make them
permanent additions to our community.“43
The impact of Miami Studios in terms of local film activity
over the next two seasons seemed to bear Brunton out. For
there was an expansion in both picture promotion and production
with at least fourteen major south Florida pictures released in
1922. This does not include other films shot that year, but released in 1923 when twenty-one Florida-made photoplays entered
exhibition.44 These numbers, while indicative of a new pro42. Ibid., September 21, 1922.
43. Ibid., August 17, 1922.
44. The films released in 1922 include: Island Wives, Don’t Weaken, Cap’n
Kidd, Sunshine in a Moonshine Still, The Man From Toronto, Love’s
Last Dream, Annabel Lee, Destiny’s Isle, Isle of Doubt, Florida the
Beautiful, Glimpses of the Moon, One Exciting Night, and Once Upon
a Time. The pictures released in 1923 include: The Net, The Coward,
A Quick Getaway, Toto in the Land of Make Believe, Broken Violin,
The Ragged Edge, The Exciters, The Heart Raiders, Where the Pavement Ends, Outlaws of the Sea, Rand the Revenuer, Stormy Seas, The
Human Mill, One Million in Jewels, The White Rose, Fog Bound, Slim
Shoulders, The French Doll, The Broad Road, You, Can’t Fool Your
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duction vitality capable of attracting national attention, should
however be placed in perspective. The Film Daily issue of January 23, 1923, reported production statistics which demonstrate
that local hopes for overtaking California as a production center
were not particularly realistic. Eighty-four out of every 100
movies made in America in 1922 were shot in California, twelve
per cent were made in New York, and only four per cent were
made in Florida and other areas. 45
Brunton was likely aware of these facts, and Miami Studios
could probably have survived on such a limited percentage of
total production. But this in turn meant that he had little
margin to maneuver with, particularly when dealing with influential outside producers and directors such as Rex Ingram.
Brunton needed leaders within the industry to “talk up” Miami
Studios if it was to be successful, and he had gone to special
lengths to “get a well-known producer here and by so doing prove
to the satisfaction of the entire motion-picture world that things
could be done in Florida.“46
Unfortunately the things done were often unintentional. Ingram became furious at what he perceived as inefficiency and
unprofessionalism on the part of the “raw” local technicians at
the studios. Bad weather further delayed and disrupted shooting on Where the Pavement Ends, eventually released in 1923.
When Ingram finally completed work on the picture, he not only
immediately left Miami but began criticizing the studios in print.
The Miami Herald reported, “considerable resentment has been
caused among the moving picture people of Miami by a published
statement, attributed to Rex Ingram, that the laboratory and
technical employees of the Miami Studios were inefficient, and
that the Metro company was greatly handicapped during its
stay by reasons of this.“47 Nor did things go better for Brunton’s

45.
46.
47.

Wife, and an unidentified number of comedies starring Charles Craig
made by Continental Productions, Inc. Every attempt has been made to
verify this list, but unfortunately even the American Film Institute
Catalogue, Feature Films, 1921-1930, 2 vols. (New York, 1971) has failed
to pick up photoplays which had limited distribution. Another problem
involves title changes between production, local exhibition, and national
release.
The Film Daily, January 23, 1923; William Marston Seabury, The Public
and the Motion Picture Industry (New York, 1926), 278.
Em Murray, “Will Florida Have a Second Hollywood?” The Florida
Magazine, I (October-November 1922), 25.
Miami Herald, December 10, 1922. The working title of the film was The
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first in-house production, The Filigree Flask (screened in 1923 as
Outlaws of the Sea), In an unusual and strongly worded statement, photoplay author Ernest H. Lebrel catalogued the misfortunes and differences of opinion that dogged the filming: “It is
. . . generally known that there has been considerable friction
between the producer and the author of this, the first entirely
Miami-written, Miami-located, and Miami-made photoplay,
filmed as the first production of Miami Studios. Let it be candidly
known then, that this story was written, marketed, arranged, cast,
directed, produced and finally released under the most trying and
discouraging conditions. Indifference, fear, doubt, petty jealousy,
mistrust and malicious obstruction assailed us on every hand.
Those of us who had had any extensive experience in this intricate
and high art, were either utterly unacquainted with each other
or made subordinate to the most helpless incompetents. Every
detail of plant, equipment and apparatus was new, unseasoned
and untried. Auxiliary supply depots; such as professional
costumers, make-up dealers, property shops, location agents and
the like, simply did not exist. Everything had to be newly made
for the occasion, personally arranged for, or imported at great
expense. That a presentable photoplay was eventually filmed and
assembled under these circumstances, at least reflects credit on the
stubborn grit and determination of these worthy pioneers.“48
Following this fiasco, Brunton left the studios under pressure,
and his plan for developing a local financial base was sacrificed.
California was also making “a concentrated effort to hold the
industry within her own boundaries. In this she was successful and
the producers moved westward due principally to the promise of
extensive financial assistance” which the Floridians had neither
the resources nor the will to match.49
With Miami Studios dark and no local picture leadership
taking charge of focusing attention on Miami as a picture locale,
most of the smaller production houses and peripheral operations
evident in 1922-1923 ceased business. To prevent a further “influx of fly-by-night promoters who may wish to sell stock here in
Passion Vine. See also the recollections of Grant Whytock in Georgia
Marcher, “An Afternoon with Grant Whytock,” American Cinemeditor,
XXV (Winter 1975-1976), 8.
48. Miami Herald, March 4, 1923. See Moving Picture World, April 7, 1923,
for a review of the picture.
49. Miami Herald, July 27, 1924.
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dubious motion picture projects,” the Miami Chamber of Commerce organized an investigating committee. Unless a company
agreed to submit to a lengthy financial, ethical, and professional
qualifications check, the Chamber refused to certify their stocks.
This information clearing house approach, combined with the
problems at Miami Studios, tended for a time to make the city
less attractive to the speculator.50
There was a revival of interest, however, beginning in late
1923. Sewell and the board of directors of Miami Studios still had
not given up on the idea of making Miami a mecca of the movies,
and hired Major B. L. Smith “to take charge of the active management of the studio and work out plans to revive motion
picture activities.” An illustrated pamphlet describing the
services available to the industry in south Florida was sent to
leading motion picture executives. This eventually led to negotiations in which the Tilford Cinema Corporation leased the entire
capacity of the Miami Studios for a series of three pictures which
were produced during the period of January to May 1924. The
Tilford films were released by Producers Distributing Corporation
of New York under the titles Ramshackle House, Another
Scandal, and Miami. All proved moneymakers, with Miami, a
story of the “pleasure-mad rich” in Florida, doing especially well
with critics and at the box-office.51
When Tilford recontracted the studios for a second season, it
fueled hopes that south Florida would at last become a major
motion picture producing center. Articles bearing such titles as
“Miami Comes to Front as Center for Movies,” “Miami a Second
Hollywood,” and “Watch for Florida in the Movies” began reappearing once again. 52 But headlines alone do not a movie
capital make, and an examination of the statistics for the period
once again proved less optimistic. Tilford eventually lost its
financing and was forced to give up the Miami facilities without completing another picture.53
50. Ibid., September 7, 12, 1922.
51. Moving Picture World, May 10, 17, June 14, 21, 28, July 12, November
1, 1924; and Miami Herald, January 28, May 18, July 27, 1924.
52. Miami Herald, May 25, 1924; Shelton S. Matlack, “Miami a Second
Hollywood,” Suniland, I (October 1924), 54-55; and Shelton S. Matlack,
“Watch for Florida in the Movies,” Suniland, II (April 1925), 22-25.
53. Tilford remained at Miami until the 1930s, occupying the remodeled
studio originally built by C. C. Field. However, Tilford ceases to be an
important factor either in local or national film production.
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The studio was then used only sporadically until the late
1920s. Later it was utilized as a hurricane shelter since it was one
of the few major structures left standing in Hialeah after the
storms of 1926 and 1928. By the early 1930s, the building was
“ballyhooed” as a center for dance marathons, skatathons, and
walkathons. Later in the decade it was briefly opened once again
for moviemaking, but more often it stood as an empty reminder
of a faded dream. Finally, in 1960 the neglected studio complex
was torn down.54
The marginal success of the Miami Studios enterprise never
lived up to the hopes and expectations of its backers. While the
studio formed the centerpiece around which the local film
constellation revolved, this was not the only source for the
continued attention on Miami in its struggle to become a fullfledged Hollywood East. The so-called Florida land boom of 19231926 encouraged the irrational creation of a host of “film city”
plans. The effect of the boom was to too often substitute image
over substance, for although the basis for Florida’s development
was essentially sound the methodology in many cases left something to be desired. While the causes for this frenzy of activity
are beyond the scope of this study, national interest was focused
on Florida as a result of the growing land boom and at one point
it was estimated that Florida had more than 50,000 unlicensed
real estate salesmen swarming over the state.55 Not surprisingly,
the area was again flooded with speculative film ventures and
promotions further undermining a stable industrial foundation.
54. The Home News (Hialeah-Miami Springs), September 2, 1960; Miami
Herald, September 21, 1958. The studio was used in 1935-1936 as Pan
American Studio, financed by British investors, organized by the then
Sir John Brunton. See the correspondence between Governor David
Sholtz’s office and Arthur Sawyer, president of Pan American in the
Florida Governors’ Papers, “Motion Picture Industry Committee— 1935”
file, Florida State Archives, R. A. Gray Building, Tallahassee.
55. The literature on the boom is voluminous. Among the more interesting
studies: A. M. Sakolski, The Great American Land Bubble: The Amazing
Story of Land-Grabbing, Speculations, and Booms from Colonial Days to
the Present Time (New York, 1932); Frank Bowman Sessa, “Real Estate
Expansion and Boom in Miami and its Environs During the 1920s”
(Ph.D. dissertation, University of Pittsburgh, 1950); Homer B. Vanderblue, “The Florida Land Boom, Parts I and II,” Journal of Land and
Public Utility Economics, III (1927), 113-31, 252-69; S. H. Bowman,
“Changing Trends in the Real Estate Business,” Florida Magazine, XIV
(March 1940), 24; and Kenneth Ballinger, Miami Millions: The
Dance of the Dollars in the Great Florida Land Boom of 1925 (Miami,
1936).
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Given the high-rolling economy of the mid-twenties in Florida,
it is not surprising that “oil-tongued strangers” returned to
present fascinating stories of the “millions to be made in producing moving pictures in Florida” as part of extravagant stock
selling schemes. Reportedly “millions of dollars have been lost
in fake moving picture promotions— enough to have bought out
the Famous Players-Lasky [Paramount] and First National
Companies several times over.“56
Studio promotions in the mid-twenties criss-crossed the state
from Miami to Orlando and Palatka to Pensacola. Among the
more interesting was “Picture City,” devoted to the screen arts in
south Florida near Hobe Sound. Picture City, “named for its
picturesqueness” by developer Charles L. Apfel, was typical of
several new industrial communities in which filmmaking was
ostensibly to play an important role. In fact, Apfel was at the
same time marketing “Industrial City” nearby in Palm Beach
County in which negotiations with “New York parties” also
were ongoing towards building a second studio.57 One of the
New Yorkers that Apfel connected with was former film mogul
Lewis J. Selznick, trying to recover from his own corporate
bankruptcy by speculating in Florida real estate. Another
partner was Philadelphia financier Felix Isman. Selznick had not
lost much of his flamboyance when he predicted that Picture
City was going to be “the Los Angeles of Florida” with the
construction of the largest studio in the world, costing well over
$1,000,000. Reportedly a contract had been concluded, but no
one told how or where the money had supposedly been raised.
The euphoria must have rubbed off from Apfel, who in buying
the entire townsite of Olympia to rename it Picture City apparently also wanted to proclaim the area’s new-found destiny
as THE future movie capital. Eminent scientists had tipped him
off, he explained, “that a treacherous Arctic current had been
discovered off the coast of California and in a few years would
freeze the California climate so severely that filmmakers would
have to quit Hollywood and ship their studios to Florida.“58
And sure enough, the Miami Herald had indeed carried a story
56. Matlack, “Miami a Second Hollywood,” 54-55.
57. Miami Herald, June 7, 14, 1925.
58. Dana L. Thomas, Lords of the Land: The Triumphs and Scandals of
America’s Real Estate Barons— From Earliest Times to the Present
(New York, 1977), 195; Miami Herald, October 10, 1925.
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filed by the paper’s Washington correspondent citing government sources that this was a likely possibility.59
Picture City went through an impressive workup and was
designed to operate as a complete community centered around
big studio lots. The homes of the executives were to be situated
nearby, while lesser officials and workers would be housed
further away. A system of curving roads was actually built, and
a number of prominent individuals bought land in the initial
selling campaign.60 But the dream of Picture City soon collided
with reality, and the project collapsed along with the land boom
that had originally sustained it. The only monuments today are
the still modernistic light poles and underground electrical
system constructed along the roadways.61 The other unsound
promotions and weak studio operations also disappeared with
hardly a trace. The end of the boom and the onset of the depression coincided with changes in the industry evident in the
late 1920s and early 1930s. Sound had replaced the silent film
as the staple of the movie business, and although the making
of motion pictures locally never fully died out, south Florida
remained in a far weaker position vis-à-vis the west coast than
during the expectant post-World War I period.
The story of greater Miami as a developing area for film
production in the years 1910-1930 provides a good case study of
the traditional strengths and weaknesses that have plagued
efforts within the state to build a viable motion picture industry.
That filmmaking continued and has revived once again in
Miami in the 1980s is a testimony to the many virtues the city
and state have always possessed: scenic beauty and variety, good
atmospheric conditions, mild winter climate, and proximity to
New York. The conditions that have been traditionally lacking
(sufficient local capital investment, trained support personnel,
consistent political and civic policies, a strong local media base
in addition to an “imported’ one) have proven a continuing
hinderance, but not a fatal one.
59.
60.

Miami Herald, June 12, 1925.
New York Times, September 2, 13, November 28, December 27, 1925;
Miami Daily News and Metropolis, December 22, 1925; Miami Herald,
January 20, March 10, 1926.
61. Florida Times Union, June 3, 1965. See also Chester M. Withington,
Jupiter Island (Hobe Sound, 1935), 26; and Janet Hutchinson, compil.,
History of Martin County (Hutchinson Island, 1975), 166.
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All too often efforts in the past were squandered in projects
going nowhere. The failure of both the Florida Feature Film
Company and Miami Studios revealed the shaky premises which
undergirded most of the early development and upsurge in talk
of Miami becoming a second Hollywood. The mere existence
of a fully-equipped local studio could not guarantee producers
flocking to the area. Today with the development of simpler
more mobile technology, filmmaking has become a portable art.
The fragmentation of the old studio system has helped to
resurrect the independent producer and once again made that
aspect of the business more important and substantive. This has
contributed to the rebirth of the Florida film and television industry, now ranked third in the nation behind California and
New York.62 One could do worse, however, than to reflect on
these prior failures in coming to decisions about present policies.
Strikingly, the need for local entities to commit themselves fully
to long-range planning and assistance in both financial investment and professional cooperation stands out as a continuing
need. The recent efforts of the Film and Television Department
in the Metropolitan County Office of Economic Development
Coordination, and the Motion Picture and Television Services
Program in the Division of Economic Development of the Florida
State Department of Commerce, combined with private initiatives
by members of the South Florida Film and Tape Producers Association and the Florida Motion Picture and Television Association, point hopefully to progress in the coming years. For
despite all the problems and disappointments that have marred
the story of Florida as a production center, after seventy-five
years the state continues to offer a meaningful option for both
major and minor film interests. The question that now must be
asked is not “Is there a motion picture and television future for
Florida?” but rather “How much of one is there to be?” Since
nothing is guaranteed in the changing media world, the public
and private sectors of the state will have to continue working
together to ensure southeast Florida does not remain an overlooked film capital.
62. Carol Pearce, “Fla. Climbs to 3rd as Nat’l Film & TV Capital,” Back
Stage, XIX (November 17, 1978), 1; “Florida Ranks Third in Film
Production,” Back Stage, XX (June 8, 1979), 31; “Film and TV Growth
Unprecedented,” Florida Economic Developments, II (December 1980),
8; and St. Petersburg Times, May 2, 1982.
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“DIGNITY AND IMPORTANCE:” SLAVERY IN
JEFFERSON COUNTY, FLORIDA— 1827 TO 1860
by L ARRY R IVERS

J

EFFERSON County, formed January 16, 1827, from Leon County,
was a part of the area then called middle Florida. Many settlers
who migrated to this frontier area came with their slaves seeking
cheap fertile land. Thomas Randall and his wife, Laura, arrived
in 1827 from the Washington, D. C./Maryland area to buy inexpensive land, and a year later had their slaves brought down
to them. John and Robert Gamble were among the first families
of Jefferson to transport their slaves with them, in their case from
Virginia. Other settlers, like the Randall and Gamble families,
moved from Maryland, Virginia, North and South Carolina, and
Georgia. 1
Ideologically and emotionally committed to an agrarian way
of life, the Florida frontier offered white settlers “a democratic
atmosphere” in which they could compete for land, accumulate
capital, and become citizens of “substance.” Randall noted in
1828, that fertile land could be purchased in Jefferson County for
as little as $1.25 per acre. He, like other settlers, however, were
concerned that the price of “good tracts of land” would ultimately
increase with the demand for it by newcomers. His fears were
justified; within a two-year period, the cost increased from $1.25

Larry Rivers is associate professor of history at Florida Agricultural and
Mechanical University, Tallahassee. He wishes to thank his colleagues,
Frances J. Stafford and Donnie D. Bellamy for their comments on an
earlier draft of this article. An abridged version hereof was presented at
the second annual Banks-Pierro-Rutland Social Sciences Colloquim, Fort
Valley (Georgia) State College, in May 1981.
1. Thomas Randall to William Wirt, April 17, 1827, roll 9; Laura H.
Randall to Mother, September 4, 1827, roll 9; William Wirt to Laura
H. Randall, December 7, 1827, roll 10; Thomas Randall to William
Wirt, January 12, 1828, roll 10; Thomas Randall to William Wirt, December 12, 1828, roll 11; William Wirt Papers, Microfilm copy in Maryland Historical Society, Baltimore, Maryland (hereinafter cited as Wirt
Papers); copy also in Robert M. Strozier Library, Florida State University, Tallahassee; Major Robert Gamble, Jr.‘s Notebook, 55-56,
Jefferson County Historical Society (copy), Monticello, Florida (hereinafter cited as Gamble Notebook); Julia Floyd Smith, Slavery and Plantation Growth in Antebellum Florida 1821-1860 (Gainesville, 1973), 17.
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per acre to $5.00 per acre. Still, William Wirt, Randall’s fatherin-law and former United States Attorney-General informed him
that Jefferson would provide the opportunity for him to become
“not only independent— but rich” in ten to fifteen years if he remained “prudent” in his business affairs.2 After his tenure in the
Monroe administration and other business affairs were complete,
Wirt, who had invested heavily in land through Randall, planned
to settle with his family on their plantation, Wirtland in Jefferson
County. Wirt, in fact, had invested so much money in land that his
daughter felt that he suffered from a “sort of mania,” as did her
uncles Robert and John Gamble, “for purchasing Florida lands.”
Much like Wirt, Randall, and the Gambles, many others took advantage of every opportunity to purchase relatively cheap land in
Florida and to become yeoman farmers and planters.3
As the settlers knew, slave labor was central to wresting profits
from the land and gaining status. Since it was difficult to purchase
slaves in Florida prior to 1821, the majority of settlers brought
their workers with them. The settlers who intended to buy blacks
after they arrived in Florida, usually faced disappointment.
Randall wrote Wirt in Baltimore warning that “there is not the
same certainty and convenience in procuring” slaves in Florida
as in Maryland and Virginia. He also asserted that they cost “25
to 50 percent” more in Florida. As a result, Randall, the Gamble
brothers, and Governor William P. DuVal were among the many
settlers who purchased slaves elsewhere in the South and transferred them to Florida. Because of the inability of many Jefferson
citizens either to purchase or hire blacks, there were some who
resorted to hiring immigrants from Europe to work their plantations. This alternative was not very successful. William Wirt employed free-labor German immigrants in 1833 to work his Miccosukee plantation, but he found them hard to manage, and they
were unable to adapt to the living and working arrangements on
the plantation. Later, Wirt purchased slaves to replace the Europeans. 4
2.
3.

4.

William Wirt to Thomas Randall, January 17, 1828, roll 10; Thomas
Randall to William Wirt, May 1, 22, 1827, roll 9; Wirt Papers.
Laura H. Wirt to Mother, April 1827, roll 9; Thomas Randall to
William Wirt, April 17, October 13, November 8, 1827, roll 9, December
30, 1827, roll 10, August 10, 1828, roll 11; Laura Wirt to Catharine
Gamble, December 10, 1827, roll 10; William Wirt to Thomas Randall,
January 17, 20, February 1, 1828, roll 19; Wirt Papers.
Thomas RandalI to William Wirt, April 9, 17, September 21, 1827, roll
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Records show that as Jefferson County grew in population and
economic productivity after 1827, the availability of slaves also
increased. In 1829, the county tax roll listed 464 taxable blacks
out of a total of 597 taxable inhabitants. Much like Leon and the
other counties of middle Florida, except Gadsden and Hamilton,
the slave population was slightly smaller than the white population at that time. Approximately a decade later, the number of
blacks had increased to 1,630, while the number of taxable whites
rose by 324.5 As indicated by Table 1, the slave population of
Jefferson, again like its sister counties in middle Florida,
continued to exceed the free population from 1840 to 1860. The
number of slaves rose from forty-nine per cent in 1830, to sixtytwo per cent by 1860, while the percentage of whites proportionally declined during the same period.
POPULATION

TABLE I
OF JEFFERSON COUNTY,

Year

Total

Whites

%

1830
1840
1850
1860

3,312
5,713
7,718
9,876

1,695
2,162
2,775
3,498

51.17
37.84
35.95
35.41

1830

Free
Blacks
7
2
5
4

TO

1860

%

Slaves

.21
.03
.06
.04

1,610
3,549
4,939
6,374

%
48.61
62.12
63.98
64.51

Sources: Fifth Census; or Enumeration of the Inhabitants of the United States,
1830 (Washington, 1832), 156-57; Sixth Census of the United States,
1830 (Washington, 1841), 454-55; Seventh Census of the United States,
1850 (Washington, 1853), 391-401; Population of the United States in
1860; Compiled from the Original Returns of the Eighth Census
(Washington, 1864), 50-54.

The growth of the slave population in Florida prior to the Civil
War was due to natural increase, the domestic slave trade, and
settlers bringing their blacks with them when they moved in from
other parts of the South. It is likely also that slaves were brought
9; Elizabeth Wirt to Laura H. Randall, October 12, 1827, roll 9;
Thomas Randall to William Wirt, November 8, 1827, roll 9, December
30, 1827, roll 10; William Wirt to Laura and Thomas Randall, 1828, roll
10; Laura H. Randall to Mother, November 19, 22, 24, 1827 roll 9:
Thomas Randall to William Wirt, January 22, November 19, 27, 1832,
roll 15; Thomas Randall to William Wirt, April 12, 22, June 29, 1833,
roll 16; Thomas Randall to Elizabeth Wirt, September 20, 1834, roll 17;
Ellen McCormick to Catharine W. Randall, March 16, 20, 1843, roll 20;
Wirt Papers.
5. Jefferson and Leon County Tax Rolls for 1829 and 1839, Florida State
Archives, Tallahassee (hereinafter cited as J. C. or L. C. Tax rolls).
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in illegally from outside the United States. In middle Florida
the slave trade was conducted by T. R. McClintock and the firm
of Patterson and Hughes, both located in Leon County. Occasionally, McClintock would travel to Monticello, county seat
of Jefferson County, to sell slaves to local residents.7
As of 1830, 137, or forty-two per cent of Jefferson County’s 321
families owned at least one slave. Of those, eighty-four per cent
owned fewer than twenty slaves, and sixty-seven per cent less than
ten slaves, while fifty-three per cent held less than five. Members
of the planter class who owned twenty or more slaves made up
sixteen per cent of the total slaveholding population. James
Gadsden, with 144 slaves, was the largest Jefferson County planter
in 1830. The relative proportion of slaves owned by Jefferson
citizens was slightly higher than that held by county residents in
Alabama and Louisiana in 1830.8
CLASSIFICATION

TABLE 2
OF SLAVEHOLDING FAMILIES IN JEFFERSON

1
Slave

2-4
Slaves

5-9
Slaves

10-19
Slaves

20-49
Slaves

33

40

21

21

14

COUNTY IN 1830
100
50-99 or More
Slaves
Slaves
6

2

Source: Fifth Census of the United States, 1830, Population Schedules of
Florida, No. 19, Sheets, 156-70 (National Archives, Washington,
1943), 311-39.

The 1860 census count of slaveholders in the county reveals
that within thirty years, slavery had become a widespread institution. The typical Jefferson County resident, much like his
counterpart in Leon, was by then a slaveholder. With 675 families
6. Smith, Slavery and Plantation Growth, 28-29; Julia F. Smith, “Slavetrading in Antebellum Florida,” Florida Historical Quarterly, L (January 1972), 252-61; Frances J. Stafford, “Illegal Importation: Enforcement
of the Slave Trade Laws Along the Florida Coast, 1810-1828,” Florida
Historical Quarterly, XLVI (October 1967), 124-33; An Act For The Establishment of a Territorial Government in Florida, 1822, 1st sess., in
Laws of Florida, 1822-1827, I, xxxi-xxxix.
7. See, for example, Tallahassee Floridian, December 5, 12, 1835, November
12, 1836, April 7, 1838, February 2, July 8, 1839, January 2, 1841; Tallahassee Floridian and Advocate, April 6, 1830, February 28, 1832; Jerrell H.
Shofner, History of Jefferson County (Tallahassee, 1976), 135.
8. The author prepared a card index containing all the names of slaveholders listed in U. S. Census Office, Fifth Census of the United
States, 1830, Population Schedules of Florida, No. 19, Sheets 156-70, 22373; Kenneth M. Stampp, The Peculiar Institution, Slavery in the AnteBellum South (New York, 1956), 30.
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residing in the county, 397 or fifty-nine per cent owned at least
one slave. The percentage of slaveholders in Jefferson was higher
than in many other counties in the South.9
CLASSIFICATION

TABLE 3
OF SLAVEHOLDING FAMILIES IN JEFFERSON

COUNTY

IN

1860

1
Slaves

2-4
Slaves

5-9
Slaves

10-20
Slaves

30-49
Slaves

50-99
Slaves

100-200
Slaves

64

84

91

74

55

20

9

Sources: Agriculture of the United States in 1860: Compiled from the Original
Returns of the Eighth Census (Washington, 1864), 225; Statistics of
the United States (Including Mortality, Property, etc.) in 1860; Compiled from the Original Returns and Being the Final Exhibit of the
Eighth Census (Washington, 1866), 340-41.

Jefferson County slaveholders increased from forty-two per
cent in 1830 to fifty-nine per cent in 1860. The largest group in
this category, totaling fifty-three per cent, continued to own
between one to nine slaves. The proportion owning twenty slaves
or more comprised only twenty-one per cent of the slaveholding
population. Like other southern counties, slavery in Jefferson
had apparently become, as one historian noted, “an integral part
of the Southern way of life . . . and positive good.”
Judging from the steadily increasing slave population in
Jefferson from 1827 to 1860, the majority of the county’s residents
believed that there were many benefits to owning slaves. Slave
owning planters held status and power in the community.
Politics was the way they could dominate public affairs at the
local, state, and federal levels. A survey of Jefferson County men
who influenced or actively participated in the political arena
during this period indicates that they were all slaveholders, some
possessing a sizable number of blacks and extensive property and
others with more moderate holdings. For example, Thomas
Randall, circuit court judge from 1827 to about 1840, owned
forty-eight slaves and listed 4,400 acres of land in 1840. His status
and image as a southern gentleman in the Jefferson community,
9.

See, for example, Harry L. Coles, Jr., “Some Notes on Slaveownership and
Landownership in Louisiana, 1850-1860,” Journal of Southern History,
IX (August 1943), 381-94; Chase C. Mooney, “Some Institutional and
Statistical Aspects of Slavery in Tennessee,” Tennessee Historical
Quarterly, I (September 1942), 195-228; Frank L. Owsley and Harriett
C. Owsley, “The Economic Structure of Rural Tennessee, 1850-1860,”
Journal of Southern History, VI (April 1940), 24-45.
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he believed, were more directly related to his agricultural activities than to his judicial responsibilities. He often wrote to his
relatives in Maryland stating that he was a “planter” first and a
“judge” second.10 Randall’s successor as judge, A. B. Shehee,
owned twenty slaves and listed 1,320 acres of land in 1840. Records
reveal John A. Cuthbert, with twenty-seven slaves and 768 acres in
1829; Achille Murat, ninety-five slaves and 2,776 acres in 1839;
and attorney Joseph McCants, eight slaves and 160 acres of land.
All, at one time or another, held the office of county judge of
Jefferson. Other slaveholders served as sheriff and county tax
collector. These included Smith Simkins, who owned sixteen
slaves and listed 400 acres of land, and Elias Blackburn, who held
five slaves and 480 acres in the 1840s and eight slaves in 1850. Of
the seven Jefferson County councilmen appointed in 1836, fiftyseven per cent owned from two to thirty-seven blacks and from
zero to 920 acres of land.11
Joseph M. White, territorial delegate to Congress from Florida
(1825-1837), owned sixty slaves and 1,540 acres of land in 1829.
John M. Smith, a state senator from 1846 to 1850, owned seventynine slaves in 1840, although he was not listed as owning any land.
Joshua Taylor, state representative from Jefferson County, owned
ten slaves and 500 acres in 1850. Congressman E. Carrington
Cabell owned seventy-one slaves and 2,680 acres of land in 1840.
By 1852 his ownership of slaves had increased to ninety-eight
while his acreage remained the same. William D. Moseley,
governor of Florida from 1845 to 1848, owned seventy-two slaves
and 2,505 acres in 1850.12
As in politics, Jefferson slaveholders also determined the
economic affairs of the county. Many “became involved in banking, mercantile businesses, and the professions in addition to
planting operations.“13 An examination of the economic activities
of persons who ranged from wealthy to moderately so, reveals
10. William Wirt to Thomas Randall, February 13, 1828, roll 10; Thomas
Randall to William Wirt, April 20, 1838, roll 18; Thomas Randall to
Elizabeth Wirt, n.d., roll 17; Wirt Papers.
11. See J. C. Tax Rolls for 1829, 1839, and 1850; U.S. Census Office, Sixth
Census of Florida, 1840, Population Census Schedules, 44-57; U. S.
Census Office, Seventh Census of Florida, 1850, Original Census Schedules,
Schedule 4, Agriculture, 141-59.
12. J. C. Tax Rolls for 1829, 1839, and 1850; Sixth Census of Florida, 1840,
Population Census Schedules, 44-57; Seventh Census of Florida, 1850,
Original Census Schedules, Schedule 4, Agriculture, 141-59.
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that all could be classed as influential business and professional
men. When the First Bank of Florida was chartered in Leon
County around 1829, John Gamble, James Gadsden, and William
Bailey were listed as stockholders. At the time, Gamble owned
two plantations, one in Jefferson and another in Leon. The
Jefferson property comprised 134 slaves and 4,480 acres. Gadsden
owned 144 slaves and 1,520 acres, while Bailey held fifty-seven
slaves and 240 acres of land. Three years later when the Planters
Bank of Tallahassee began operations, Gamble and Bailey were
listed as stockholders. The next year Gamble was named president of the newly-formed Planters or Union Bank of Florida
which became the largest of its kind in middle Florida. Gamble
held office until his death in 1852.14 Of the ninety middle Florida
stockholders in the Union Bank, twenty-six were from Jefferson
County, including Robert Gamble, Joseph McCants, Canada
Rouse, Alexander Jernigan, and Claude D. Jacqueminot, all with
sizable slave and land holdings. In fact, eighty-six per cent of the
twenty-six stockholders were slaveholders.15
Of the thirty-five merchants identified in Jefferson County
from 1830 to 1860, seventy-one per cent owned slaves and land. Of
this group, forty per cent possessed twenty-five to 108 slaves, and
land holdings from zero to 2,236 acres. Martin Palmer and
James L. Parish operated a store near Monticello in 1832. The
latter owned eleven slaves and 480 acres of land; Parish, forty
slaves and 2,236 acres. In 1838, Andrew Denham and Thomas R.
Randolph owned a store called, A. Denham and Company.
Denham owned seven slaves but no acreage; Randolph owned
twenty-four slaves and 1,700 acres of land in 1840. The majority
of merchant-slaveholders in Jefferson never increased their ownership of land and slaves significantly enough to be regarded as
planters. 16
Unlike bankers and merchants, not many professionals in
Jefferson owned slaves. As a rule, fewer Jefferson lawyers be13. Shofner, History of Jefferson County, 85.
14. J. C. Tax Rolls for 1829; Kathryn T. Abbey, “The Union Bank of
Tallahassee,” Florida Historical Quarterly, XV (April 1937), 207-31.
15. Shofner, History of Jefferson County, 109; Abbey, “The Union Bank of
Tallahassee,” 212.
16. Seventh Census of Florida, 1850, Original [Slave] Population Schedules,
417-533; Lula Dee Keith Appleyard, “Plantation Life in Middle Florida:
1821-1845” (master’s thesis, Florida State University, 1940), 11-39; J. C.
Tax Rolls for 1840.
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came either planters or yeomen farmers during the antebellum
period. Moreover, many seemed to have found it hard making a
living in the county because of a large number of competing
lawyers and doctors. As a result, some moved to other counties.
Of the twelve lawyers identified as “practicing” in Jefferson half
did not stay long enough to appear on any census returns.
Dabney C. Wirt, one of William Wirt’s sons, began practicing law
in Jefferson around 1840, but moved because he could not collect
money “owed to him” by his clients. He departed the county in
search of clients who could pay for his services.17 Only five
lawyers owned slaves ranging from four to nine, and land estimated from none to 180 acres. Attorney David S. Walker, later
governor of Florida, was perhaps the only exception to the rule.
In 1860 he held fifty-two slaves and 900 acres of land.18
As with lawyers, few medical doctors in Jefferson seemed to
have acquired slaves and land. Of the sixteen physicians identified
in the county, thirty-eight per cent remained so briefly that their
names did not appear on any census returns. Nineteen per cent
of those listed on the census did not own slaves or land; fifty-nine
per cent owned between three to eleven slaves, from none to
thirty acres; and twenty-two per cent owned from twenty to
twenty-nine slaves and up to 1,750 acres of land. Drs. John G.
Pettus and Benjamin Johnson were successful planters. Johnson
abandoned his medical practice, and with his thirty-three slaves
joined with E. Carrington Cabell during the 1840s on the
Dulcie Domain plantation .19 Henry Wirt, another son of William
Wirt, rented Dr. Johnson’s Monticello home, and set up his own
medical practice. Henry often complained to his mother about
the many physicians in the county. In one letter written in 1843,
he noted that his patients owed him $500. He subsequently had
to borrow money from his mother to continue his practice. He
could not make what he considered a decent “living” since the
medical business had to be “cut up” among so many doctors.20
17. Ellen McCormick to Elizabeth Wirt, October 12, 1842, roll 19; Wirt
Papers.
18. J. C. Tax Rolls for 1860; U. S. Census Office, Eighth Census of Florida,
1860, Original [Slave] Population Schedules, 1-64.
19. Seventh Census of Florida, 1850, Original [Slave] Population Schedules,
417-533; J. C. Tax Rolls for 1840.
20. Henry Wirt to Mother, May 19, June 3, July 14, 1843, roll 19; Louisa
Anderson Wirt to Elizabeth W. Wirt, February 14, 1844, roll 20; Henry
Wirt to Elizabeth Wirt, June 30, 1845, roll 20; Wirt Papers.
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Most Jefferson County professionals were not successful in
diversifying their assets and did not become either yeomen farmers
or planters.
Members of the clergy in the county were also slaveholders.
Of the fifteen Baptist, Methodist, Presbyterian, and Episcopal
ministers in the antebellum period, sixty-six per cent owned slaves
and land. The Methodist clergymen were the major slaveholders.
Thomas Linton owned twenty-six slaves and 800 acres of land
in 1850; Adam Wirick held twenty-nine slaves and 1,760 acres;
while Wesley Adams listed twelve slaves and 400 acres. With the
exception of John N. Partridge, an Episcopal minister who
owned twenty-two slaves and 320 acres of land, most, of the
Baptist, Presbyterian, and Episcopal clergy in Jefferson possessed
modest holdings of slaves and land, usually ranging from as few
as three slaves and no acreage in 1830, to as many as twenty-two
slaves and 400 acres by 1860.21
Jefferson’s economy centered around agricultural production.
Ranked third in population among middle Florida counties
during the antebellum period, it was second to Leon County in
the cultivation of cotton, corn, and rice. Jefferson was an aggregate of numerous small and moderate size farms of fifty to 500
acres. According to the 1860 tax rolls and slave schedules, Jefferson
was second only to Leon County in the number of plantations
utilizing thirty slaves or more. There were seventy-five Leon
County plantations that worked thirty slaves or more. In Jefferson
County there were fifty-five plantations with the same or more
slaves. John Gamble, James Gadsden, and Thomas Randall
thought that “100 Negroes” could profitably work a maximum of
800 acres.22 In Leon County there were 146 plantations with 500
or more acres, and in Jefferson 110.23
While there was fertile land in Jefferson County there was no
good river system to transport commodities to market. “Transportation to and from the ports was as much a problem as find-

21. Seventh Census of Florida, 1850, Original [Slave] Population Schedules,
417-533.
22. J. C. and L. C. Tax Rolls for 1860; Eighth Census of Florida, 1860,
Original [Slave] Population Schedules, 1-64; Thomas Randall to William
Wirt, August 10, 1828, roll 11; Wirt Papers.
23. U. S. Census Office, Eighth Census of Florida, 1860, Original Census
Schedules, Schedule 4, Agriculture, 1-22.
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ing a suitable channel from the ports to the ocean.“ The St.
Marks River which flowed alongside the seaport towns of Magnolia, Newport, and Port Leon was about twenty miles from
Jefferson. Despite the distance, it became the river used by
Jefferson and middle Florida farmers as the major avenue for
25
transporting products. The poor condition of the roads was an
additional aggravation. Consequently, transportation to and from
the coast posed a constant problem.26
Cotton production, of course, was vital to the economy of
Jefferson County. As Louis Goldsborough noted in a letter to his
wife, it was “regarded as the gold of a Florida plantation.“27
George Anderson, manager of the Wirt plantation, predicted in
1844 that the property would yield at least 400 bales of cotton.
The Gamble, Gadsden, Randall, and Wirt families were among
the largest cotton growers in the county.28 Prosperous agricultural
production was dependent upon a good working relationship
between masters and slaves.
While owners realized that they had complete control over
their slaves, they knew from experience that the bondsmen needed
to be manipulated and given incentives in order to get the maximum amount of work from them. Randall and the Gambles
knew well the workings of the slave system and how best to motivate the workers.29 Better performances resulted if the blacks
24. Shofner, History of Jefferson County, 104; Allen Morris, The Florida
Handbook, 1977-1978 (Tallahassee, 1978), 332-33.
25. Henry Thompson to William Wirt, December 5, 1827, roll 10; Thomas
Randall to William Wirt, January 28, February 24, 1828, roll 10; Laura
Randall to William and Elizabeth Wirt, May 4, 1838, roll 10; William
Wirt to Laura and Thomas Randall, 1828, roll 10; Thomas Randall to
William Wirt, June 17, 1829, roll 12; Ellen McCormick to Family,
January 29, 1843, roll 19; Henry Wirt to Elizabeth Wirt, October 20,
1843, roll 20; H. Louisa A. Wirt to Elizabeth W. Wirt, January 19, 1846,
roll 20; Wirt Papers; May 29, August 2, 1825, June 7, 16, 1836, July 1,
1837, Gamble Family Papers, ms 105, folder 3 (Photocopy), Special
Collections, Strozier Library, Florida State University, Tallahassee (hereinafter cited as Gamble Family Papers); J. William Yon, Geology of
Jefferson County, Florida (Tallahassee, 1966), 15-18 (Geological Bulletin
No. 48).
26. Shofner, History of Jefferson County, 102-06.
27. Louis Goldsborough to Elizabeth W. Goldsborough, July 26, 1836 (ms
nos. 429-430); Goldsborough Papers, Library of Congress, Manuscript
Collection, Washington, D.C., (hereinafter cited as Goldsborough Papers).
28. Henry Wirt to Elizabeth Wirt, October 12, 1842, February 18, 1843, roll
19; Laura Randall to Mother, October 26, 1828, roll 11; Wirt Papers.
29. Gamble Notebook, 54-55; Laura Wirt to William Wirt, June 17, 1827 r o l l
9; Laura Randall to Elizabeth Wirt, September 4, June 15, November
26, 1827, roll 9, February 9, 1828, roll 10; Thomas Randall to William
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were allowed to do certain things which they enjoyed.30 Slaves
sometimes received extra food, money, gifts, and other inducements if they worked more efficiently. Randall permitted his slaves
to cook their own meals in the mornings and evenings; their noon
meals were prepared by a plantation cook, so as not to interfere
with work in the fields. The Gambles were advised that it was
important to let their slaves grind their own corn and to give
them their share of pork and other food stuffs. Mrs. Wirt
cautioned Randall to make sure that his “people” had an ample
supply of pork and food.31
Most slaveholders realized the wisdom of maintaining the
integrity of the slave family. Thomas Randall shortly after his
arrival in Jefferson County in 1828 had to deal with a slave
problem. David, a slave purchased by Randall for the Wirtland
plantation, had been separated from his wife in Maryland. He
complained about the separation and wanted to be sold. Randall,
fearing that David “would infect the whole body of the black
community with his despondence,” decided to buy the wife. He
later wrote his father-in-law, “I regret I was not at home to
witness the reunion of David and his wife.” Later in another letter
to Wirt, Randall reported that David and his wife were very
“happy” together. 32 When Randall wanted to send some pea
fowls from his Belmont plantation to Wirtland, he entrusted
them to his servant Jacob, who used this opportunity also to
visit his wife and family. John Gamble often noted in his diary
that he had “purchased some articles for housekeeping” to be
given to his male slaves when they became engaged or married
on the plantation. On occasion, Laura Randall, wife of Thomas
Randall, informed her mother that several of her uncle John
Gamble’s slaves had become engaged to a couple of their female
Wirt, January 7, February 10, March 9, 1828, roll 10; Laura Randall to
William Wirt, April 13, 1828, roll 10; Wirt Papers.
30. Gamble Family Papers, January 26, 1847; William Wirt to Laura and
Thomas Randall, 1828, roll 10; Elizabeth Wirt to Catharine Wirt,
January 3, 1839, roll 18; Ellen McCormick to Wirt Family, January 29,
1843, roll 19; Wirt Papers.
31. Gamble Family Papers, passim; Elizabeth Wirt to Laura Randall, November 13, 1837, roll 18; Laura Randall’s Journal, November 22, 1827,
roll 9; Thomas Randall to William Wirt, March 20, April 7, 1833, roll
16; Wirt Papers.
32. Thomas Randall to William Wirt, December 20, 1828, November 20,
1829, roll 12, Wirt Papers.
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slaves at Belmont.33 When Betsey, a slave at Wirtland, was asked
to be a nurse for Mrs. Wirt who was then in Baltimore, she replied
that she “wanted to be married to this man Noah” and that “she
preferred being married at all events.”34 Fearing that this situation might affect her work at Wirtland, Elizabeth Wirt gave
Betsey permission to remain and marry Noah, a slave belonging
to Mr. Graham, the owner of a sawmill in Monticello.35 Although
not recognized by law, the “slave family” was a useful tool to
many slaveholders in encouraging stability and productivity in
their blacks.
Moreover, slaveowners recognized the importance of religion
to the bondsmen and used it to foster good work habits, Randall
and Wirt allowed their slaves to build their own church. The
former reported to his father-in-law soon after the arrival of their
first group of blacks from Maryland in 1828: “On the way to
town, I discovered that near a beautiful grove of hickories North
of the house . . . they had formed an under enclosure with logs for
seats and somethings [sic] like a pulpit for their religious exercises
— this was the first I had seen of it.“36 Randall was surprised that
his slaves had “erected such an establishment even before they
had finished their own dwellings.“37 It seems as though Randall,
Wirt, and other slaveholders were allowing their bondsmen to
worship by themselves with their own preachers (or those from
other plantations in the county) in exchange for their cooperation
in the cotton fields. However, this situation changed somewhat
during the 1840s and 1850s as whites became agitated and fearful
over the abolitionist movement. Many planters then sought the

33. Gamble Family Papers, January 26, 1847; Thomas Randall to William
Wirt, December 26, 1840, roll 18; Ellen McCormick to Elizabeth Wirt,
October 12, 1842, roll 19; H. Louisa Anderson to Catharine Wirt
Randall, December 1, 1842, roll 19; H. Louisa Wirt to Elizabeth Wirt,
July 14, 1844, roll 20; H. Louisa Wirt to Elizabeth W. Wirt, November
26, 1844, roll 20; Wirt Papers.
34. H. Louisa Anderson to Catharine Wirt Randall, December 1, 1842, roll
19, Wirt Papers.
35. Ibid.
36. Thomas Randall to William Wirt, April 13, 1828, roll 10; William Wirt
to Laura and Thomas Randall, 1828, roll 10; Wirt Papers; see Wills
of Jefferson County slaveholders (hereinafter cited as J. C. Wills), in
Book B, Will of Emmula Bellamy, dated April 12, 1851; Will of William
Bailey, Jr., dated July 16, 1862; Florida State Archives, Tallahassee.
37. Thomas Randall to William Wirt, April 13, 1828. roll 10, Wirt Papers.
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services of white preachers whom they trusted to convey certain
values to their slaves.38
According to contemporary records of owners and managers,
many Jefferson County slaves were both skillful and efficient in
their work performances. Following the arrival of his slaves from
Maryland, Randall informed Wirt that they were soon “steadily
and efficiently engaged” in planting and clearing land.39 During
the same year, Laura Randall emphasized the efficiency of a slave
called “Old Georgia woman” who did “more than any other
about the establishment.“40 Many of the letters written by Louis
Goldsborough or Randall to the Wirts in Baltimore focused on
the skill and efficiency of the slaves in operating the grist, saw, and
corn mills at the Wirtland and Belmont plantations. Randall was
particularly proud that their “people” could also make “bricks”
for the houses and chimneys.41 John Gamble noted in his diary
that his slaves were skilled in processing sugar cane and preparing
cotton for shipment. He, also, acknowledged that many were
skilled brick masons, blacksmiths, and carpenters.42 Goldsborough
praised the hard work and productivity of Robert Gamble’s slaves
in picking large quantities of cotton in comparison to other
plantations.43 Many residents in Jefferson used slaves to transport
personal belongings, along with cotton and other staples, to the
port towns of Newport, Magnolia, and Port Leon for shipment.44
Slaves working for Achille Murat, Robert and John Gamble,
John Hollingsworth, Sr., and the Wirts were often given re38. Will of Emmula Bellamy, dated April 12, 1851; Florida State Archives,
Tallahassee; Shofner, History of Jefferson County, 133-34.
39. Thomas Randall to William Wirt, March 9, 1828, roll 10, July 11, 1828,
roll 11; Laura Randall to Elizabeth Wirt, February 9, 1828, roll 10;
Laura Randall to Elizabeth Wirt, October 19, 1827, roll 9; Wirt Papers.
40. Laura H. Randall to William and Elizabeth Wirt, February 9, 1828, roll
10, July 11, 1828, roll 11; Wirt Papers.
41. Thomas Randall to William Wirt, September 23, 1833, roll 16; Louisa
Anderson Wirt to Elizabeth W. Wirt, February 14, 1844, roll 20; Ellen
McCormick to Catharine W. Randall and Family, January 14, February 5, 1842, roll 19; Henry Wirt to Elizabeth Wirt, October 20, 1843, roll
20; Louisa Wirt to Elizabeth Wirt, May 15, 1844, roll 20; Catharine W.
Randall to Ellen McCormick, September 11, 1844, roll 20; Wirt Papers.
42. Gamble Family Papers, May 29, August 2, 1835, June 7, 16, 1836, July 1,
1837; Shofner, History of Jefferson County, 98.
43. Louis Goldsborough to William Wirt, February 1, 1834 (ms nos. 337-338);
Louis Goldsborough to Elizabeth Goldsborough, January 9, 1837 (ms no.
no. 468-A); Louis Goldsborough to Elizabeth Wirt, June 28, 1834 (ms
no. 336-L); Louis Goldsborough to Elizabeth W. Goldsborough, April
24, 1835 (ms no. 363); Goldsborough Papers.
44. Gamble Family Papers, passim.
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sponsibility for running day-to-day farm operations. Although it
was a violation of law because a white man was not present, John
S. Taylor, a county sheriff, demonstrated confidence in his slaves’
abilities when he permitted a black overseer and other slaves to
manage his plantations for several years. Louise Wirt and Ellen
McCormick often wrote to the Wirts in the North praising the
work that Eliza or Betsey did for them and their children.45
If slavery was inefficient and unprofitable in some areas of the
South that does not seem to be the case in Jefferson County. Based
upon the available sources, many planters realized good profits
from the labor of their bondsmen. While Laura Randall did not
like Jefferson County when she first arrived in 1827, she hoped
to “become as infatuated with it as the sugar planter” who had
earned “extraordinary profits.” Randall and Wirt frequently
discussed a family who had grossed $25,000 in one year growing
cotton and sugar cane.46 Based upon their children’s and relatives’
accounts, William and Elizabeth Wirt believed that their two
plantations in Jefferson would, in the long run, make money
for them. Randall felt that the county offered good prospects
for producing “great staples in the future,” as did the Gamble
brothers who had grown “a great crop of corn . . . [and] a valuable crop of Sea Island cotton for the market in 1828.“47
Examination of contemporary documents— diaries, probate
records, and newspaper accounts— reveal that slaves often made
money for their masters by being hired out. Besides utilizing their
slaves on their own plantations, William Nuttal, Thomas S.
Johnson, William Bailey, and John Gamble hired out their slaves
to grind corn and grist and to package cotton. Slaves usually
brought in between “$12.00 or $15.00.“48
45. Shofner, History of Jefferson County, 32-38; Laura H. Randall to
Elizabeth Wirt, October 19, 1827, roll 9; Ellen McCormick to Catharine
W. Randall and Family, February 5, 1843, roll 19; Henry Wirt to
Elizabeth Wirt, October 20, 1843, roll 20; Louisa A. Wirt to Elizabeth
Wirt, February 14, 1844, roll 20; H. Louisa A. Wirt to Elizabeth Wirt,
May 15, 1844, roll 20; Catharine W. Randall to Ellen McCormick, September 11, 1844, roll 20; H. Louisa A. Wirt to Elizabeth Wirt, January 19, 1846, roll 20; Wirt Papers.
46. Laura H. Randall to William Wirt, October 13, 1827, roll 9; Thomas
Randall to William Wirt, September 22, 1828, roll 11; Wirt Papers.
47. Thomas Randall to Elizabeth Wirt, October 25, November 3, 1828, roll
11, Wirt Papers.
48. Ellen McCormick to Catharine W. Randall, May 15, 1845, roll 20; Ellen
McCormick to Elizabeth Wirt, October 12, 1842, roll 19; Wirt Papers.
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Early in the history of Wirtland, Randall had advised his
father-in-law against renting slaves because of the high cost.
Nevertheless, before the arrival of the plantation’s initial group of
blacks from Maryland, he, like other Jefferson citizens, was forced
to pay for bondsmen to work in the fields.49 Laura Randall
“hired a boy in the neighborhood to carry their letters to town
once a week.“50 Goldsborough, who managed the Wirtland
plantation from 1834 to 1839, hired out slaves. He also profited
from selling the wood they had cut, and he received one-twelfth
of the cotton ginned by the slaves for neighbors who could not
afford their own ginning machine.51 Fearing that the Indians
might attack Wirtland in 1836, he arranged to take the slaves
to Pensacola and to hire them out in the Navy Yard and to the
railroad company there. Goldsborough noted that “the railroad
would pay $200.00 a year for every man hand, and to feed, clothe,
52
and pay doctor’s bills besides.“ Sometimes slaves could be hired
out for as much as $25.00 a month as was the case with Henry, a
slave owned by Ellen McCormick and her husband.53
Sometimes slaveholders specified in their wills that their slaves
were to work on the plantation and to be hired out whenever
possible. John B. Morris stipulated that his slaves were to be
worked elsewhere when not engaged in other tasks on the plantation. John Doggett provided in his will for his slaves to be given
to his sister Mary and her husband John in order that they might
benefit from them financially. Although it was uncertain what
duties they might perform, Jefferson slaveholders hired their
blacks to many county non-slaveholders.
49. Laura H. Randall to Elizabeth Wirt, January 17, February 3, 1828, roll
10; Thomas Randall to William Wirt, December 12, 1828, May 4, 1831,
roll 14, January 10, 1832, roll 14; Elizabeth Wirt to William Wirt, June
28, 1827, roll 9; Wirt Papers.
50. Laura W. Randall to Elizabeth Wirt, October 4, 1828, roll 11, Wirt
Papers.
51. Louis Goldsborough to Elizabeth Goldsborough, January 9, 1837 (ms
no. 468-A), Goldsborough Papers.
52. Tallahassee Floridian, December 12, 1835, November 12, 1836, June 8,
1839, January 2, 1841; Tallahassee Floridian and Advocate April 6, 1830,
February 28, 1832; Louis Goldsborough to Elizabeth W. Goldsborough,
August 28, 1836 (ms nos. 437-438); Goldsborough Papers.
53. Ellen McCormick to Catharine W. Randall, June 8, 1845, roll 20, Wirt
Papers.
54. See Jefferson County, Wills of Slaveholders in J. C. Wills, Book B: John
B. Morris, Will dated January 17, 1847, 9-10; John Doggett, Will dated
September 9, 1849, 45; William S. Murphy, Will dated July 31, 1863, 13031; and Thomas H. Triplett, Will dated August 30, 1863, 127-28; Florida
State Archives, Tallahassee.
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Slaves were considered a safe investment in Jefferson County.
In a letter to Mrs. Wirt, Goldsborough noted that “it was common
practice to invest in slaves.“55 William Wirt encouraged his
daughter and son-in-law to save money from the labor of their
slaves in order to invest in more each year. When Dabney Wirt
asked his sister, Ellen McCormick, for a loan to help his law
practice, she wrote to their mother stating that she wished she
could help her brother, but that it was not possible since they
had to “purchase Negroes” to supply themselves “with the necessities and could not spend a useless dollar on” anything else.56 In
a letter to Mrs. Wirt, Goldsborough strongly suggested that she
should recover the money that her brothers, John and Robert
Gamble, owed her because they were also thinking of investing
in additional slaves.57
Slaveholders like the Gambles, Wirt, and Randall, hoped their
slave investment would grow as more and more children were
produced over the years. The Gambles and other planters, encouraged slaves to marry and to have children.58 Many in their
wills indicated how the slaves, including those that might result
from marriage, were to be divided. Emmula Bellamy, Mary
Sattonstall, Theodore Turnbell, Cornelius Beasley, Sarah Green,
Mary Edwards, Achille Murat, James Slater, John F. Dewitt, and
Paul Ulmer stipulated who would go to members of their immediate families and who would be gifts to other relatives.59 John
55. Louis Goldsborough to Mrs. Elizabeth Wirt, July 28, 1834 (no. 342-C),
Goldsborough Papers.
56. Ellen McCormick to Elizabeth Wirt, October 12, 1842, roll 19; William
Wirt to Laura and Thomas Randall, January 17, 1828, roll 10, September 22, 1828, roll 11; Thomas Randall to Elizabeth Wirt, September 28,
1834, roll 17; Thomas Randall to William Wirt, July 11, 1828, roll 11,
April 12, 22, June 29, 1833, roll 16; Wirt Papers.
57. Louis Goldsborough to Elizabeth Wirt, July 28, 1834 (no. 342-C), Goldsborough Papers.
58. Thomas Randall to William Wirt, May 4, 1831, January 10, 1832, roll
14; Wirt Papers; Gamble Family Papers, passim.
59. See the following Wills of Jefferson County Slaveholders in J. C. Wills,
Book A: Joseph M. White, Will dated September 28, 1836, 30-31; Ebenezer
Folsom, Will dated October 12, 1833, 28; Clay Arledge, Will dated
April 17, 1840, 34-35; John Hollingsworth, Sr., Will dated September
25, 1838, 57; Joseph R. Rawls, Will dated July 7, 1841, 111-12; and John
Moore, Will dated March 24, 1843, 86-87; see also the following Wills
of Jefferson County Slaveholders in J. C. Wills, Book B: James Slater, Will
dated December 11, 1837, 53-55; Achille Murat, Will dated March 8,
1847, 5-7; Mary Edwards, Will dated August 10, 1847, 85-87; Paul Ulmer,
Will dated May 14, 1850, 38-39; Emmula Bellamy, Will dated April 12,
1851, 34-36; Mary Sattonstall, Will dated November 29, 1851, 71; John F.
Dewitt, Will dated December 30, 1854, 64; Theodore Turnbell, Will
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B. Morris, Thomas H. Triplett, John Braden, and John Finlayson
directed that certain of the proceeds would be for the education
of their children.60
Not all planters operated at a profit. The Wirt plantation
was in debt throughout much of the period, but that was likely
because Wirtland was the victim of absentee ownership. Wirt,
who may have planned to settle in Florida, died in 1834 without
ever visiting his Florida properties. His wife, Elizabeth, preferred
Baltimore to Florida, and she never permanently lived in Florida.
From 1827-1833, Wirt’s son-in-law, Thomas Randall, attempted
to supervise the plantations, while managing his own plantation,
Belmont, and presiding as county judge. Louis Goldsborough, another son-in-law, managed the plantations from 1834-1839, but
he was also too busy advancing his career in the United States
Navy to give the properties the attention they needed. Dabney
C. Wirt managed the properties from 1839-1842, but then left to
practice law in St. Louis, Missouri. J. George Anderson, who was
not a relative but whose sister was married to Henry Wirt, took
over the management from 1842 to 1845, but he was also taking
care of Increase, his own plantation. Robert Gamble, Elizabeth
Wirt’s brother, tried unsuccessfully to supervise the plantation
from 1845-1851 while managing his own large personal holdings
in the county. Finding managers who had the time and means
to supervise Wirtland profitably proved to be very difficult.61
Henry Wirt, who practiced medicine in Monticello, had been
optimistic about the selection of George Anderson as manager of
Wirtland. In 1844, he informed his mother that Anderson “is as
devoted to your interest and whole business of the Estate as though
it were his own, and more so, if possible.“62 But because of his
other interests and responsibilities, Anderson hired Thomas Ross,
dated December 25, 1857, 92-93; Sarah B. Green, Will dated August 30,
1860, 110; Cornelius Beasley, Will dated December 2, 1865, 94; Julius
High, Will dated September 30, 1852, 193-204; Wesley Adams, Will dated
April 28, 1854, 58-59; William Budd, Will dated June 27, 1862, 162-63;
I. T. Webb, Will dated July 6, 1862, 125; William Bailey, Jr., Will dated
July 16, 1862, 100; and Behethland Bird, Will dated December 30, 1863,
135-36; Florida State Archives, Tallahassee.
60. See, for example, the following Wills of Jefferson County Slaveholders
in J. C. Wills, Book B: John B. Morris, Will dated June 17, 1847, 9-10;
Thomas Triplett, Will dated August 30, 1863, 127-28; John Braden, Will
dated February 6, 1855, 90; and John Finlayson, Will dated February 23,
1865, 155-58; Florida State Archives, Tallahassee.
61. See, for example, the Wirt Papers, 1827-1851, microfilm rolls 8-21.
62. Henry Wirt to Elizabeth Wirt, February 21, 1844, roll 20, Wirt Papers.
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to oversee Wirtland. The Wirts were short of money, so both
Anderson and Ross agreed to be paid by using the Wirtland slaves
when they needed them.63 With this arrangement, Henry Wirt’s
enthusiasm about Anderson’s concern for Wirtland soon changed.
He became incensed because Ross had used his mother’s
“carpenters, blacksmiths and everything necessary for him to
begin planting on his own hook” instead of Wirtland. He noted
that the milk cows, chickens, and hogs had dwindled to almost
“nothing.“64 He complained to his mother that Ross did not know
how many slaves they had, or what work they were supposed to
perform.65 He finally encouraged her to get rid of Ross before
her “whole business” was completely ruined.66 Elizabeth Wirt did
relieve Ross of his duties in 1845. Apparently Ross had profited
from his tenure at Wirtland. By 1846 he was planting, in partnership with Grant Scurry, an area next to George Anderson’s plantation, and both jointly owned thirteen slaves.67
Not only did poor management hurt Wirtland, but there were
other contributing factors. Mrs. Wirt was persuaded, for instance,
by her children either to sell slaves below market value or to
lend them without compensation over an extended period of
time. Elizabeth Wirt’s daughter Ellen, bought several slaves
from her at below market price, and she borrowed her mother’s
female blacks who were seamstresses for long periods without
paying for their services. Henry often used Wirtland slaves for
his personal needs. During much of 1843, he used his mother’s
bondsmen to construct a home in Monticello.68 Yet even with
poor management, the Wirts still produced annually from 200 to
400 bales of cotton during the 1840s.69
63. Ellen McCormick to Elizabeth Wirt, October 12, 1842, roll 19; Henry
Wirt to Elizabeth Wirt, February, 1843, roll 19, and n.d., 1845, roll 20;
Wire Papers.
64. Henry Wirt to Elizabeth Wirt, January 6, 1844, September 28, 1845, roll
20, Wirt Papers.
65. Henry Wirt to Elizabeth Wirt, 1845, roll 20, Wirt Papers.
66. H. Louisa A. Wirt to Elizabeth Wirt, July 13, 1845, roll 20; Henry Wirt
to Elizabeth Wirt, September 28, 1845, roll 20; Wirt Papers.
67. H. Louisa A. Wirt to Elizabeth Wirt, February 28, 1846, roll 20, Wirt
Papers.
68. Ellen McCormick to Catharine W. Randall, March 16, 1843, roll 19;
H. Louisa A. Wirt to Elizabeth W. Wirt, January 19, 1846, roll 20;
John Gamble to Elizabeth Wirt, March 20, 1843, roll 19; Wirt Papers.
69. Henry Wirt to Elizabeth Wirt, February 18, 1843, roll 19; Louisa A.
Wirt to Elizabeth W. Wirt, July 14, 1844, roll 20; William Wirt to
Thomas Randall, February 1, 1828, roll 10; Laura Randall to Elizabeth
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Cotton was the biggest source of income in Jefferson County
from 1840 to 1860. The county was second only to Leon in cotton
production in the antebellum period. In 1840, of the 30,276 bales
of cotton (each weighing 400 pounds) grown in Florida, 4,639
bales, or 15.32 per cent, was produced in Jefferson County. In
1850, the Florida crop was 45,131 bales, and in Jefferson County,
9,468 bales, or 20.98 per cent of the total. In 1860 cotton production for the state had increased to 65,153 bales, and in
Jefferson to 10,847 bales. This meant that the county was producing 16.64 per cent of the total for Florida.70
Because of fluctuating prices, Florida cotton growers usually
had to settle for no more than ten cents a pound on their
product. Despite Goldsborough’s prediction in 1836 that cotton
would bring twenty cents a pound, he never received more than
ten and one-half cents for the cotton produced at Wirtland in the
period 1834-1837.71 The 4,639 bales (1855,600 pounds) of cotton
produced in Jefferson County in 1840, at ten cents a pound, would
be worth $185,560.00. In the 1850s cotton prices increased to an
average of thirty cents a pound. Thus if one added Jefferson
County’s totals for 1850 and 1860— 20,315 bales (8,126,000
pounds) at thirty cents a pound— the total was $2,437,800. No
other staple crop brought in as much money for Jefferson County
planters as did cotton in the antebellum period.72
Both male and female slaves worked the fields of Jefferson
County as they did elsewhere in the South.73 Achille Murat in
Wirt, October 26, 1828, roll 11; Ellen McCormick to Mother, October
12, 1842, roll 19; Wirt Papers.
70. U. S. Census Office, Agriculture of the United States in 1860; Compiled
from the Original Returns of the Eighth Census (Washington, 1864),
18-21.
71. Ibid.; J. D. B. DeBow, Compendium of the Seventh Census, 1850, Agriculture (Washington, 1854), 408; J.D.B. DeBow, The Industrial Resources
of the Southern and Western States, 3 vols. (New Orleans, 1852), 1, 149;
Louis Goldsborough to Elizabeth W. Goldsborough, September 22, 1836
(ms no. 449); Louis Goldsborough to William Wirt, February, 1834 (ms
no. 336); and Louis Goldsborough to Elizabeth W. Goldsborough, August
8, 1836 (ms no. 431); Goldsborough Papers.
72. Students of the peculiar institution generally concur that the average
price for cotton during the 1850s and 1860s was about 30 cents per
pound: (n.a.) Compendium of the Enumeration of the Inhabitants and
Statistics of the United States, Sixth Census, 1840 (Agriculture), 336;
Seventh Census of the United States, 1850, Agriculture, 408; and Agriculture of the United States, 1860, Eighth Census, 19-21.
73. Laura H. Randall to Elizabeth Wirt, October 19, November 19, 22, 24, 26,
1827, roll 9; Thomas Randall to William Wirt, December 20, 1828, roll
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1827 utilized both sexes to work his land. During the picking
season in 1842, Ellen McCormick, concerned that there might be
a major outbreak of illness among the slaves, sent Charlotte, who
was in charge of the plantation hospital, to the slave quarters to
nurse “Caroline who had a child.” Nelly then took Charlotte’s
place at the hospital. In a letter to her mother, Mrs. McCormick
expressed the hope that there would be “no danger of a sickly
season” on the plantation.74 She explained, “Nelly has never
been in the field since the birth of her child, having been a good
deal invalid ever since; suffering with pains, and constant visitation of monthly sickness until last month when she missed it.
— So as soon as she is dismissed from the hospital . . . she will go
into the field again.“75 That same year, Mrs. McCormick wrote
her sister Catherine Randall that “Lucy” was “unfit for the
field,” but had “no objection to cooking for them.” When Ellen
wanted to purchase a slave from her parents, she made it clear
that the “sum [of money given to the plantation manager] was
sufficient for the purchase for a good field hand (man or
woman).“76 Many of John and Robert Gamble’s females
routinely worked the crops.
This contention lacks validity when the ages of male and female slaves are compared in Jefferson County from 1830 to 1840.
Federal population returns for that period reveal that male
slaves outnumbered and lived longer than female slaves within
all but two of the age brackets. Table 4 shows that 122 male
slaves, or fourteen per cent of Jefferson’s total of 874, were listed
as being thirty-six years of age in 1830. For the same age range,
female slaves numbered ninety-three, or thirteen per cent of the
female aggregate of 736. Ten years later, seventy-six males, or
four per cent of 1,781, were fifty-five years or older as compared
to forty-six females or three per cent of an entirety of 1,768. Male
slaves in Jefferson outnumbered and lived slightly longer than
female slaves, within specific age ranges discussed, from 1830 to
1840.
By 1850, and for the first time, female slaves in Jefferson out11; Ellen McCormick to Elizabeth Wirt, April 15, 1842, roll 19; Ellen
McCormick to Family, March 10, 1842, roll 19; Wirt Papers.
74. Ellen McCormick to Elizabeth Wirt, April 15, 1842, roll 19, Wirt Papers.
75. I b i d .
76. Ellen McCormick to Catharine W. Randall, January 15, 1843, roll 19,
Wirt Papers.
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TABLE 4
CLASSIFICATION OF FEMALE AND MALE SLAVES
IN JEFFERSON COUNTY IN 1830 AND 1840

Year

Under 10
M
F

10 to 24
M
F

24 to 26
M
F

36 to 55
M
F

1830
1840

295
569

244
562

213 151
369 367

101
205

254
570

238
585

76
200

55 Under
100
M
F
21
75

17
46

100 & up
M
F
0
1

0
0

Totals
M
F
874
1,781

736
1,768

Sources: Fifth Census, or Enumeration of the Inhabitants of the United
States, 1830 (Washington, 1832), 156-57; Sixth Census of the United
States, 1840 (Washington, 1841), 96-99.
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numbered and lived slightly longer than male slaves as indicated
By Table 5. Three hundred and thirty-three or thirteen per cent
out of a total of 2,452 males were listed as forty years or older,
while fourteen per cent, or 334 out of 2,487 female slaves, were
designated within the same age group. A decade later, female
slaves continued to outnumber male slaves within the age range
of forty to 100 years. For example, there were 418 males out of a
total of 3,075, or fourteen per cent, within the age range of forty
to 100 years, while 437, or thirteen per cent of the females out
of a total of 3,299, were listed in the same age category. Since
both worked basically on the same cotton farms and plantations
in Jefferson County, there seems to have been no significant
difference between the longevity of female and male slaves, although females twenty-four years or younger outnumbered males
during the two decades before the Civil War.
Slaves based upon contemporary prices were the most valuable property in Jefferson County. According to various newspaper accounts in middle Florida, the price of a slave averaged
about $1,000.77 Slaves who were skilled, such as brick masons,
carpenters, and artisans, might bring up to $3,500. If a slave
were valued at an average of $1,000 in Jefferson by 1860, then
the 6,374 slaves were equal to $6,374,000. The value of all the
cotton produced in Jefferson in 1860 was estimated to be worth
$1,301,640, and the land, both improved and unimproved, was
set at $1,646,074. Thus, the total sum of these items was substantially less than the value of the bondsmen.78
As a result of the high prices that they brought at the marketplace and the constant demand for their labor in Jefferson, few
slaves were emancipated in the years prior to the Civil War.
Realizing the inevitability of black population increase and
anticipating the responsibility of social control, regulations relating to slaves and free blacks began appearing on the statute books
of Florida as early as 1822. By the time Jefferson County was
organized in 1827, a law had been enacted which called for the
77. Stampp, The Peculiar Institution 338; Lewis C. Gray, History of Agriculture in the Southern United States 1860, 2 vols. (Washington, 1932), II,
664-66; see also Tallahassee Floridian and Journal, February 9,
January 23, 1858, February 12, 1859, November 15, 1856.
78. Eighth Census of Florida, 1860, Original Census Schedules, Schedule 4,
Agriculture, 1-22; Eight Census of Florida, 1860 Original Slave Population Schedule, 1-64.
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AGE

Year

Under 10
M
F

1850
1860

826 804
1,045 1,125

TABLE 5
CLASSIFICATION OF FEMALE AND MALE SLAVES
IN JEFFERSON COUNTY IN 1850 AND 1860

10 to 20
M
F

20 to 40
M
F

40 to 60
M
F

599
792

694
820

250
323

602
796

736
941

276
343

60-Under
100
M
F
82
95

66
93

100 & u p
M
F
1
0

3
1

Totals
M
F
2,452 2,487
3,075 3,299

Sources: Seventh Census of the United States, 1850 (Washington, 1835), 399400; Population of the United States in 1860; Compiled from the
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forfeiture of “$200.00” by any master who emancipated a slave.
After 1829, slaveowners were prohibited from freeing slaves
brought into the Florida territory. Slaves could not move about
without permission from their masters, they could not trade or
sell goods on their own initiative, and they could not inherit
property. 79
Because free blacks were perceived by Florida whites as a
threat to the stability of slavery, they were also denied many
social, political, and civil rights. As indicated in Table 1, free
blacks approximated less than one per cent of the population in
Jefferson County before the Civil War. There were reasons for
this. Free blacks could not migrate into the territory after 1832.
If they had been emancipated before 1829, they could not stay in
Florida for more than thirty days without being returned to slave
status. Free blacks over twenty-one years of age had to pay a
higher revenue tax than whites. They could not gather to
worship except at white churches. Those under twelve years of
age were required to select a white guardian for “safe keeping.“80
If they defaulted debts, they could be sold at public auction to
satisfy their creditors. Later, there was even a law giving free
blacks the opportunity to “select their master and to become
slaves.“81 As a result, the total number of free blacks in Jefferson
from 1830 to 1860 numbered only eighteen.82
There were no recorded incidents in Jefferson County of
See, especially, An Act to Prevent the Manumission of Slaves in Certain
Cases in this Territory, 1829, 8th sess., 134-35; An Act for the Punishment
of Slaves for Violation of the Penal Laws of the Territory, 1822, 1st sess.,
181-85; An Act Concerning Slaves, Free Negroes, and Mulattoes, 1827-28,
6th sess., 97-100, in Laws of Florida, 1822-1831, vols. I and II.
80. See, An Act to Prevent the Future Migration of Free Negroes to this
Territory, 1826-1827, 5th sess., 81-84; An Act to Raise a Revenue in the
Territory of Florida, 1827-1828, 6th sess., 49-50; An Act Concerning
Slaves, Free Negroes, and Mulattoes, 1827-1828, 6th sess., 97-110; in Laws
of Florida, 1822-1831, vols. I and II; for an examination of the treatment of free blacks in Florida, see David Y. Thomas, “The Free Negro
in Florida before 1865,” South Atlantic Quarterly, L (October 1911), 33545.
81. See, An Act to Amend the Several Acts in Relations to Slaves, Free
Negroes, and Mulattoes, 1840, 18th sess., 23; An Act to Prevent the
Future Migration of Free Negroes or Mulattoes to this Territory and
for other purposes, 1842, 20th sess., 30-31, in Laws of Florida, vol. IV.
82. An Act to Raise Revenue for the State of Florida, and Defining Duties
of the Assessor and Collectors thereof, 1845, 1st sess., 32-33; and An Act
to Permit Free Persons of African Descent to Select Their Own Master
and Become Slaves, 1858-1859, 9th sess., 13-14, in Laws of Florida, 18451861, vols, I and III.
79.
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groups of slaves threatening or destroying the lives or property of
whites, and public officials never had to request the assistance of
the local military. There were some instances, however, of slave
rebellion and retaliation against the authority of masters or overseers.83 The slaves of Richard B. Cole, were found guilty of his
death. Ben, a slave of James Watts, was charged with the
murder of his master, but was adjudged guilty of manslaughter
and given thirty-nine lashes.84 Sally, with the aid of two other
slaves, tried to poison Thomas Randall’s overseer, and the three
were later sold to avoid similar problems on the plantations.85
On other Jefferson County plantations, slaves were charged with
arson and assault and battery on local whites.86
Newspaper accounts, diaries, and letters of Jefferson County
slaveholders relate a variety of ways by which slaves sought to
avoid their subordination. Many tried to run away, particularly
those who had been separated from their families and friends.
When Thomas Randall’s slaves arrived in Jefferson County from
Maryland in early 1828, he acknowledged that two who ran away
were dissatisfied with their new homes. 87 John Gamble experienced a runaway problem after he purchased some of John
Carnochan’s slaves from Gadsden County. Although Gamble
attempted to please his slaves with gifts, rewards, and money, he
lamented throughout his diary the chronic problem of slaves
fleeing his plantation.88
Slave resistance usually was generally more evident during
the months of May through September when working hours
83. Louis Goldsborough to Elizabeth W. Goldsborough, August 31, 1835 (ms
no. 439); Louis Goldsborough to William Wirt, February, 1834 (me no.
336); Goldsborough Papers. For other interesting accounts of the day
to-day resistance of slaves to their lot in Jefferson County, see Shofner,
History of Jefferson County, 143-44.
84. See, for example, Records of the Superior Court of Jefferson County,
Minute Book, 1831, 37, 1834, 33, 1847, 110, and Order Book A, 449;
Records of the Circuit Court of Jefferson County, Order Book A, 115, 170.
187, and Order Book B, 93, 275-76, 402. Jefferson County Courthouse,
Monticello, Florida.
85. Laura Randall to William Wirt, June 30, 1832, roll 15, Wirt Papers.
86. Records of the Circuit Court of Jefferson County, Order Book A, 323, 486
Tallahassee Floridian and Advocate, December 8, 1829; Tallahassee
Floridian, July 21, 1828.
87. Laura Randall to Elizabeth Wirt, December 15, 1827, roll 10, Wirt
Papers.
88. See Gamble Family Papers, April 1835 to November 1836; Tallahassee
Floridian and Advocate, November 25, 1828, November 1, 1834; Tallahassee Florida Watchman November 3, 1838.
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were unusually long. From June to September of 1839, Ellen
Vass noted in a letter to her mother that “almost every man,
woman, and child with two exceptions have been sick.“89 She
also commented on Lucy, a slave belonging to the Wirts, who
did not want to work in the field because she “keeps complaining sometime about the swelling of her legs— but is not much
afflicted I think.“90 In another letter to her mother, written in
July, she noted that had “been occupied nursing for some time
as our little household has been visited by sickness several times
since the warm weather set in.“91 Henry wrote to his sister
Catharine Randall in 1842, noting that Charlotte, one of the
Wirtland slaves, told him there was “more sickness during the
months of May, June, and July among the Negroes” than she
had known.92 During subsequent years, he continued to mention
“slave sicknesses” during these months. When Mary, a slave belonging to the Wirts, complained of constant illness, she was
assigned work in the main house because, as Thomas Randall
stated, she was “always able to do housework.“93
While house servants were usually regarded as the most
trusted, loyal, and submissive of the bondsmen, this was not
always true in Jefferson County. When Elizabeth Wirt suggested
that her daughter and husband take their house servant, Eliza,
along with them from Maryland to Florida, Laura insisted that
her mother hire the services of a “white girl” since “I am very
sure I shall not be able to manage her.“94 Some fourteen years
later, Ellen McCormick left Florida for Fort Gibson, Arkansas,
taking Eliza with her. In a letter to her sister Catherine, in 1843,
she wrote, “Eliza is a good cook, if she gives me little satisfaction
in other respects.” Eliza felt that nothing was expected of her
89.

90.
91.
92.
93.
94.

Ellen Vass to Catharine Wirt, September 4, 1839, roll 18; Elizabeth Wirt
to Laura H. Randall, October 12, 1827, roll 9; Thomas Randall to
William Wirt, April 13, 1828, roll 10; Alexander Randall to Elizabeth
Wirt, September 11, 1841, roll 19; Wirt Papers.
Ellen McCormick to Elizabeth Wirt, April 15, 1852, roll 22, Wirt Papers.
Louisa A. Wirt to Elizabeth Wirt, July 14, 1844, roll 20, Wirt Papers.
Henry C. Wirt to Catharine Randall, September 29, 1842, roll 19, Wirt
Papers.
Thomas Randall to William Wirt. October, 1828, roll 11; Laura Randall
to Elizabeth Wirt, February 9, 1828, roll 10, Wirt Papers.
John W. Blassingame, The Slave Community (New York, 1972), 304;
Laura H. Wirt to William Wirt, June 19, 1827, roll 9; Thomas Randall to
William Wirt, July 11, 1828, roll 11; Laura H. Randall to Mother, September 4, 1827, roll 9, February 9, 26, May 18, 1828, roll 10, June 14, 17,
July 18, August 31, November 24, 1828, roll 11; Wirt Papers.
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“except her duties as a cook, since she would not milk cows, churn
the butter, or do the washing.“95 Ellen had to pay another woman
to do the family’s washing. There was an apparent breakdown
in communication between Thomas Ross’s overseer and the
Wirtland slaves. Soon after his arrival, Henry Wirt and his wife
were dismayed at how dissatisfied and ungovernable the house
servants were. In 1842, John, one of Wirtland’s most efficient
blacks, became “mighty lazy and inefficient,” according to Henry
Wirt.96 Several months later, another slave asked to be sold from
Wirtland because he regarded himself, as Ellen said, “in the light
of one greatly oppressed, and of course is a very uncomfortable
somebody to have about.“97 Two years later, Henry wrote his
mother in disgust, “the negroes have been behaving so badly
about the hogs.” However, Mr. Anderson and Ross, he suggested,
would know what to do “without any suggestions how to punish
them for their rascality.“98 The problems were not solved, and
conditions at Wirtland continued chaotic so long as Anderson
and Ross remained.
In antebellum Jefferson County, there were two distinct
worlds— that of slaveholders and that of slaves. The bright prospect of making profits, and becoming “citizens of dignity and importance” through the ownership of chattel and land, would
become a reality for many Jefferson residents. The only reality
for slaves was the unhappy awareness that they were a necessary
commodity for the achievement of this “dignity and importance.”
Ellen McCormick to Catharine W. Randall, June 14, September 10, 1843,
roll 19, October 1, 20, 1843, roll 20; see also Ellen McCormick to
Catharine W. Randall, January 15, 1843, roll 19; Wirt Papers.
96. Ellen McCormick to Elizabeth Wirt, October 12, 1842, roll 19, Wirt
Papers.
97. Ellen McCormick to Elizabeth Wirt, September 8, 1842, roll 19; Ellen
McCormick to Catharine W. Randall, January 15, 1843, roll 19; Wirt
Papers.
98. Henry C. Wirt to Elizabeth Wirt, January 6, 1844, roll 20; Laura H.
Randall to Elizabeth W. Wirt, December 7, 1828, roll 11; Wirt Papers.
95.
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F O L L O W I N G B A R T R A M ’S “ T R A C K ” : T I T I A N
RAMSAY PEALE’S FLORIDA JOURNEY
by C HARLOTTE M. P ORTER

O

N Christmas Day 1817, Titian Ramsay Peale, the seventeenyear-old son of Charles Willson Peale, noted painter and
founder of the nation’s first museum, left Philadelphia with
zoologist George Ord and sailed to Savannah, Georgia. There
they joined the wealthy geologist, William Maclure, and Thomas
Say, whose pioneering work on American insects the self-styled
“Dr. T. R. Peale” had begun to illustrate for publication.1 All
four men, including young Titian, were officers of the newly incorporated Academy of Natural Sciences in Philadelphia. As
Academy president, Maclure generously supported members’
fieldwork, although the exact scientific expectations for this
collecting trip into Florida remain unclear. According to Say,
Maclure, for some reason, had waited until December 12 to invite
him to follow in “the track of Bartram,” Say’s great-uncle whose
well-known travels into East Florida had been published in
1791.2 Despite insights provided by Say’s correspondence at the
Academy and Titian’s few letters home (now owned by the
American Philosophical Society in Philadelphia), there appears
to be no full narrative account of their trip other than Peale’s
description published here in its entirety for the first time.3

Charlotte M. Porter is an assistant curator at the Florida State Museum
and holds a joint appointment in the history department, University of
Florida.
1. Maclure, a Scottish-born businessman whose wealth made possible a
life devoted to American geology and philanthropy; Say, an entomologist
and first American to publish a paper on native shells in 1816; Ord, an
affluent ship chandler and editor in 1815 of the best early systematic
account of North American mammals.
2. Thomas Say to John F. Melsheimer, December 12, 1817, in W. J. Fox,
“Letters from Thomas Say to John F. Melsheimer, 1816-1825,” Entomological News and Proceedings of the Entomological Section of the
Academy of Natural Sciences, XII (1901), 233. William Bartram’s 17731777 trip was published as Travels through North and South Carolina,
Georgia, East and West Florida . . . (Philadelphia, 1791).
3. Jessie Poesch, Titian Ramsay Peale, 1799-1885 (Philadelphia, 1961), 2022, includes only selected passages with an itinerary.
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In Savannah, Maclure sold his carriage and horses which had
followed him overland, chartered a thirty-ton sloop, and laid
in supplies. Meanwhile, Ord and Peale, an enthusiastic marksman, went hunting in the Georgia woods. Then the party of
eight, which also included three hired sailors, Maclure’s servant,
and Ord’s hunting dogs, visited the Georgia Sea Islands and
St. Marys, where they procured provisions before sailing up the
St. Johns River. At this point, Say wrote rather naively: “we
entertain no fears from hostility of the Indians, we could even
repell the attack of a few of them.“4
Although the Treaty of Paris had returned Florida to Spain
in 1783, Spanish influence throughout East Florida was weak,
and Spain was unable to police the runaway slaves, renegade
Indians, and pirates or to protect the Florida waterways. The
United States government received many protests of disorder on
the Florida frontier, and on December 23, 1817, just two days
before the naturalists’departure, a naval squadron sailed into the
Amelia River near Fernandina on the northeast coast of Florida.
Two hundred troops landed, but as the naturalists were to discover, this American presence did not allay Indian hostilities
on the peninsula or safeguard inland travel.5
In order to verify their passports, Peale, Ord, and Say left
Maclure at Fort Picolata on the St. Johns River and made their
way along the swampy King’s Road to the residence of the
Spanish governor, José Coppinger, at St. Augustine. After learning that Indian raids made further venture up the St. Johns imprudent, Say’s correspondence indicates that they back-tracked
with the idea of exploring to the south near the Mosquito River.
To their great dismay, they were once more thwarted by reports
of dangerous Indians, and again they decided to pursue the
upper reaches of the St. Johns River. However, near Fort
Picolata, they met a plantation owner whose son had been
recently murdered by Indians. Say wrote, “we departed from
that place in good time as it seems probable they went in quest
of us.” Ord left the party at St. Marys; the others proceeded
4. Say to Jacob Gilliams, January 30, 1818, in Harry B. Weiss and Grace
M. Ziegler, Thomas Say, Early American Naturalist (Baltimore, 1931), 56.
5. Charlton W. Tebeau, A History of Florida (Coral Gables, 1971), 112-15.
Why the naturalists were in Florida at this time is another question.
Throughout his long life, Maclure had the uncanny ability of being
present at political hotspots under the banner of science.
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north, collecting along the Sea Islands to Savannah, where they
disposed of the sloop. Maclure, who suffered violent seasickness,
returned to Charleston by steamboat, while Peale and Say sailed
on the Rambler. The naturalists reconvened in Philadelphia at
the end of April of 1818. Disappointed, Say concluded: “Thus,
in consequence of this most cruel & inhumane war that our
government is unrighteously & unconstitutionally waging against
these poor wretches whom we call savages, our voyage of discovery was rendered abortive.“6
Surprisingly, Peale’s account does not mention the dangers
which comprised the trip’s complete success. In contrast to the
others, he seems to have enjoyed the adventure immensely, and
Say described him contentedly “sitting by our cabin fire (though
it is not so cold as to need one) reading Bartram’s Travels.”
Besides some Indian antiquities and specimens, he returned to
his father’s museum with several South American birds sent by
the manager of the Charleston Museum.
This trip established the directions Titian’s long and uneven
career would follow. As an explorer, he accompanied an expedition to the Rocky Mountains in 1819, collected birds again
in Florida in 1824, traveled from Maine to Colombia from 18291832, and joined the first United States Exploring Expedition to
the South Seas in 1838. During those intervals spent in Philadelphia following 1821, Peale managed his aging father’s museum,
drew insects for Say’s publications, and through the pages of the
Academy’s Journal, introduced the process of lithography to
American scientific illustration. In addition, with the patronage
of Charles Lucien Bonaparte, Titian had by the age of twentyfour established himself as the foremost bird-painter in this
country prior to Audubon’s debut. 7 In the next decade, he designed coins for the United States mint and printed the first
and only part of his sumptious work on butterflies and moths.8
6. Say to Melsheimer, June 10, 1818, in Fox, “Letters,” 235-36.
7. Ord’s jealous protection of the ornithological press in Philadelphia
forced Audubon to seek a publisher abroad and thus allowed Titian to
continue successfully with the American Ornithology, or the Natural
History of Birds Inhabiting the United States and not Given by Wilson,
4 vols (Philadelphia, 1825), I. See also Francis Hobart Herrick, Audubon
the Naturalist, 2 vols. (New York, 1917), I, 327-46, and Robert Henry
Welker, Birds and Men (New York, 1966), 62.
8. Titian Ramsay Peale, Lepidoptera Americana: or Original Pictures of
the Moths and Butterflies of North America (Philadelphia, 1833).
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Despite this considerable promise, Titian’s career took a
sharp turn during the 1840s. The family museum failed, and
the collections, including those made by Titian in Florida, were
purchased by P. T. Barnum at auction.9 Titian’s wife and his
daughter named Florida died, and he was unable to complete his
official report for the Pacific expedition.10 In 1849, the naturalist
started a new life as examiner at the Patent Office in Washington,
D. C., and developed new hobbies— photography and oil painting.11 Although he continued to collect insects seriously, Peale
never regained the professional standing he had enjoyed prior to
1842, and he died impoverished in Philadelphia in 1885.
The following undated account of the Florida trip was written
down by L. Peale, possibly Titian’s grandson Lincoln or his
second wife Lucy. The orthography of the original manuscript in
the collection of Titian Ramsay Peale Papers owned by the
Library of the American Museum of Natural History in New
York City has been retained throughout, although crossed-out
sections have been reinstated for their historical interest.
A VISIT

TO

FLORIDA

IN THE

EARLY PART

OF THE

CENTURY

In the year 1817 a Scientific party was formed by Mr. Wm
McClure, a geologist of Philadelphia, to visit Florida while it
was yet a Spanish possession. His associates were Mr. Thomas Say
Entomologist, Mr George Ord, and Mr Titian R. Peale Ornithologist.
Mr Ord and Mr Peale, then quite young, left Philadelphia
December 25th 1817, in the usual sailing vessel for Savannah,
where they were to join Mr McClure and Mr Say. At Savannah
Mr Geo Summers hearing of Mr Peale’s arrival called upon him
immediately and guided them to all places of interest in the city
and surroundings. Mr Oemler, noted for his zeal in Engomology
and Botany, came to see them also.12 These gentlemen made the
9. Charles Coleman Sellers, Mr. Peale’s Museum (New York, 1980), 307-35.
10. Titian’s troubles have been discussed by Poesch, Titian Ramsay Peale,
94-103, and Charlotte M. Porter, “Subsilentio: Discouraged Works of
Early Nineteenth-Century American Natural History,” Journal of the
Society for the Bibliography of Natural History, IX (April 1979), 109-19.
11. For the catalogue of his photographs, see Julie Link Haifly, Titian
Ramsay Peale, 1799-1885 (Washington, 1981). His photos are owned by
the American Philosophical Society and the Library of the American
Museum of Natural History.
12. Probably George Sumner, the author of a botanical compendium
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time pass most pleasantly, while waiting for the rest of the party.
Walking with them one day, they accidentally met Mr Say who
had arrived the night before in a steamboat from Charleston.
He conducted them to Mr. McClure— all delighted to meet and
eager for the trip.
While Mr McClure, the businessman of the party— having
gotten it up— was engaging a vessel and laying in stores, Mr Ord
and Mr Peale made good use of their time, hunting in the
neighborhood, and getting many birds, which Mr. Peale preserved, and left with Mr Oemler until thier return.
When the people learned thier object— as Naturalists, to visit
their country and learn its resources— boats were at once very
hospitably offered, but Mr McClure invariably declined, saying
they had already chartered a vessel.
On leaving the city the Merchants and Planters sent them
letters to every Island along the coast of Georgia. Having learned
thier route, they also sent word to thier friends, to offer every
facility to the party. This intended kindness, proved a great annoyance, for at every place they approached, invitations were sent
them to come and visit: Mr McClure invariably answered that
they were on a trip that did not admit of visiting and that they
were only equipped for what they had to do.
The sloop they had engaged held besides the four Scientists
three sailors and Mr. McClure’s servant. They landed at Great
Warsaw island, and began shooting, to the great alarm of the
inhabitants, who armed themselves with all possible speed, thinking they were outlawed negroes shooting thier cattle.13 Mr. Peale
shot here among other things, a large Baldhead Eagle. At Ossabau
island, he got the large Crow-blackbird (Greakle) for the first
time and was delighted with the bird— shortly after Mr Ord shot
another.14
They were charmed with Blackbird island, on which they
published in 1820. “Mr. Oemler of Savannah” is known only through
Say’s correspondence for his box of insects sent to Philadelphia.
13. Now Wassaw Island, Chatham County, Georgia.
14. Now Ossabow Island at the mouth of the Ogeechee River, Georgia. The
common grackle, Quiscalus quiscula, here the Florida subspecies, was
published in a collaborative volume (1825) written in part by Say and
Ord and illustrated by Peale. Plate 5, the grackle or great crow blackbird was drawn by J. J. Audubon, who in this his first published effort,
hoped to unseat Titian’s preeminence as the nation’s leading bird
painter.
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landed.15 The interior was covered with beautiful groves of live
Oak, and abounded with Deer, that fed on the acorns. On its
banks were immense sand hills, giving fine effect to the rich,
glossy dark green foliage of the live Oak. The waters of the inlet
were filled with multitudes of beautiful Medusae and other
Molluscous animals, their phosphoric light giving brilliancy to
the waters— and adding zest to their evenings,— which closed the
days crowded with enjoymant, from their various and numerous
collections.
They landed on the north end of Cumberland island and
16
went into the interior to hunt Deer . As they were sailing around
the island they got aground, and the people sent a pilot to them
(though they had one on board) and insisted on their coming
on shore. Finding their vessel fast in the sand, at nearly high
tide, and knowing that as the waters receded the vessel would
be on her beam ends so that they could not stand upright on
deck they accepted the invitation. They were taken first to Mrs.
St Simons’s, by whom they were hospitably entertained, and
were thence to visit Mr & Mrs Shaw at the celebrated Mansion
built by Gen Greene of Revolutionary fame— a perfect castle in
dimensions— but most singular in effect, being built of concrete
made of oyster shells put into a box of the intended thickness
of the walls, with plaster poured in and let stand until hard.17
The house was thus gradually made, forming a most substantial
dwelling. The walls being very thick, took a long while to make,
especially with the slow slave labour, and getting impatient, they
used it without plastering the interior as was the custom. The
effect was, of course, incongruous— almost ludicrous. Sitting in
the vast Hall in which they dined— on elegant imported furniture, at a most sumptuous table, they saw, when they looked up
oyster shells sticking out of the walls in every direction, in strange
contrast to the elegant hospitality below. The garden and grounds
seemed quite a paradise with hedges formed of Lemon, groves of
Orange trees, roses and other flowers in full bloom, though it was
15.
16.
17.

Probably present-day Blackbeard Island, McIntosh County, Georgia.
Now protected as a National Seashore between the mouths of the Satilla
and St. Marys rivers, Camden County, Georgia.
Peale’s account must be confused, for St. Simon’s Island is north of
Cumberland Island and there is no record of a St. Simons family. General
Nathaneal Green was appointed to the command of the Southern Army
in 1780.
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January. From the top of the house they had a view of Amelia
island, the Sea and the Mainland at the same time, forming a
magnificant view. Mr Shaw was a most courteous host. With the
usual southern habit, a negro was assigned to each one immediately on their arrival.18 Mrs. Shaw daughter of Gen. Greene,
was a lady of great intelligence and cultivation, well fitted to
dispense the refined hospitalities of her luxurious and most
beautiful home. Mr Peale saw here a painting of Sully’s, a copy
of the likeness of Gen. Greene by his father, Chas. W. Peale who
was the only one who painted the General from life.19 Their
vessel being in readiness next day, they took leave of Mr. Shaw
and family— having enjoyed their improvised visit to the utmost.
Passing in front of Fernandina, they saw at anchor the United
States Squadron consisting of the John Adams, Saranac, Prometheus and other smaller vessels, and reached St Mary’s in the
afternoon. Mr McClure and Say went ashore, Mr Ord and Mr
Peale prefered remaining on board. Though it rained all the
next day the Lieut-Governor of East Florida came on board in
the morning and offered any service in his power. Continued
rains detained the party at St Marys, but on the third of February they sailed for Fernandina— which they found half deserted
and the inhabitants of the other half almost in a state of starvation. None of the houses were more than two stories high. They
visited the grave yard, if it might be called one, just out of the
suburbs of the town. According to Spanish custom every grave
had its cross at the head (This is not peculiar to Spaniards)— if
it were but a stick split; another placed in its crosswise and both
lashed together with an old suspender. There seemed to have been
great mortality— helped no doubt by “Patriot” knives. For the
attention of the Fillibusters of that day having been turned
towards Florida, they had taken possession of Amelia island,
under the name of Patriots— which they professed to be, and
threatening to release the country from Spanish rule, had gone
even to the gates of St Augustine, not more than six months before. At that time, tracks of Deer were found within half a mile
18. James Shaw had married Louisa Greene. Titian had little familiarity
with slavery since his step-mother was a member of the Society of Friends,
and his father, endorsing Quaker sentiments, would not keep slaves.
19. This portrait hung for many years in Peale’s Philadelphia Museum.
Thomas Sully, an influential artist, was later a member of Titian’s sports
club, the United Bowmen.
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Map shows areas along the St. Johns River that were visited by Peale during his Florida journey in 1818.
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of the town. One of the many Medusae lying on the shore was
found to be two feet in diameter, and on entering St John’s river
great numbers of Porpoises were seen. The next day the party
sailed thirty miles up the river seeing among various other birds,
some Fishing Pelicans and Whooping Cranes.20 They anchored
nearly opposite the plantation of a Mr Richards on the west side
of the river where they got a little Egret (Snowy Heron.)21 They
sailed up the river to Cowford, delivered their letters— and soon
left, finding it a miserable place, of but a few huts and the half
of them without roofs or inhabitants. Reporting the vessel, they
sailed along the river, found the clay bluff well timbered with
Pine, Live Oak, Bay Laurel (Magnolia Grandiflora) and various
other trees. Along the banks were a few plantations, many of
them deserted or burned. They landed on one that belonged to
Mr Craig of Savannah and saw here the finest grove of Oranges
they had yet met with— upwards of five hundred trees, many of
them almost breaking with thier load of fruit. The river was
about four miles wide and the water quite fresh. The next day
having a fair wind that blew almost a gale they reached for
Picolata, which they found in ruins. They hunted all day without
seeing anyone, until near night when two countrymen came
along; hearing the guns they came to see who fired them. From
them they learned that, that was the nearest point to St Augustine
— whither it was determined to go next day to report themselves
and present thier Pasport.— one of these men having been engaged
as guide.
Mr McClure who was the author of the first work on Geology
in the United States22— wishing to visit Florida to study its formation, had doubted whether he would be allowed to go on account
of constant inroads from the north and on applying to the
Spanish Consul in Philadelphia for a pasport was told that he had
20. Probably juvenile sandhill cranes, here the Florida subspecies, Grus
canadensis pratensis.
21. The snowy egret, Leucophoyx thula thula, or more probably, the little
blue heron in white plumage, Florida caerulea caerulea. Richards also
owned land on the east bank, opposite the confluence of Trout Creek
and the St. Johns River in present-day Jacksonville.
22. Maclure’s revised “Observations on the Geology of the United States of
America,” Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, n.s. I
(1818), 1-91, was the largest survey of its kind in the world. The party
was apparently unaware of Andrew Ellicot’s earlier survey of the St.
Marys River area, published by Budd and Bartram of Philadelphia in
1803.
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no authority, but would write to Spain about it: The answer
was a royal pasport for Mr McClure and party.23 Armed with
this, he organized his small expedition— but now shrank from
presenting it, on account of the twenty three miles it was necessary
to go, through a country entirely unprovided with accommodations of any kind. The rest of the gentlemen however undertook
to do it, starting immediately after breakfast, Mr McClure remaining in the sloop.
They passed through Pine barrens and Swamps, frequently
up to their middle in water, the whole twenty three miles, and
saw no vestige of habitation nor a single inhabitant. They arrived
at the gates of the city about sundown and were obliged to enter
in this soiled condition to the Governor’s house, which consisted
of two stories, the first containing the offices and the Guardhouse,
into which they were shown.— In the second were the private
apartments of the Governor who chanced to be entertaining two
British Officers that day, and the attendant— no doubt— when
he announced that some strangers sought audience, represented
that they were travellers of little consideration judging from thier
apperance— as he continued at dinner, leaving the gentlemen in
the guard room, their impatience not being lessened by the
sound of enjoyment reaching them from above. After awhile
Gov. Coppinger (afterwards Gov. Gen. of Cuba)24 sent for them,
and they were ushered, in thier soiled travel garments, into the
convivial hall, where the guests were still seated. The Governor,
probably annoyed by the interruption, from such unattractive
visitors, haughtily demanded thier business while his guests
looked patronizingly on them as they stood there. When the pasport was handed him, the effect was magical. As soon as he saw
the royal seal and signature, he exclaimed “from the King!” and
was completely astounded, rising immediately and bowing low
with many apologies for their detention he urged them to sit at
dinner— which they declined— but as he insisted on thier taking
wine with him, they consented. He was profuse in his offers to
serve them bowing low all the time, as did every one— following
his example guests and all. They told him all they wanted was
23.

This surprising lack of red tape may reflect Maclure’s purchase of 10,000
acres of expropriated church lands in Spain and his support of two
schools there amounting to $60,000.
24. Peale’s note reads: “Is this name correct? It does not seem like a
Spanish name. He was of Irish family but raised in Spain.”
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to find lodgings that they might retire to, and get rid of the
load of soil the unusual travel had laden them with, and make
themselves comfortable for the night. Immediately persons were
sent in different directions, but no quarters could be found— until
the British officers said, at thier boarding house they might
possibly be accommodated and sending, they got room for the
party. After calling next day on the Governor— whom they found
was much beloved by the people— they returned to the vessel,
and sailing on, anchored in an eastern branch of the St John’s
river and landed on a plantation, just deserted, where they
hunted some time with very great success. Landing again the next
morning they shot as many Partridges as they wanted before
breakfast. They then went ashore to dig at an Indian mound in
the middle of a neighbouring plain. It was 90 ft in circumference
and 9 or 10 ft high. They dug about 7 ft in the centre of it—
found three flint spear heads, a stone hatchet, a copper rod
sharp at both ends, and a large Conch shell of a species that is not
found on the coast of America and is probably extinct— also some
lumps of red paint .25 They sailed within the Sea Islands landing
at various plantations, generally deserted— gathering specimens
of many kinds— of birds &c— until they came to Pablo Creek where
they hunted in the canoe .26 Mr McClure and Mr Say went up
the Creek to a plantation, to get information and found from
the jealousy of the Spaniards they would be unable to go further
south. They therefore contented themselves with coasting the
St John’s river. The next morning Mr Peale shot a very fine
white Pelican, and prepared it the following day, it weighed
eighteen pounds. They hunted also on North Beach and from
the north end of Fort George island where there is a high range
of hills covered with Live Oak, they enjoyed the finest prospect
they had seen in Florida,— a wide expanse of Sea, besides the
nearer islands, lakes and lagoons, Another fine view was enjoyed
from St John’s Bluff the highest front of land yet seen.27 It was
here the town of St John was have to been built. nothing however
was to be seen but two poor huts. After cruising to anchor next
25. Digging in the middle, they missed any burials typically found in the
edges of such St. Johns Culture mounds, A.D. 1000.

26. The last major stream confluent with the St. Johns River from the east,

at present-day Mayport.
27. Charles Vignoles’s map of 1822, in the P. K. Yonge Library of Florida
History, University of Florida, shows the bluff on the southern bank
about half-way between the river’s mouth and Cowford.
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day at the mouth of a creek just below Cowford. Mr Say and
Mr Peale proceeded up the creek in a boat, and about two miles
up found the nest of an Alligator. It was in a marsh about six
feet from the water— 3 ft high and 4 in diameter— the eggs about
the centre. Next day went up another branch of the river, saw
numbers of alligators. They continued coasting for some day and
they sailed for Ft Picolata where they arrived about noon. Mr
Peale made a drawing of the fort. The next morning they set
out with Wantou thier Guide— (whom they had kept with them)—
to St Augustine to hunt, had not been out long when they shot a
fine Buck, and wounded three others, also a large male squirrel,
and saw a Black Wolf, but did not get a shot at it,28 returned to
get dog, to hunt the wounded Deer— Mr Ord having brought his
dogs with him. They found among the several modes of hunting
Deer the people there practiced is one they call fire hunting
which is done at night. The hunter has a wallet slung on his
back filled with Pine knots or light wood, and a frying pan on his
shoulder on which he mades a fire, the wood in the wallet is to
feed it. Thus equipped he walks through the haunts of the Deer.
At sight of the fire they stand still and look at it, thier eyes reflect
the light strongly which makes the hunter’s mark who rarely
misses. If only wounded they hunted the next day with dogs.
The party sailed from Picolata down the river. On Wednesday
after coming to anchor at the mouth of Pottsburgh Creek, Mr
Ord and Mr Peale ascended in the canoe several miles, stopping
at a plantation and dining on Parakeets— which they saw in great
numbers.29 Going up the creek Mr Peale shot an alligator in the
head with a ball, cut its throat and laid it on its back on the
bank— coming back in the evening it had so far recovered life as
to turn itself, and run in the marsh some distance. He fired another ball into its head, and took it on board the vessel alive! It
was 8 ft 4½ inches long. At night they harpooned fish by fire
light. They sailed early the next day, and long after dark came
to anchor off St Johns Bluff, in the morning heard the roar of
alligators for the first time and sailing again anchored near the
mouth of the river, Mr Ord and Mr Peale spent the day in the
28. Probably the melanistic phase of the southern red wolf, Canis rufus,
now confined to the southwest.
29. The Pottsburg is confluent with the Arlington River in present-day
Jacksonville. The Carolina paroquet, Conuropsis carolinensis carolinensis,
is now extinct.
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Titian Ramsay Peale (1799-1885), American artist, naturalist, and explorer,
whose trip to Florida late in the second Spanish period is described in the
accompanying article. Photo courtesy of the American Museum of Natural
History.
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canoe hunting Pelicans. The next day going off again at day
break, they were surprised at the great quantity of Medusae cast
on the shore. It was indeed immense. They estimated that in one
place for half a mile the ground was completely hidden by them.30
Mr Clure not wishing to go to sea again, concluded to go to
Amelia island in a boat that was ready to go, & Mr Say accompanied him.
Mr Peale sunk a barrel in the sand to shoot Pelican from, Mr
Ord in the meantime was fishing and caught sixteen Sheep’sHead of from seven to eight pounds each.31 The equinoctial storm
coming, they were obliged to run up the river several miles for
a harbor. When the storm abated they sailed down the Beach,
saw but few marine animals, and went in among the ponds in the
interior of the sand hills hunting ducks. They amused themselves for some time with the Porpoises, their young at this season
being about a foot and a half long, they carry them on thier
pectoral fins and are sometimes seen with them in thier mouths.
They frequently saw Porpoises with Medusa in thier mouths, but
whether they ate— or only played with them could not tell. In
the evening they saw several flocks of Snowy Herons, flying
north, among them were a number of ashcolored Herons. After
cruising about for several days, with great success, they crossed
the bar, and in a short time bade adieu to St John’s river.32 Immediately after they crossed the bar the wind shifted to N.W. and
blowing directly ahead, drove them out to sea and left them in a
calm rolling sea, both becoming very sea sick and wishing they
were back in St John’s river— but wishing was of no avail, for they
soon drifted out of sight of land, and were benighted and becalmed at the same time. The next day they came in sight of
Amelia island, and the wind rising from N.E. soon ran in and
came to anchor off Fernandina about ten O Clock— not finding
Mr McClure and Say here— and learning they had gone to St
Mary’s, sailed for that place at change of tide and arrived before
night. Found Mr McClure and Say anxiously awaiting thier
arrival. Mr. Ord too, was getting uneasy about his business at
30. Say wrote Ord from Savannah on April 11 that he feared that their
collections of jellyfish would be lost to science unless they tried “other
antisepticks besides whiskey for their preservation.”
31. Probably small shepshead porgy, Archosargus probatocephalus, a bottom
feeder which reaches thirty pounds.
32. The rest of the manuscript which follows has been crossed out with
the note, “It is better to leave out this page.”
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home and took passage in a vessel that was to sail at twelve next
day— the day after at sunrise the other gentlemen sailed in thier
sloop from St Mary’s and came to anchor at the south end of
Cumberland island. They visited the Shaw family— then sailed
before noon, and reached little Cumberland island before night.
They cruised among the islands, visiting those they had been at
before, and making acquaintance with those they had passed in
going up the Altamaha to Darien— making collections everywhere.
On arriving at Savannah they found a great change, whole
rows of stores and houses were going up— some of the latter were
built of “Tabby” a composition of oyster shells, lime & sand, cast
in mould— the same as “Dunginnes” the residence of the Shaws
on CumberIand island.33 They tried to get a pilot for the islands
between Savannah and Charleston, but failed. Mr McClure
decided to go in the steamboat, and the two other gentlemen by
sea, in the Rambler, a sailing vessel. Both left early next morning
and reach Charleston in the afternoon of the second day. They
left Charleston 16 of April.
Florida being a new field gave great delight to the explorers—
who with thier small vessel thoroughly searched its streams,
shores, and swamps, for products of thier different branches of
science— in all of which, they made large collections, and spent a
most enjoyable and delightful winter.
L. Peale
Soon after they turned their faces towards the north, and arrived
safely at home, enriched with abundant collections in their
several departments and having enjoyed immensely their winter
trip to Florida.
33. Dungeness, named by Oglethorpe after an English country seat he
owned in the county of Kent. In Savannah, following the War of 1812,
fires and increased transportation led to rapid growth and tabby construction (for the city did not yet have a brick kiln). See Federal Writers
Project, Savannah (Savannah, 1937), 31, 87, and Mills Lane, Jr., ed.,
The Rambler in Georgia (Savannah, 1973), 52.
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NOTES ON U.S. ARSENALS, DEPOTS, AND
MARTIAL FIREARMS OF THE SECOND
SEMINOLE WAR
by M. L. B ROWN

E

complaints to the United States War Department
about ineffectual ordnance management by the Corps of
Artillery, coupled with the rapid technological evolution of innovative small arms systems and radical manufacturing techniques, prompted Congress to pass the act of April 5, 1832, which
resurrected an independent Ordnance Department.1 Elevated a
grade in rank and appointed Chief of Ordnance on May 30 was
Lieutenant Colonel George Bomford, USA (1780-1848).2
The protracted Second Seminole War, predicated on the refusal of the Seminoles and other native Americans to leave the
Florida Territory by the end of 1835, placed inordinate fiscal and
production demands on the Ordnance Department.3 At the outset
of hostilities there were two United States ordnance depots in
Florida: Fort Brooke (Tampa Bay) and Fort Marion (St.
Augustine). Under construction in northwest Florida since 1834
was the Apalachicola Arsenal located near the frontier settlement
of Mount Vernon.4 The arsenal was not completed until 1839.5
SCALATING

M. L. Brown is a firearms historian living in Tampa and the author of
Firearms in Colonial America: The Impact on History and Technology,
1492-1792. (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1980).
1. Francis B. Heitman, Historical Register and Directory of the United
States Army, 2 vols. (Washington, 1903), I, 44. Heitman, notes that the
U.S. Ordnance Department was initially established by the act of May
14, 1812 and subsequently abolished by the act of March 2, 1821.
2. Ibid.
3.
See Appendix I, U.S. Ordnance Department Fiscal Expenditures: 18351842, comp. by the author from “Annual Reports of the Colonel of
Ordnance,” in ‘Brigadier General Stephen V. Benét, comp., A Collection
of Annual Reports and Other Important Papers, Relating to the
Ordnance Department, 2 vols. (Washington, 1878), I, 296 (1835), 325
(1836), 340 (1837), 357 (1838), 369 (1839), 378 (1840), 408 (1841), 453
(1842). Hereinafter cited as Ordnance Reports.
4. Ordnance Reports, I, 372. The Ordnance Department purchased the
property for the Apalachicola Arsenal in 1832, and two years later the
Mount Vernon (Fla.) community changed its name to Chattahoochee
in deference to the confusion engendered by the proximity to Mount
Vernon (Ala.) Arsenal. For a general history of the Apalachicola Arsenal,

[445]
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During the course of the conflict several general supply depots
such as Camp Jupiter and Palatka were established, the latter
subsequently designated an ordnance depot. Thus by late 1839
one arsenal and three ordnance depots in the Florida Territory
were distributing the habiliments of war.6
Although wartime exigency dictated close cooperation between the federal government and territorial Florida, it was more
observed in the breach. The following communication to
Governor Richard Keith Call, however, illustrates the spirit of
the Ordnance Department: “By order of the Secretary of War, I
have the honor to inform you that Capt. E. Harding, the officer
commanding the Mount Vernon Arsenal (Alabama) has been
directed to comply promptly with any requisitions which you
may find it necessary to make on him, to enable you to carry on
your operations.7 The same letter noted that similar instructions
were given to the officers commanding the Augusta (Georgia)
Arsenal and the Charleston (South Carolina) Depot.
Responding to a request by Secretary of War Joel R. Poinsett,
Colonel Bomford informed the War Department on March 12,
1838, of the cost of the arms and equipment employed by regular
and militia troops in Florida.8 This was followed by a report
on March 27 regarding the amount expended by the Ordnance
Department on the Florida campaigns, including a statement on
small arms ammunition expenditures as of December 5, 1837.9
Part of Colonel Bomford’s March 12 report refers to firearms “issued to officers of the Army.” In 1839 a question arose
concerning those firearms: “In accordance with the 73rd article
Ordnance Regulations, many officers are charged on the books
of the Second Auditor with the value of public arms issued to
them while in service in the field. It has been stated that a general

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

see Read B. Harding, “State Troops Seized U.S. Arsenal in 1861,”
Tampa Tribune and Tampa Times, August 23, 1959.
George Talcott to Secretary of War Joel R. Poinsett, November 15, 29,
1839, confirm arsenal construction completion date and they are cited in
Ordnance Reports, I, 368, 372.
When Palatka was designated an ordnance depot remains uncertain,
however, it was the principal Florida territory supply depot prior to
June 1840, as noted by John T. Sprague, The Origin, Progress and
Conclusion of the Florida War (New York, 1848; facsim. edn., Gainesville, 1964) 256.
George Bomford to Richard K. Call, June 22, 1837. The full text is cited
in Ordnance Reports, I, 332.
See Appendix II, cited in Ordnance Reports, I, 351-52.
See Appendix III, cited in Ordnance Reports, I, 353.
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order required all the officers in Florida to be armed with firearms. Many of the officers, after the occasion had passed by, returned the arms thus issued, and it has become a question, which
I respectfully submit for your decision, whether the officers shall
receive credit for the arms returned or be required to pay their
value as charged against them.“10 The question was resolved by
the following endorsement appended to the inquiry by Secretary
of War Poinsett, “Officers so circumstanced may receive credit
for arms returned by them to the ordnance-officer.”
Firearms employed by Army, Navy, and Marine Corps units
engaged in the Florida campaigns were of four kinds: muskets,
11
carbines, rifles, and pistols. All were made in the national
armories at Springfield, Massachusetts, and Harpers Ferry,
Virginia, or under contract with independent arms-makers. There
was an exception in the case of the revolving cylinder percussionignition rifles which were purchased from the inventor, Samuel
Colt, and made by the Colt Patent Fire Arms Manufacturing
Co., Paterson, New Jersey.
The Colt revolving rifles were based on the inventor’s patent
of February 25, 1836, covering a revolving cylinder handgun
design. As far as it can be determined, no archeological or
archival evidence indicates that any Colt handguns were used in
the Florida War despite contrary current opinions. However,
Colt purportedly demonstrated them prior to leaving Camp
Jupiter on February 28, 1838.12
At Camp Jupiter, Major Thomas S. Jesup, quartermastergeneral, purchased fifty Colt rifles and 25,000 percussion caps at
the request of Lieutenant Colonel William S. Harney, commanding the United States 2nd Dragoon Regiment. The rifles were
procured with a United States Treasury Department draft for
$6,250, and another draft for $25.00 was rendered for the percussion caps.13 Fourteen of the Colt rifles were captured by the
10. Talcott to Poinsett, October 8, 1839, Ordnance Reports, I, 366.
11. See Appendix IV compiled by the author from various sources and
cited in M. L. Brown, “Firearms of the Second Seminole War: An
Historical Survey,” in the author’s possession.
12. William B. Edwards, The Story of the Colt’s Revolver (New York,
1957), 68-70.
13. Ibid. Jesup’s authority for non-contract firearms procurement was based
on Secretary of War William Eustis’s order of November 13, 1812, permitting generals with field commands to circumvent negotiations with
the ordnance office and requisition needed ordnance directly from the
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hostiles when shortly before dawn on July 23, 1839, they attacked
Colonel Harney’s purportedly unguarded camp on the Caloosahatchee River. The marauders also took six carbines and a keg
of gun powder.14
Carbines were issued to dragoon (cavalry) regiments and to
officers. During the war musketoons were also being considered
for dragoon use. The United States Musketoon, M1839, was
adopted that year by the ordnance board though only pattern
pieces were made. Consequently none of that model saw Florida
service.15 Neither was the United States Musketoon, M1839
(Jenks), used in Florida. A novel breech-loading firearm, twentyfive Jenks musketoons of the 100 purchased under United States
contract were sent to the Palatka Ordnance Depot in late 1840
to be combat tested by dragoon regiments. However, all were
returned to storage because it was decided that their use by men
unaccustomed to their operation would unnecessarily jeopardize
lives. 16
Purchased under a Navy contract, none of the 150 Elgin
cutlass-pistols were used in Florida.17 Patented by George Elgin
on July 5, 1837, those unique pistols, incorporating a short
cutlass blade beneath the barrel, were made by C. B. Allen of
Springfield, Massachusetts. The cutlass blades were provided by
Nathan Peabody Ames, an edged-weapons contractor also of
Springfield. Elgin cutlass-pistols were the first percussion-ignition
handguns adopted by the military, and they were issued exclusively to the South Seas Expedition commanded by Lieutenant
Charles Wilkes, USN.
Also available, but not used in the Florida War, was the U.S.
Musket, M1830 (Cadet) which was issued to non-combatant
18
U.S. Military Academy cadets. Although designated with model
year dates inclusive of the war years, the following martial firearms were not employed in the Florida campaigns because they
national armories, ordnance depots, arms contractors, and the open
market. See Ordnance Reports, I, 1.
14. Sprague, The Origin, Progress and Conclusion of the Florida War, 23335.
15. Arcadi Gluckman, United States Muskets, Rifles and Carbines (Buffalo,
1948), 447f.
16. Ordnance Reports, II, 8.
17. Lewis Winant, Firearms Curiosa (New York, 1954), 27-28.
18. James E. Hicks, U.S. Military Firearms, 1776-1956 (Alhambra, CA,
1962), 60, 69-70.
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were either not in the production stage or had not been made
in quantity until the conflict had been officially terminated on
August 14, 1842: U.S. Musket, M1841 (Cadet); U.S. Carbine,
M1842 (Hall); U.S. Rifle, M1841; U.S. Rifle, M1842; U.S.
Musket, M1842; and U.S. Pistol, M1842.19
A misconception related to identifying the martial firearms
utilized during the Second Seminole War is that the model year
designation infallibly corresponds to the initial year of manufacture. A natural assumption is that the M1835 musket was
made from that year until superseded. Actually, while the design
was approved and adopted in 1835, manufacturing problems and
design alterations delayed production in the national armories
until September 30, 1839. Consequently distribution was deferred until late 1840.20 Obviously, the M1835 musket was not
carried by any elements of Major Francis L. Dade’s command
when practically annihilated by the hostiles on December 28,
1835, in an encounter considered to be the first large-scale engagement of the Seminole conflict.
The primary martial firearm employed against the Seminoles
and their allies was the M1816 musket, a formidable flintlock
firearm provided with a socket bayonet and using prepared paper
cartridges. An infantry musket, the M1816 was also issued to
artillery units because M1817 artillery muskets were in short
supply. The M1816 musket is frequently referred to as the United
States musket, M1821, or the United States musket, M1822, because it was made in the national armories and under national
contract for many years. Several minor design changes were incorporated prior to when it was gradually replaced after 1840,
There is no official M1821 or M1822 designation given in
Ordnance Department records.
The paper cartridges employed in the firearms used during
the war were self-contained, i.e. the blackpowder charge was
combined with the projectile (lead ball) or projectiles in a
paper wrapper used as wadding. A cotton cord separated
19. Ibid. 69-71.
20. Gluckman, United States Muskets, Rifles and Carbines, 159. In the
“Report of the Colonel of Ordnance,” November 29, 1839, Ordnance
Reports, I, 371, it is noted that, “The manufacture of the new muskets
[M1835] will be commenced at the national armories early next year.”
Gluckman, 164, mentions that Lemuel Pomeroy, Jr., Pittsfield, Massachusetts, received a federal contract for 6,000 M1835 muskets on February 26, 1835, and that deliveries did not begin until September 24, 1840.
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the projectile(s) from the powder charge, and the wrapper was
merely twisted and folded to close the cartridge base.21 Cartridges
containing a single projectile were then termed “ball” cartridges,
and those combining a ball with buckshot were referred to as
“buck and ball.” Ordnance Department records reveal that
2,061,446 buck and ball cartridges were produced for the war.22
Buck and ball cartridges were extremely effective and consequently popular with the troops. In addition to the sixty-nine
caliber musket ball there were three buckshot each measuring
.34-inches in diameter. The buckshot spread erratically when
fired, the dispersion feature calculated to increase the “kill” factor
when facing the unorthodox tactics of the hostiles. Rather than
execute massive frontal assaults resulting in high casualties which
the Seminoles and their allies could not afford in a war of
attrition, they took every advantage of the cover and concealment
offered by the characteristically dense Florida terrain.
In 1831 the breech-loading flintlock M1819 (Hall) rifle used
in the conflict employed combustible cartridges made by impregnating the paper wrapper with a potassium nitrate (saltpeter)-water solution. When dried the paper was highly
flammable and ensured positive combustion of the powder
charge and the wrapper. Hall percussion-ignition carbines also
used the combustible cartridge. All Hall cartridges were tied with
a distinctive red-and-white braided twine to distinguish them
from the cartridges used in muzzle-loading firearms.
All shipping wrappers for military muzzle-loading cartridges
were “sized’ (waterproofed) with a varnish made of beeswax,
turpentine, and linseed oil. The fifty-four caliber rifle cartridge
was loaded with 100 grains of blackpowder— fifty grains more than
the fifty-four caliber pistol cartridge— and the powder and ball
were tied in a linen or gut (bladder) envelope instead of paper.
Military regulations specified one flint per twenty cartridges, the
infantry cartridge box capacity. Martial gunflints came in two
sizes: large for muskets and carbines, and small for pistols and
rifles. Lead flint caps were supplied in pairs and were used to
secure the gunflint in the cock pays. In flintlock firearms, part of
21. See Appendix V comp. by the author from various sources and cited
in Brown, “Firearms of the Second Seminole War: An Historical
Survey.”
22. Carl P. Russell, Guns on the Early Frontiers (New York, 1957), 247.
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the cartridge powder was used to prime the pan. Percussion caps
were issued on the basis of one per cartridge, though extra caps
were provided in the event of loss or misfires. Carbines used large
caps, and small caps were issued for pistols and rifles. Loose
powder and ball could be loaded in all firearms of the era.
On April 8, 1839, Lieutenant Colonel George Talcott of the
ordnance office submitted to the secretary of war a summary of
the number of firearms and related materiel available at the
various ordnance installations scattered throughout the nation:
6,225,565 cartridges: 2,160,343 rifle and pistol flints; 521,755
muskets; 9,307,838 musket flints; 27,517 rifles; 1,381,364 lbs.
bullet lead; 2,400 carbines; 354,000 lbs. musket and rifle powder;
8,050 pistols; and 285,016 lbs. musket balls and buckshot.23 Those
ordnance stores were in addition to what had been issued, and in
the same summary Colonel Talcott remarked that the Ordnance
Department planned to procure more firearms and munitions for
the war effort: 100,000 pounds of musket powder, 3,400 rifles,
3,132 carbines, and 5,000 pistols because those items were in short
supply.
The Ordnance Department diligently kept the regular military forces in the Florida Territory fully supplied and, as authorized by the act of 1808, the militia of the several states involved in
the conflict. As the following letter indicates, requests from
Florida settlers for arms and munitions were also considered:
“On a representation of the inhabitants of Key West and the adjoining Islands on the Southern coast of Florida, of their defenseless state, from the absence of troops and arms of any description,
and requesting that the government would place in their hands
arms, to enable them to defend themseves,— The Secretary of War
has directed this Department to correspond with you upon this
subject and to state that arms will be furnished to the inhabitants
of those Islands, if they will properly organize for their defense
and inform the Department through you, of the number of arms
that will be necessary and at what points required; and upon
giving the usual security for their safe keeping and return to the
government. The letter received on the part of the applicants, is
from A. Gordon Esq., collector of Key West, from whom be
pleased to collect the information sought for, and advise this De23. Ordnance Reports, I, 362-63.
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partment. The arms that may be required can be supplied from
the Depot at Tampa Bay, and the security bond, to be executed,
by the authorities, &c, receiving them, will be made after the accompanying form. n casIes where issues of arms have been made
under similar circumstances, the bonds for them have been executed by the officers, or authorities receiving them; but in the
present case it would be preferable, were the bond to be executed
by Mr. Gordon, for such of the arms &c that may be needed at Key
West and other Islands within the jurisdiction of his collection
district, some responsible person should execute the bond for their
return &c, when the emergency for which they were issued, shall
have passed away.“24
Chief of Ordnance Bomford recorded the amount of the funds
expended on all ordnance installations since 1816, noting that
from 1832 until June 30, 1841, it had cost $216,844.20 to purchase
the property for, construct, and maintain the Apalachicola
Arsenal.25 On November 29, 1841, Colonel Bomford commented
on the arsenal: “Apalachicola arsenal, Florida. — When this
arsenal was established, it was considered expedient to have a
depot of arms and munitions in a country which was chiefly
occupied by Indian tribes, and the site chosen, although not
very eligible in some respects, was the best in point of health and
safety which could be found in that region. After the removal of
the Indians from Florida, this arsenal will be useful only as a
safe depot for some of the supplies required for the forts at
Pensacola and on the other adjacent parts of the coast.
The establishment should therefore be confined to the
character and extent of a mere depot, for which the present
buildings are sufficient. The quantity of land belonging to this
arsenal is disproportionate to its importance, but in making a
reservation for this purpose it was thought proper to retain
sufficient ground to make the arsenal secure from intrusion by
private settlements formed too near it, and to preserve the wood
for the sake of health.“26
24.

John Symington to General W. K. Armistead September 8, 1840; National
Archives, Record Group 156. “Miscellaneous Letters Sent,” Chief of
Ordnance, Vol. 32, 1840.
25. Ordnance Reports, I, 394. Of the twenty-four United States ordnance
facilities noted by Colonel George Bomford, Apalachicola Arsenal was
the fifth most expensive.
26. Ibid., 424.
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Bomford’s perceptive remarks were the first in a series of discussions and correspondence which, after the Florida War, inspired a general retrenchment of arsenal activity and eventually
spurred official attempts to close it because it was sporadically
used and expensive to maintain.27 An example of the cost involved was the expense of transporting 1,000 muskets to the
Apalachicola Arsenal from Springfield Armory which was
$186.50; from Harpers Ferry Armory it was $125.00.28
As of December 3, 1841, only 4,792 muskets were stored at the
Apalachicola Arsenal, considerably fewer arms and lacking the
diversity of the 2,971 muskets, 1,653 rifles, thirty-one carbines,
and 1,185 pistols stored at the Tampa Bay Depot. Available at the
Palatka Depot were 1,295 muskets, 1,388 rifles, 871 carbines, and
320 pistols.29
Samuel Boardman was a clerk third-grade assigned to the
Apalachicola Arsenal with a per diem pay of $1.75, or $10.50 for
a six-day week at a minimum of ten hours daily. Tobias Martin
was employed at the Palatka Ordnance Depot with a daily pay
of $2.50 or $15.00 per week. Martin’s annual salary of $750 was
larger than Boardman’s by $204. The pay scale differential was
explained by the fact that Martin was a clerk second-grade.30
First-grade Ordnance Department clerks received an annual
salary of $800 in 1835, and the standard was preserved throughout the conflict. In comparison the chief clerk of the ordnance
office in Washington, D.C., made $1,150 per year, and in 1836,
received a $50.00 per annum raise.31
In April 1841, as the conflict in Florida continued, a change
was made in national armory management when the civilian
superintendents were unexpectedly replaced by military officers.
This controversial policy change went unexplained other than it
was thought that ordnance officers would have more knowledge
and experience in that field. Colonel Bomford was informed on
April 1 that, “The superintendents of the armories at Spring27. Despite periodic efforts to close the Apalachicola Arsenal, it remained
a viable ordnance installation until 1861, when it was captured by Florida
militia at the outset of the Civil War. See Harding, “State Troops Seized
U S Arsenal, ” n. 5
28. Ordnance Reports, I, 428.
29. Ibid., 429.
30. Ibid., 447.
31. Ibid., 532.
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field and Harper’s [sic] Ferry are notified by letters of this date that
their services will not be required after the 15th instant.“32
Despite the management change there was no apparent effect
on the ability of the Ordnance Department or the capacity of the
national armories to provide sufficient quantities of arms and
munitions to prosecute the war. Questions, however, were raised
regarding the proficiency of specific martial firearms employed in
the conflict, and they were answered by the chief of ordnance:
“As to the question whether Hall’s [breech-loading flintlock]
rifle and carbine [a percussion-ignition breech-loader] were used
in the campaigns in Florida, and whether it is not incorrect that
there is danger in using them, I answer that the rifles have not
been much used, but the dragoons are armed with carbines, which
have failed in the stocks, but without any hazard to the
soldier.“33
In any war the role of ordnance is paramount, and the
Second Seminole War was no exception. The conflict was in
several respects unique because it was the most protracted
engaged in by the United States until the Vietnam debacle; it
was a proving ground for radically innovative firearms technology as represented by Joshua Shaw’s percussion cap ignition
system, the Colt revolving rifle, and the breech-loading firearms
invented by John H. Hall. It was also the first war supported by
an infant American military-industrial complex which saw the
revolutionary manufacturing technique of mass-producing firearms with interchangeable components made entirely by machines perfected in the national armories and by a growing
number of independent arms contractors
Significantly, the Ordnance Department had been resurrected
as an independent entity only three years before the conflict
began, and it was confronted with staggering logistics complexities in delivering ordnance materiel to a distant theater of
operations, while also involved in developing innovative fireplexities in delivering ordnance materiel to a distant theater of
arms and manufacturing systems and undergoing a controversial
management change. From the ranks of a small, professional army
came extraordinary men like Chief of Ordnance Bomford whose
32. John Bell to Bomford, April 1, 1841. The full text of Bell’s letter is
cited in Ordnance Reports, I, 385-86.
33. Ordnance Reports, I, 442.
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leadership created a remarkably effective Ordnance Department
in a relatively brief time.
APPENDIX I
U.S. ORDNANCE DEPARTMENT FISCAL EXPENDITURES: 1835-1842
Year

Appropriation

Expenditures Accounted For

18351
1836
1837
1838
18393
1840
1841 4
1842

$1,039,248.78
934,588.73
1,593,720.10
2,495,146.01
2,021,543.62
1,231,823.00
2,209,943.47
2,108,892.75

$ 951,239.89
840,550.69
1,354,827.48
1,631,078.68
1,425,985.79
913,554.36
1,245,557.66
1,050,158.65

Unexpended Funds
$

88,008.892
94,038.04
238,892.62
864,067.33
595,557.84
305,450.89
964,385.81
1,018,208.12

1

In each year indicated, the appropriation was made in the previous fiscal
y e a r .
the appropriation for the following year.
end of the fiscal year was changed from July 1 to September 30.
Additional appropriations were made in 1841:
Act of 3d March
$1,071,345.85
Act of 9th September
220,000.00
Total
1,291,345.85

2
Applied to
3
In 1839 the
4

APPENDIX II
SIR: In obedience to your directions, I have the honor to make the following
statement of the cost of regular militia troops in Florida, with respect to their
arms and equipments:
First statement.

Troops

Infantry, regular

4,000

$16.26

Infantry, militia

2,000

16.26

Cavalry, militia

2,000

40.44

Total number
of troops

8,000
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$65,040.00

1 $ 5,420.00
12
32,520.00 3
8,130.00
1 2
80,880.00 60 32,137.80
151

$ 70,460.00
40,650.00
113,017.80
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Second statement.

Troops

Infantry, regulars
Cavalry, regulars

7,250
750

$16.26 $117,885.00 1 $9,823.75 $127,708.75
12
40.44
30,330.00 20 4,017.22
34,347.22
151

Total number
of troops
8,000
Difference in cost at the end of one year in favor of regulars . . . . . .

62,071.83

The principle on which the preceding estimate is made is founded on the
following statement and remarks:
Total number of carbines now in store, not in the hands of troops,
March 1, 1838 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2,701
Whole number now in the hands of troops . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1,420
Whole number lost in transportation and issued to officers of the
.......................................................
160
Army
Total
....................................................
4,281
Whole number of carbines made . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4,781
Total lost, disappeared from the hands of the two regiments
of cavalry
...............................................
500
One of these regiments having served four years and one month, and the
other one year and three months, their average term of service has been two
years and eight months, during which time they have sustained a loss of 500
carbines. The loss, therefore, of the two regiments for one year would be
188 stands [complete with ramrod and bayonet], or 20 carbines out of every
151 stands, or 20 of the whole amount of carbines.
151
This loss of carbines we may fairly take as a measure of the loss in accouterments [belts, knapsacks, etc.], sabers, pistols, and holsters for the same
time.
Though these regiments are new, they are regularly organized, commanded by experienced regular officers, and the loss, therefore, which they
would sustain should be much less than that of a regiment of militia, embodied for six months or a year.
It is estimated, from the loss recently sustained by the militia in the
campaigns in Florida, that the loss of a regiment of militia cavalry would be,
at the least calculation, three times as great as that of a regiment of regular
cavalry.
It is estimated, from the loss recently sustained by the militia in the
campaigns in Florida, that the loss of a regiment of militia cavalry would be,
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at the least calculation, three times as great as that of a regiment of regular
cavalry.
With regard to the infantry, the arms of a company of regular infantry
should last for twelve years, and the duration of the arms for a company of
militia infantry may be determined by the application to it of the rule
applied to the militia cavalry above, that is, the comparative loss would be
three times as great as that of a company of [regular] infantry.
APPENDIX III
SIR: In answer to the resolution of the House of Representatives of the
13th instant, I have the honor to report that the amount of money which
has been expended in this Department, consequent on the Florida campaign,
during the year 1837, is $77,210.59, being equal to an average monthly expenditure of $6,434.21.
It is deemed but proper here to state that the greater part of the above
amount having been applied to objects of a permanent nature, such as the
procurement of field-artillery, small-arms, repairs of arms, &c., many of the
articles so procured will be fit for service for many years hereafter, so that
there are no means of ascertaining, at this time, the precise and absolute expenditures of ordnance property during the year 1837.
It is, however, believed that the wear and tear of arms for 1837 would be,
on the principle of the report to you from this office on the 12th instant
[see Appendix II], as follows, viz:
Army in Florida in 1837, as per Document No. 1 of December 5, 1837

Composition of military forces.

Regular cavalry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Volunteers, mounted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Regular artillery and infantry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Volunteers, foot . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

678
1,956
4,420
3,397
9,451

$ 3,631.56
31,430.71
5,989.10
9,743.80
50,795.17

The expenditure of ammunition within the same period, being considered
equal to about 70 rounds of musket-cartridges per man, on the above forces,
would amount to 661,570 cartridges, at 1 cent each, $6,615.70.
This estimate of the expenditure of ammunition is as accurate as the data
on hand enable the Department to make out at present.
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APPENDIX IV
U.S. MARTIAL FIREARMS: SECOND SEMINOLE WAR*

Type & Model
Musket, M1816
Musket, M1817
(Artillery & Cadet)
Musket, M1835
(Altered, 1840)
Carbine, M1833
(Hall-North)
Carbine, M1836 (Hall)
Carbine, M1836
(Hall-North)
Carbine, M1840
(Hall Type I & II)

Caliber

Ignition

Loading

.69

F

M

S

.69

F

M

S

.69

F

M

S

.58/.52
.64

P
P

B
B

S
S

.52

P

B

R

Bore

.52

P

B

S

Riflle, M1817 (Common)
Rifle, M1819 (Hall)
Rifle, M1841 (Hall)

.54
.52
.52

F
F
P

M
B
B

R
R
R

Pistol, M1819 (North)
Pistol, M1826
(North/Evans)
Pistol, M1836
(Johnson/Waters)

.54

F

M

S

.54

F

M

S

.54

F

M

S

Legend: B— Breech, M— Muzzle, F— Flint, P— Percussion, S— Smooth, R— Rifled
*Only those primary martial firearms known to be used by troops engaging
the hostiles in Florida are listed. See text for exclusions.
APPENDIX V
U.S. MARTIAL CARTRIDGES: SECOND SEMINOLE WAR

Type
Ball, Musket*
Blank, Musket
Buck & Ball, Musket
Ball, Carbine
Buck & Ball, Carbine
Blank, Carbine
Ball, Carbine
Ball, Carbine
Ball, Pistol
Ball, Rifle
Ball, Rifle

Caliber Diameter Length
.69
.69
.69
.64
.64
.58
.64
.52
.54
.54
.52

.662
...
.660
.630
.628
...
.535
.529
.525
.525
.515

2.625
1.935
2.629
2.558
2.625
2.494
2.567
2.561
1.525
2.580
2.578

Bullet
Weight
(grs.)
437.5 (1 oz.)
...
435.5
393.0
390.0
...
354.5
219.0
221.0
221.0
219.0

Powder
Weight
(grs.)
110
110
110
74
75
74
75
75
50
100
110

*Caliber (bore diameter), Diameter (ball diameter), and cartridge length
given in inches. Bore diameter is slightly larger than ball diameter to permit
the passage of the ball down the muzzle when loading.
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NOTES AND DOCUMENTS
FLORIDA MANUSCRIPT ACQUISITIONS
AND ACCESSIONS
The following are recent manuscript acquisitions and
accessions as reported by Florida universities, colleges, public
libraries, and other institutions. Those interested in using particular collections should correspond with the library or archives
in question.
The P. K. Yonge Library of Florida History, University of
Florida, has added twenty-six reels of Spanish Florida Borderlands documents from the Papeles Procendentes de Cuba (part
of the Archivo General de Indias, Seville, Spain) to its microfilm
collection. Other microfilm additions include: United States
documents relating to letters sent and received by the adjutant
general’s office in the nineteenth century, and returns from United
States military posts, 1800-1916; Tallahassee Florida State News,
issues from 1927, 1929, 1940, and 1941; Titusville Star Advocate,
1920-1922 and 1930-1945; and Charleston (South Carolina)
Mercury, 1822-1868. Added to its manuscript collections are
microfilm of the Abner Seymour Baldwin papers, and the
Georgia state records of the executive department (late
eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century). The library has also
accessioned for its manuscript collections the papers of Louis
Bishop Capron, which includes letters, maps, photographs, field
notes, and other items relating to the Florida Seminoles, and the
Major Edward T. Keenan papers (1835-1842). Additions to the
rare book collection is Ned Buntline’s Matanzas, or a Brother’s
Revenge, A Tale of Florida (1848), and Richard Keith Call’s
Argument of the Counsel for the United State in the Supreme
Court in the Cases of the United State vs. George I. F. Clark
[George J. F. Clarke], John and Antonio Huertes, and Joseph M.
Hernandez, et al. The library has added Colton’s 1882 “Map of
the state of Florida” and Lucinis’s “Carta particolare del Isola di
Cuba e di Jamaica con il Capo della Florida” (1630) to its map
collection.
The Pensacola Historical Society has accessioned the follow-

[459]
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ing: J. A. Grinell letters, 1864-1867; Pensacola Weather Bureau
papers, 1896-1947; W. B. Sutton papers, 1917-1930; Francis
Anderson papers, 1899-1916; City of Pensacola Recreation Board
and William E. Smith, Sr., collection, minutes, and papers, 19611969; R. E. MacIntire papers, 1932-1953; and L. & N. R. R. manuscript plans of all West Florida railroad stations to 1922. Two
unpublished works have also been acquired: an index of the
Whitmire Cemetery records by Gertrude E. Bonifay and Susan
H. Bonifay, and “The de Rocheblave Family of Pensacola,
Florida,” by Robert W. Plumer.
Recent manuscript acquisitions by the St. Augustine Historical
Society are the Florida East Coast Railway corporate history (to
1915), Katharine Augusta Dempsey’s diary of her visit to Florida
in 1890 (typescript), and a November 1829 letter of Dr. Andrew
Anderson.
The Monroe County Public Library has acquired a 1906 City
of Key West map and a James C. Clapp lithograph of Key West
(ca. 1855).
The Florida State Archives, Division of Archives, History and
Records Management, has completed a detailed finding aid for
the administrative correspondence of Governor Fuller Warren
(1949-1952). It has also completed the nineteenth-century records
phase of its Florida Board of Health project, which will cover
the period 1889-1969. Holdings recently processed include:
Forbes Purchase Collection, 1802-1849; Richard Keith Call correspondence, 1791-1849; Millard F. Caldwell papers, 1945-1975;
Land Survey Township Plats, 1823-1933; the University building
plans, 1914-1970s; and the audits of state, county, and municipal
agencies, 1932-1970. Recently accessioned materials include
United Faculty of Florida papers, 1973-1981; Sanborn Company
insurance maps of St. Petersburg (1923) and Jacksonville (1913);
House Reapportionment Committee maps and records;
Governor’s Mansion Commission minutes, 1955-1982; and inventories of the Governor’s mansion, 1957-1971. In July 1982
the State Photographic Archives was transferred from the Florida
State University Library to the Division of Archives and renamed the Florida Photographic Collection, now located in the
R. A. Gray Building, Tallahassee. The collection has recently
acquired twelve Tallahassee stereo views (ca. 1870), thirty-one
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north Florida photographs (1890s), and six Spanish-American
War photos of Tampa.
The Robert Manning Strozier Library Special Collections at
Florida State University has accessioned the records of the West
Yellow Pine Company, relating to Madison, Florida, and
Olympia, Georgia, 1898-1916.
The Florida Collection at the University of South Florida
has received the first part of the materials from the Hampton
Dunn Collection of Floridiana. It includes some 20,000 negatives
by the Tampa photography firm of Robertson-Fresh from the
1940s and early 1950s. Ybor City historian Tony Pizzo has designated the Florida Collection as the home for his 10,000-item
Tampa history collection, consisting of manuscripts, photographs,
maps, and other memorabilia of the area and the local cigar
industry. Also acquired are the papers and research files of
mystery writer William T. Brannon, who lived in St. Petersburg
prior to his death. Another recent accession includes the early
public school records of St. Petersburg, covering the period from
1893 to the early 1900s. The library has also received a collection
of forty photographs dating from 1898 by Ensminger Brothers,
which includes several views of Port Tampa during the SpanishAmerican War.
Accessioned by the Haydon Burns Public Library, Jacksonville, were: microfilm copies of the Jacksonville Artisan (19151916 and scattered issues); Jacksonville Florida News (1850-1855,
and miscellaneous issues); Richard Alan Nelson’s “Florida and
the American Motion Picture Industry, 1898-1930;” Interviews
of local Jacksonville residents (1936-1941): Memoirs and personal
reminiscences by the Federal Writers’ Project; pamphlets and
brochures covering such subjects as Near East settlers in Jacksonville, the Duval County Republican Executive Committee in
1908, opening of the Miami extension of the Seaboard Railway
in 1927, and the Walker Business College commencement in 1923;
post cards from about 1930 by the E. C. Kropp Co; and a collection of naval cartoons from the NATTC, Jacksonville.
The Manatee County Central Library has added to the
collections in its Eaton Florida History Room the Manatee Board
of County Commission minutes (1982); Bradenton City Council
minutes (1980-1982); and Anna Maria Island newspapers (1962-
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1982). The Library has also acquired assorted United States
government maps, wreck charts, and historical maps.
Collections accessioned by the Historical Association of Southern Florida’s Tebeau Library of Florida History include: William
and Ellen Hartley papers; Walter C. DeGarmo architectural
drawings; Greater Miami Chamber of Commerce minutes (19191941); three prints by John James Audubon (Bien edition, 1860)
and thirty-one nineteenth-century views, mostly from Harper’s
Weekly; copies of the Titusville Indian River Advocate (1893);
microfilm of Historic American Buildings Survey, Florida (1980);
and approximately 100 maps, dating from 1835 to 1889.
The Otto G. Richter Library, University of Miami, has added
to its collections: the Minnie Moore Willson papers (1896-1937),
which include those of her husband, James M. Willson, and
Elizabeth Aultman Cantrell, correspondence with Seminole
Indians, Florida senators, representatives, and government
agencies, and manuscripts relating to obtaining a bird sanctuary
in Kissimmee (approximately 10,000 items): Florida Philharmonic, Inc. records (1968-1982), including fifteen scrapbooks
(approximately 19,200 items); and ninety-three photographs, the
Bartram Collection of views of Florida, the Bahamas, and the
West Indies, with written inscriptions by Samuel Bartram.
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BOOK REVIEWS
Old Hickory’s Town, An Illustrated History of Jacksonville. By
James Robertson Ward, in association with Dena Elizabeth
Snodgrass. (Jacksonville: Florida Publishing Company,
1982. 256 pp. Preface, foreword, photographs, maps, selected
bibliography, index. $29.95.)
This book owes must to J. J. Daniel, former publisher of the
Florida Times-Union, whose commitment to Jacksonville history
led him to initiate this volume in 1980 as a project of the Florida
Publishing Company. He assigned James R. Ward to write and
John S. Walters to edit it. Historical accuracy was to be protected by collaboration of Dena Snodgrass of the Jacksonville
Historical Society.
This is a big book in format, the type faces are large and easy
to read, and high quality glossy paper stock is used throughout.
A well-prepared four-page, three-column index provides a handy
reference to subjects and individuals. The historical narrative is
sandwiched between a Prologue and an Epilogue which characterize the city’s history as varied, complex, and sometimes
tempestuous, but fortunate in times of crisis to have leaders
willing to place the good of the community above self.
The unfolding of the history begins with an overview of prehistoric Indian times, followed by a summary of earliest European explorations highlighted by the French Huguenot settlement on the St. Johns River in 1564. There follows the familiar
story of the eradication of the French by the Spanish and the beginning of permanent settlement by Spain. The first Spanish
era (1565-1763) is chronicled largely around the rise and the
fall of the Spanish missions and increasing military conflict with
the British colonies to the north after the 1670s.
In 1763, at the close of the Seven Years’War, East and West
Florida were ceded to Great Britain and the northern border
established at the St. Marys River in the east. Britain encouraged
settlement of the St. Johns River area and eventually completed
a King’s Road from southern Georgia to Mew Smyrna crossing
the St. Johns at the Cowford, later called Jacksonville. With the
beginning of the American Revolution in 1775, Florida became
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an increasingly troubled colony. Refugee Loyalists from the
rebelling colonies arrived in numbers, uprooted and disgruntled
banditti from both sides raided and pillaged in East Florida, and
attack from American Revolutionary forces was believed to be a
threat. At the end of the Revolution, perhaps believing the costs
of retaining the Floridas to be too high, Britain abruptly returned the provinces to Spain. From the departure of the British
until 1821, the authority of Spain was never really reestablished
in East Florida. A chaotic period ensued marked by Indian
problems, recalcitrant English and American planters contemptuous of Spain, incursions by pirates and renegades of
various nationalities, and invasion by Andrew Jackson. This
clouded part of Florida history is told with an informative
amount of detail rarely found and is one of the most valuable
portions of the text.
After long negotiations, decrepit Spain, unable to hold it
longer, delivered the Floridas to the United States in 1821. In
June of 1822, at the Cowford, Jacksonville was founded at the
instigation of Isaiah D. Hart to honor General Andrew Jackson
whose association with Florida had meant much to its American
inhabitants. By 1832 a city government had been incorporated,
and the town slowly grew until the Civil War. During the 1850s
a railroad connected it with Lake City and points west, and it
began to be an important lumber-exporting port. Though rumors
of Indian attack worried some residents during the Second
Seminole War, Jacksonville’s connection with it was as a supply
depot and port of debarkation. The war publicized Florida to
the nation, and afterwards tourists came, sparking the first burst
of prosperity for the city.
The Civil War, however, destroyed all that. Occupied four
times by Federal forces, many of the town’s buildings, mills, and
docks were destroyed. During the last Federal occupation,
Jacksonville Unionists elected delegates to the Republican
National Convention of 1864; they cast Florida’s one vote for
Abraham Lincoln. Rebuilding of the city also started in 1864
when the United States Army repaired the railroad and telegraph lines. Despite the discontents of Reconstruction, Jacksonville was thriving by 1870 as the citrus industry became important
to its economy together with lumber and tourism.
Though the great river made Jacksonville a port, the navi-
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gability of the St. Johns had always been difficult due to shifting
sands at its mouth. During the 1880s the first significant progress
was made to correct this problem by the construction of jetties;
and by 1890 these efforts were declared successful. The Cuban
filibustering activities of the 1890s followed by the SpanishAmerican War are given only brief attention, almost as a prelude to the catastrophic fire of 1901. The fire, and recovery from
it, dominates most of an entire chapter— a chapter in which is
also told the little-known story of Jacksonville as a short-lived
center of the motion picture industry.
Two final chapters deal with the city from World War I to
the present. They dwell upon the physical growth of the city,
the eroding interlude of the Great Depression, the impact of
military installations on the city’s prosperity, the coming of new
industry and business, the building of a new airport, as well as
highways, bridges, public buildings, schools, and colleges. They
delineate at some length the long struggle that culminated in a
consolidated city-county government.
This is a lavishly color-illustrated book which makes a handsome conversation piece for anyone’s living room. Some 400 illustrations and a handsomely decorated dust jacket make it a
work of art. Of particular historical interest are the rare nineteenth century photographs of the city, the extensive photo
coverage of the 1901 fire, and the reproductions of original old
documents and maps. Unfortunately, on a considerable number
of the latter the writing is not legible. Times-Union artists Lyn
Lazarus and John Gold made valuable contributions to the
artistic quality of the book as did Jacksonville artist Cleve Miller,
whose portraits of Jackson, Robert E. Lee, and P. G. T. Beauregard are magnificent.
This was designed as a popular history despite the presence of
documentary footnotes. Though the book was not aimed at them,
professional historians might have some bones to pick. More
rigorous proofing could have spared readers a number of typographical errors and a few incomplete or erroneous map and
picture captions. Overall, however, the authors and J. J. Daniel’s
Florida Publishing Company are to be complimented on this
impressive production.
University of Florida
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Pensacola, The Deep Water City. By Lucius Ellsworth and
Linda Ellsworth. (Tulsa: Continental Heritage Press, 1982.
192 pp. Photographs, sponsors and benefactors, introduction,
index, bibliography, acknowledgments. $29.95.)
Lucius and Linda Ellsworth’s new book came to hand during
the Christmas holiday— a time when one wants only to browse
a few pages and enjoy a few pictures, yet to feel that the time was
well-spent and to be enticed back to a pleasant interlude at the
earliest opportunity. What a perfect book Pensacola proved to be!
The authors and compilers, and photographer Phillip Radcliffe,
have put together an ideal volume for everyone who knows and
all who love “the deep water city” and its heritage.
One might describe it as a coffee-table volume, for it is large
and handsomely printed and illustrated, but it will fit nicely on
any scholarly bookshelf. The text traces the history of Pensacola
from pre-discovery Indian times to the 1980s in a smooth, easilypaced narrative that is so relaxed and straightforward that it hides
the extent and depth of the hard, up-to-the-moment scholarship
that lies behind every paragraph and illumines every picture.
The selected bibliography, unobtrusively provided at the end of
the text, only suggests the scope of the authors’ research, but it
will carry a curious reader far into the scholarly resources for the
history of Pensacola. As the text is relatively brief, and the style
and pace established from the outset do not lend themselves to
internal discursions, the authors have supplemented the narrative with many separate short asides dealing with interesting
men, women, episodes, and social lore. Thereby we get special
glimpses of eighteenth-century scientists, the artist George Catlin,
“yellow jack,” Geronimo, the good ship Tarpon, T. T. Wentworth, and Mary Turner Rule Reed.
While international, national, and state politics provide a
certain framework for Pensacola’s narrative, the care and attention given to the city’s people, their economy, their social
relations, and their pastimes expands the word-picture of a
changing city to match the wonderful selection of prints and
photographs culled from every conceivable source. Whereas many
similar volumes seem to celebrate the shells of once proud buildings, the Ellsworths have given us the faces of Pensacola men and
women: every class, at every period, at work and at play— and
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indeed they are often worth a thousand words when it comes to
conveying an accurate sense of social history. The great and
famous are duly catalogued, but it is the pose, the dress, the
face of the nameless that best mirrors the daily life of the city.
One of the happiest surprises in a volume full of delights is
the section devoted to the corporate benefactors who helped
make this book possible. These brief and modest accounts of
some of Pensacola’s oldest and leading businesses open a new
window on the economic and civic life of the community. The
cumulative picture of succeeding generations at work, of son
following father, and son after him, often explains in proud
and happy particulars the enduring contribution of the Pensacola business community.
If a reviewer must find a flaw, it can only be the absence of
adequate town plats to follow the growth of the city. This will not
bother Pensacolians, who know their city well, but it would have
helped to guide us out-of-towners for whom Pensacola is a window
to the Gulf. The Ellsworths have done a wonderful job of compiling a fascinating book that does honor to their endeavor and
full justice to Pensacola. It should quickly become a collector’s
prize.
Auburn University

ROBERT R. R EA

Atlas of Florida. Edited by Edward A. Fernald. (Tallahassee: The
Florida State University Foundation, Inc., 1981. xi, 276 pp.
Acknowledgments, photographic credits, preface, introduction, maps, tables, illustrations, selected statistics, gazeteer,
bibliography, index. $27.50.)
In his poem “Looking At A Map”, Dannie Abse, one of
Britain’s foremost living poets, comments on the inadequacies in
the maps of his homeland: “The map does not show the rain:
only pale blue for sea and Great Britain a mosaic of multicoloured counties where the English weather never changes, and
the local hills and mountain ranges are shaded heavily— though
never white as moods of snow may shade them.” Abse would be
hard pressed to level such criticisms at the colorful and large
Atlas of Florida edited by geographer Edward A. Fernald of
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Florida State University. Fully eighteen pages with 157 maps and
three satellite images are, for example, devoted to Florida’s varied
weather and climate. If anything Abse would be struck by the
comprehensiveness of this Atlas. Here, certainly, is almost everything anyone ever wanted to know about Florida portrayed in
over 800 maps, graphs, tables, photographs, and drawings. It is a
handsomely produced book, richly printed with a four-color process.
The Atlas is organized into eight sections. The first of these
is the “Introduction” which gives a thumbnail sketch of Florida,
complete with photographs of the state’s official flag, flower, tree,
and bird, followed by a brief discussion of the Atlas itself.
Surprisingly this introductory section is one of the weakest elements in the Atlas. Not only is the term gazeteer misspelled twice
but for some reason the grid references given for the places and
features listed in the gazeteer do not agree with the poorly
chosen general reference map provided. An errata sheet to clear
up this source of potential confusion has been inserted as a loose
card which will doubtless go astray unless fastened in by thoughtful librarians. The reference map itself is a reduced copy of the
Florida map which was included in the National Atlas of several
years ago. In spite of its obvious reduction the reference map still
proclaims a scale of 1:2,000,000. In its reduced state the names
of many of Florida’s towns and cities are hard to read without
magnification, and the names of many water bodies printed in
blue ink on a blue background approach invisibility. This map
should not have been employed in the Atlas; rather a newly-drawn
map should have been produced by the highly qualified cartographers employed in the project. The same is true with respect to the three pages of maps devoted to Florida’s chief urban
areas. Here also the editor has chosen to reproduce maps which
were originally intended to accompany the state highway map.
They are good highway— major street maps but hardly the sort
of detailed city maps which should be available in a “useful
reference tool, for school, public, business and government
libraries” which the Atlas purports to be. As we are reminded in
the Atlas, four out of every five Floridians lives in an urban area.
As urban dwellers they are legitimately interested in the towns
and cities of Florida and deserving of maps superior to those
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normally included with the highway maps found in every car
owner’s glove compartment.
The other substantive sections of the Atlas include; “Natural
Environments,” “Population,” “History and Culture,” “Econom y” “Recreation and Tourism,” “Transportation and Communication,” and “Planning, Energy and Florida’s Future.” An
extended set of selected statistics on each of Florida’s counties,
the already mentioned gazeteer which curiously includes the
Miami Canal but omits places like Miami, Miami Beach, and
Lake Worth, a bibliography and an index complete the volume.
Each section is introduced by an essay overview of the topic prepared by an expert, who is usually designated as a “section
editor,” and other contributors.
In the section devoted to Florida’s “History and Culture,”
Florida State University Professor of Geography Donald J.
Patton assisted by Elizabeth D. Purdum and Frank A. Unger
provide a sprightly and informative overview of their topic. Of
particular interest to students of Florida history are map displays
dealing with early maps of Florida, early Florida Indian tribal
locations at the time of European contact, the Spanish mission
system, exploration and early settlement, Florida boundaries,
early settlements by period of their founding, patterns of early
land grants, the Seminole Wars, Civil War in Florida, evolution
of county boundaries, historical population density by county
unit from 1840 through 1960, historical water and transportation
routes, early economic activity, growth of tourism, expansion
of water control schemes in south Florida from 1911 to 1970,
presidential election results by county units from 1848 to 1980,
and a display of portraits of all of Florida’s governors from
Andrew Jackson to Bob Graham.
The Atlas of Florida is an ambitious addition to the growing
list of state atlases across the United States. Fernald and his associates have done their state a very valuable service in its
preparation. Like any project of such broad scope it is not without flaws and shortcomings. Hopefully much will be learned from
this adventure in atlas production which can be utilized to improve future editions.
University of Georgia
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Guardians on. the Gulf: Pensacola Fortifications, 1698-1980. By
James C. Coleman and Irene S. Coleman. (Pensacola: Pensacola Historical Society, 1982. 120 pp. Photographs, maps, illustrations, sources for list of camps, posts, stations, glossary,
references, index. $97.95 paper;)
The authors assert that no coastal city in the United States
has had a greater variety of military installations than Pensacola.
In order to deal with this variety they organize their material in
different ways. They begin with national periods: early Spanish
fortifications, the British period, later Spanish, and then the
United States. They then consider the major fortifications in
greater detail: Forts Pickens, McRea, and Barrancas and the redoubt and post of Barrancas. The chapter on the evolution of
coastal defense fortifications at Pensacola discusses the engineering of the forts era by era, along with the changes in cannon
installed. It notes the periods of building activity and of stagnation, and accounts for the alternation.
The authors examine Pensacola from the point of view of its
place in the British-French-Spanish struggle for empire in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. They also note the role
that Pensacola’s coastal fortifications played in this contest. The
history of the Navy Yard and the Naval Air Station, is included,
but there is no attempt to carry the story into the space age. This
recent history is yet to be written.
In spite of attempts such as that made by the Endicott Board
in 1885 to prepare a blueprint for strategic fortification of the
coasts, systematic fortifying was not possible. Much of the time
there were no plans, and if there were and were being acted
upon, intermittent yellow fever epidemics created problems and
Congress often failed to appropriate needed funds. During most
periods of peace the forts deteriorated. National attention turned
for a short time to Fort Pickens in the 1880s when Pickens became the prison for the Apache Chief Geronimo and some of his
warriors and tribe who had been captured and expelled from
the southwest. Following World War II, when technology had
rendered the Pensacola forts useless for defense purposes, they
were turned over to the Department of the Interior to become
historical monuments.
Guardians on the Gulf is a short fact-book. Its value as a
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referecence is enlarged by useful chronological tables, fine illustrations, diagrams on fort structure, and a glossary of technical
terms used to describe fortifications.
University of Florida

JOHN K. MAHON

The Beechers: An American Family in the Nineteenth Century.
By Milton Rugoff. (New York: Harper & Row, 1981. xvii, 653
pp. Acknowledgments, preface, notes and sources, selected
bibliography, index, illustrations. $19.95.)
“This country is inhabited by saints, sinners and Beechers,”
wrote Dr. Leonard Bacon, professor of theology at Yale and
prominent Congregationalist minister, about 1863. This detailed
and fine biography, product of a decade of research by the author,
is the story of one of America’s most famous, articulate, passionate, and influential families, covering a period of more than the
hundred years of the title. The lives of the patriarch, Lyman
Beecher, and his thirteen children form a broad canvas of the
nineteenth century in the United States, drawn with painstaking detail by an accomplished biographer to portray a century
of change— social, religious, even political— unequalled in
American history.
In the words of the author: “The lives of Reverend Lyman
Beecher, his three wives and eleven surviving children, reaching
from the 1790s to 1900, from rural America to industrial America,
illustrate in a hundred ways the transition from the last days of
Puritanism to the beginning of the age of permissiveness. In two
generations the Beechers emerged, along with many other
Americans, from a God-centered, theology-ridden world concerned with the fate of man’s eternal soul into a man-centered
society occupied mainly with life on earth.”
Lyman Beecher, father of the clan, entered Yale in 1793.
Hewn literally from the rock of New England Calvinism and determined to become a minister of that faith, he was appalled to
find the students at that second most famous educational institution “marching to a different drummer. Who needed God if man
armed with reason could manage for himself.” Not so, Lyman,
however. “I was made for action,” he said. “The Lord drove me
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but I was ready.” Graduating in 1797, followed by a year devoted
to the study of theology, he began his ministry in 1798 at a small
church in East Hampton, Long Island. From that small start, he
marched through a series of New England churches, and even a
venture into the “West” at Cincinnati, like an avenging sword,
denouncing sin and begetting children in the bodies of two wives
and marrying a third, a widow who had already produced six
children but failed to birth a Beecher. Ironically enough, through
his long and busy life— he lived to be eighty-eight— Lyman
Beecher failed to indoctrinate successfully any of his brood with
the stern tenets of Pilgrim Calvinism. In fact, his sons would no
doubt reject out of hand today the television-spawned fundamentalist Christianity of the Electric Church; and his daughters,
far from obeying the preachings of St. Paul concerning women,
probably would be stumping the country in support of the ERA.
Considering the intelligence and drive of the Beacher offspring, it is ironic indeed that, although all made an indelible
mark on their own century, only two are even remembered now.
One was Harriet Beecher Stowe, the most famous novelist in the
world in her time, and remembered best for one of her less important literary productions, the commercially successful Uncle
Tom’s Cabin. This book was to fan antislavery sentiment almost
more than anything else at the time. Harriet’s brother was Henry
Ward Beecher, the most gifted platform and pulpit orator of the
century, and the central figure in its most lurid seduction scandal.
Milton Rugoff’s skillfully crafted biography of one of
America’s most gifted and energetic families is a remarkable
picture of a young and growing country in every facet of its
activities, except perhaps business. Between them the Beechers
produced more than a hundred books, many by frail
Harriet who might well be considered the “runt of the litter.” In
the process, the sermons and lectures of the Beachers— on religion,
slavery, women’s rights and suffrage, evolution and natural
science— added a breadth to American life probably larger than
that produced by any other family in any other century, enriching its intellectual and social life in every facet.
Mr. Rugoff’s fascinating book is a fine example of biographical
technique in its most vivid and readable form. It would perhaps
be carping to wish the author had devoted more time to Harriet
Beecher Stowe’s residence at Mandarin-on-the-St. Johns of
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roughly ten years. She was easily Florida’s major tourist attraction
during this period. She spent six months of every year in that
charming community of Mandarin, but they were during her
declining years, long after she had made her own deep impression
on American life through Uncle Tom’s Cabin and other books.
By the time she was living in Florida, Mrs. Stowe was relatively
unimportant to the mainstream of the biography. Another member of the Beecher family also lived in Florida. Harriet’s brother,
the Reverend Charles Beecher, was Florida Superintendent of
Public Instruction, 1871-1873.
Jacksonville, Florida

FRANK G. SLAUGHTER

History of Apopka and Northwest Orange County, Florida. By
Jerrell H. Shofner. (Apopka, FL: Apopka Historical Society,
1982. v, 357 pp. Preface, photographs, appendices, bibliography, index. $30.00.)
Professor Shofner of Central Florida University, has written
a readable, well-researched, small-town history. Undoubtedly, this
was not an easy task, for Apopka has not been the scene of many
dramatic or exciting historical events. Chartered in 1882, and
located in the rolling high ground between the Wekiwa River
and Lake Apopka, the town owes its origins and its moderate
growth to the citrus industry and, particularly in the post-World
War II era, to the foliage and vegetable industries located
around the mucklands of Lake Apopka. Still, the area did not
realize steady growth; in the mid-1880s Apopka had a population
of almost 1,500, but by 1905 it had been reduced to 350. Its
growth has been slow but continuous ever since. Finally, Apopka
has been a rather non-descript town, with no evidences of unusual ethnic or cultural developments; it has hardly a building
of architectural significance.
Despite the dearth of interesting material, Shofner tells a
credible story of the town’s ups and downs, it social life, and its
founders and builders. But most importantly, he relates local
history to such larger national developments as Progressivism, the
Great Depression, and to World Wars I and II. Thus the reader
gets a glimpse of how local people reacted to and were affected by
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these national events: how Apopka citizens responded to prohibition in the 1920s and how the New Deal’s relief agencies
helped the city during the Depression. Shofner also deals with
such social problems as segregation, but here he gingerly tiptoes
through a thorny thicket making certain that he scratches only
the surface. Blacks appear on stage occasionally but only as bit
players. After all, this is a history of Apopka not a study of it. For
his efforts, Shofner will undoubtedly receive the accolades of
present and future citizens of northwest Orange County. The
rest of us look forward to his return to more serious historical
work.
Rollins College

JACK C. LANE

Florida Frenzy. By Harry Crews. (Gainesville: The University
Presses of Florida, 1982. 138 pp. Essays, fiction, articles,
acknowledgments. $6.00 paper.)
Novelist Harry Crews offers a craggy face on the dustjackets
of his growing shelf of books— symbolically the image of a tough
ex-marine who grinds out blunt, lean, and searing he-man
sentences. His stories authenticate the rugged portraiture. This
sampling continues his proliferation of story-telling that totals
ten novels, countless magazine articles, and a much-applauded
and honest memoir, A Childhood, the biography of a place, ably
drawn from his poverty years growing up as “shonuff pofolks” in
South Georgia. In Florida Frenzy, Floridians and sunshine-state
places sift through his southernness salted with earthy language
and flavored with brawling, bartalk, pickup-truck sense of
humor.
Collected from his published fiction and essays authored since
1969, these 138 pages stand as a quick-read preface to his larger
works, sensitively touching such Florida themes as horseracing,
cockfighting, running fox, a day at the dogfights, poaching gators,
the “Gatornationals,” and the “Goat Day Olympics.” These
essays are from Esquire, Sport, and Playgirl magazines and an
earlier collection, Blood and Grits. Deftly applying the fictional
brush in all these essays, Crews gives readers insight into his
labeled fiction with excerpts from Naked in Garden Hills (from
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Chapter 1), The Hawk Is Dying (Chapter 4), and “The Enthusiast.”
He pokes a chauvinistic needle at feminist obsessions in a
bitterly humorous short piece, “The Unfeminine Mystique,” and
is equally cynical with his disenchantment with the automobile in
“The Car.” Students of writing get a preview of Crews’s technique and dedication to literature in the opening essay written
for this book, “Teaching and Writing in the University,” and he
conveys his pleasant discovery of Gainesville in “Why I Live
Where I Live.” As for his perception of his adopted Florida, the
sharecropper’s son of the Great Depression and a former United
States Marine offers a frenzy encompassing the tacky of late-night
drinking adventures and the sublime of the true nature of the
peninsula not too far in miles from his south Georgia upbringing.
He peoples his imagination with characters hoisting beer cans,
driving pickup trucks along wilderness roads, and challenging
the wilderness of man’s nature and braving uncertainties of the
natural world.
Harry Crews is always good reading. He structures his stories
in tight, explosive sentencing— an economy of words that is
weighed in tension and expectation, triggering the reader’s
imagination. His Frenzy, if not hard history, certainly is a slice
of Florida’s realities. His classes in the University of Florida’s
English Department must be similarly to the point and humorously exciting,
The Pensacola News- Journal

JESSE EARLE BOWDEN

Fountain of Discontent, The Trent Affair and Freedom of the
Seas. By Gordon H. Warren. (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1981. xiv, 301 pp. Preface, list of illustrations,
abbreviations, notes, bibliography, index. $18.95.)
On November 8, 1861, Captain Charles Wilkes of the United
States Navy stopped the British mail steamer Trent ten miles off
Cuba, seized Confederate agents James Mason and John Slidell,
and set off what Gordon H. Warren considers “the gravest
foreign crisis of the Civil War” and “the most perilous development in Anglo-American relations between the War of 1812 and
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the Venezuelan crisis of 1895” (p. 222). Though Wilkes had acted
without authorization, Secretary of State William H. Seward
hesitated to repudiate the act in view of Union frustrations over
the war, and because a strong stand might convince the British
that foreign intervention in behalf of the Confederacy would
bring war with the Union. Indeed, the secretary of state had
purposely engaged in a “war of nerves” designed to keep
Britain’s minister to Washington, Lord Lyons, uncertain about
United States policy. Seward’s tactics worked— almost too well.
Lyons’s dispatches turned into “diatribes” against Seward and
led the London government to regard every dispute as a “prologue to war.” Unable to distinguish between what Seward said
and what he meant, Lyons helped to escalate “a naval incident
into an emergency” (p. 69).
According to Warren, the central question in the Trent affair
was not contraband but “unneutral service”— any act directly
helping the enemy that did not fit the classification of either
contraband or violation of blockade. Wilkes followed “convoluted reasoning” in arguing that Mason and Slidell constituted
“the embodiment of dispatches.” Contraband, Warren asserts,
referred only to “things or chattels, not enemy persons or
papers” (p. 195); besides, the determinant was the destination
of the ship, not the article aboard. The Trent’s cargo could not
be contraband because the vessel was passing through neutral
ports. Though the term “unneutral service” did not exist until the
1890s, the related term “unneutral conduct” had arisen in the
English High Court of Admiralty in 1808. That same year
British Admiralty jurist Sir William Scott ruled in the Atalanta
case that hidden dispatches found after a search constituted an
unneutral act. Wilkes therefore could have seized the Trent (detaining Mason and Slidell) on the basis of Mason’s attempt to
conceal Confederate dispatches; this action forfeited the ship’s
neutral status. Condemnation of the Atalanta, Warren believes,
would have been precedent for the Trent, had Wilkes taken it to
prize court.
Mason and Slidell nonetheless would have gone free, Warren
declares, because prize courts could decree only against ship and
cargo, not persons. Sanctity of diplomats, he shows, was fundamental to nearly all civilizations, except when the foreign
ministers were passing through enemy territories. Yet Seward
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muddled the situation by citing Scott in defense of Wilkes’s
conduct without noting that the English jurist accepted removal
of emissaries only in areas under enemy control. Moreover,
Wilkes had not referred to his personal copy of Commentaries
on American Law, in which American legal authority James
Kent asserted that an ambassador could pass “through territories
of a third and friendly power, while upon his public mission.”
Though the Confederacy had not won recognition, Warren cites
American legal theorists who argued that agents of either party
in a civil war were “clothed with the powers and . . . the immunities of ministers” (p. 189). The Confederacy was a de facto
government entitled to send agents through neutral waters on
neutral ships.
Confusion did not end here, for without assistance from legal
experts, Seward drafted an explanation for the release of Mason
and Slidell that further illustrated his ill-acquaintance with international law. Britain’s call for reparations, he declared, was
justified on the basis of “an old honored and cherished American
cause”— opposition to impressment. In a statement surprising to
the ministry in London, Seward announced with satisfaction that
the British had disavowed impressment. Seward’s note, Warren
asserts, was a “monument to illogic” (p. 184). Wilkes had not
removed Mason and Slidell as American nationals, nor had he
planned to force them into the American navy. Yet through this
final twist of the law, Seward defused the danger of war while
leaving the public impression that he had acted on the basis of
traditional American maritime principles.
Warren’s work is engaging, gracefully written, and thoroughly
researched in American, British, Canadian, and French materials.
It recounts a familiar story of drama, comedy, and near tragedy;
it also details the obfuscated diplomatic maneuvering whereby
each government managed to keep both peace and honor.
Warren’s study is a distinct contribution to the historiography
of the Civil War.
The University of Alabama
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Beware the People Weeping: Public Opinion and the Assassination of Abraham Lincoln. By Thomas Reed Turner. (Baton
Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1982. xvi, 265 pp.
Preface, acknowledgments, illustrations, photographs, index.
$27.50.)
In an era of intriguing book titles, Beware The People
Weeping from Herman Melville’s The Martyr is definitely
appropriate, since part of the thesis was that the great majority of
the southern people “wept” with their northern brothers over the
assassination of President Lincoln. The remainder of the thesis
was that the four people executed (including Lewis Payne originally of Live Oak, Florida) and the four sent to the Dry Tortugas
off the Florida coast were properly sentenced. This was, in essence, a “symbolic punishment” considering the “excited and
violent nature of the times,” occurring simultaneously with the
ending of the Civil War.
Most Americans today believe, as their ancestors did over a
hundred years ago, that all assassinations have been part of a
giant conspiracy plot, especially those of Abraham Lincoln and
John F. Kennedy. Why not? Both John Wilkes Booth and Lee
Harvey Oswald were killed before they could be brought to trial.
The author explodes this myth, that there was no conspiracy on
the part of the Confederate leaders, although immediately after
the assassination, the New York Times and Secretary of War
Edwin M. Stanton suggested the hanging of Jefferson Davis.
The guilt of Dr. Samuel Mudd has always been questioned,
with such statements that if Booth had not broken his leg Mudd’s
name would not have been significant in history. The author
concludes that Mudd was lying when he said he did not recognize
Booth, since reliable witnesses testified that Mudd and Booth
had been seen together in public on several occasions and that
Booth “had spent a night under his roof.” Recently President
Carter refused to issue a final pardon sought by Dr. Mudd’s
grandsons.
One of the most interesting chapters is entitled “Voices from
the Pulpit.” Sermons have always been a gauge of public opinion
although this source has been virtually ignored by previous
writers on the assassination. He also feels, and this reviewer agrees,
that ministers seem to grasp the events of the time much more
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accurately than newspaper editors. The author concluded very
succinctly that the clergy “out-radicaled the Radicals,” although
there was no call from the pulpit for direct violence or unlawful
acts.
The question of whether the conspirators might have received
lighter sentences if they had been tried in a civil court rather
than a military one will always be controversial. The fact that
only John Surratt received a civil trial, and he was freed, is not
significant. He was tried two years after the rest of the conspirators. He probably would have received the same sentence
as they if tried in 1865. The defense lawyer for Lewis Payne tried
to use the insanity plea, but was unsuccessful, primarily because
it was a military court which allowed for wider rules of evidence,”
and “provided the best means of revealing the full extent of the
crime.”
Many features encompass this interesting book. The first
chapter is an excellent bibliographical essay, which studies the
major historical trends, although it should have been placed in
the appendix. There is a fascinating pictorial section of the participants, courtesy of the Louis A. Warren Lincoln Library and
Museum in Fort Wayne, Indiana. Other features include extensive and informative footnotes and a very helpful index.
My criticisms are minor, although must be mentioned. The
author refers several times to the Knights of the Golden Circle
but never describes this group, except that they were a “secret subversive group in the North.” I do not believe that they were so
secret that the leaders— although he includes a picture of Bickley—
and their activities could not be further discussed. The author
quotes too many newspaper editors and not enough contemporaries of the Civil War period. There also appears to this
reviewer that there were several names that could be eliminated
from the narrative.
This book is an excellent addition to the literature concerning the Civil War era. Because of the continued popularity of
Abraham Lincoln and the Civil War personalities, this subject
will always attract readers. This book is also a must for those who
like to read about controversy and conspiracy.
Heritage Park, Largo
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Lee, The Last Years. By Charles Bracelen Flood. (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1981. x, 308 pp. Acknowledgments, photographs, notes, index. $14.95.)
Following Appomattox Lee and his invalid wife Mary retired
to a small borrowed home in rural Virginia and, with a possible
indictment for treason hanging over Lee’s head, contemplated
the possibility of living out the remaining years of their lives in
peace. Their solitude was broken by a visitor who was wearing a
loaned suit and traveling on borrowed money. He was the chairman of the board of directors of Washington College in Lexington, Virginia, who had come to say that Lee had been elected
president of the college and he was inviting him to take command
of his war-riven institution. Lee accepted and spent the last five
years of his life as president of the modest college which today
bears the name Washington and Lee University.
The directors of the college had correctly surmised that Lee’s
association with the college would attract financial support from
throughout the South, and, indeed, the nation. However, the
general was no mere figurehead fund-raiser; he took direct and
immediate responsibility for every phase of the school, even to
the point of knowing each student by name. Lee was not inexperienced in higher education, having served for three years as
superintendent of West Point before the war. He took pride in
his new profession, refusing to wear his military uniforms and
declaring that as an educator he was making a far more important contribution to society than he had as a soldier. Washington College prospered under his leadership as he directed its
curriculum into more modern, practical paths such as business,
journalism, science, and modern languages.
Although he was one of the best known men in the country,
Lee was not a public speaker or a public man. His most immediate contact with Reconstruction problems and politics was
in Lexington, where he attempted to pacify relations between
hot-headed southern students and the carpetbaggers and blacks
in town. Lee’s political opinions reached the nation through his
wide correspondence, his testimony before the Joint Committee
on Reconstruction, and his endorsement of the 1868 White
Sulphur Springs Manifesto. He was a moderate who felt that the
South would be restored to the Union most quickly and with the
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least turmoil by cooperating with the federal government. He
accepted the end of slavery and the defeat of the Confederacy,
yet he opposed political and social equality for the freedmen and
refused to apologize for waging war on the United States. By his
example of conciliation, maintains the author in this book’s
central thesis, Lee “did more than any other American to heal
the wounds between North and South during the tempestuous
postwar period.”
Charles Bracelen Floods portrait of Lee and his family in
their last years is charming, easily read, and full of anecdotal
detail. The author depicts Lee as a real human being— for one
thing, overly possessive of his daughters— and yet the leader of the
Lost Cause emerges as the quintessential romantic hero. His
faithful steed Traveler is one of the book’s major characters. However, it must be conceded that Lee is a romantic figure, and to
portray him otherwise would not be faithful to the way he was
perceived in his own time and the way he has been revered ever
since.
This book does not match the standards of scholarship and
comprehensiveness of Douglas Southall Freeman’s R. E. Lee, although it adds a few details which have come to light in recent
years and reflects the changed attitude toward the Reconstruction
period of modern revisionist historians. Another book on Lee’s
final years, Lee After the War, is Marshall Fishwick’s more interpretative reflections on the meaning of the general’s life.
Flagler College

THOMAS GRAHAM

Promiseland: A Century of Life in a Negro Community. By
Elizabeth Rauh Bethel. (Philadelphia: Temple University
Press, 1981. xvii, 329 pp. Preface, introduction, tables, epilogue, notes, essay on sources and methodology, index. $16.95.)
During the Reconstruction era the state of South Carolina
purchased land for resale to freedmen upon which they might
find economic independence. Originally named Promised Land
and popularly known as Promiseland, the community was begun
in 1870 on the 2,742-acre Marshall plantation near Abbeville in
the South Carolina Piedmont. The author considers the com-
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munity “a microcosm of the many Negro communities where
people have devised unique strategies for coping with their
racially defined subordinate status” (p. 5). Its story encompasses
racial oppression and discrimination, but focuses on the growth
of a community through three generations— to each of which is
devoted a separate part-in the context of a dynamic world.
Part one deals with the original settlers as they arrived from
diverse backgrounds and began building their homes and hewing
their sometimes meager livelihoods from the new land. The way
the land was used and ultimately transmitted to the next generation is treated in a separate chapter. An excellent chapter describes the evolution of churches and schools and the growth of
a community consciousness. The period from 1870 to about 1900
is covered by the first generation. Although economic security
was continuously elusive, the inhabitants of Promiseland held
tenaciously to their land and scratched their livings from it.
Part two encompasses the first quarter of the twentieth century
during which the second generation held the land against a series
of disasters including the destructive boll weevil. As some families
divided their land into ever-diminishing parcels, their descendants
looked to other means of livelihood. During the Great Migration
of blacks from the South before and during World War I, sons
and daughters of Promiseland went to New York, Chicago,
Detroit, Atlanta, and other cities seeking better employment opportunities. But most of them returned periodically to visit,
agreeing with Azzalie Moragne Jones of Atlanta that “it was good
to live at Promised Land” (p. 119).
The third generation, which is the subject of part three, had
perhaps the most difficult time of all. The Great Depression dealt
severely with farmers everywhere and Promised Land inhabitants
were no different. There is an excellent chapter on the impact
of the New Deal programs on the local farmers and the community in general. In chapter ten the author treats the World
War II careers of three local youths and the way their experiences
influenced the postwar community. There is increasing attention
to those who migrated to the cities, their lives there, and the
continuing attachment they and their descendants felt to
Promised Land. The book concludes with an overview of the
changes which have come to Promised Land and its descendants
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as seen through church life, local politics, education and the use
of the land.
Promiseland is a useful, well-organized book based on substantial original research. It succeeds in fulfilling the author’s
promise of “a microcosm” of Negro life over a century of freedom.
I have just three reservations. Written by a sociologist it has its
share of jargon. Although it sounds more like a Korean place
name, “nonkin” was discovered to mean people who are unrelated to each other (p. 52, passim). Furthermore, being a sociologist the author makes sweeping generalizations that no
modestly informed historian would countenance. Piedmont South
Carolina may well have been exhausted from cotton cultivation,
but certainly not from “three centuries” of it (p. 3). And, finally,
sociologist or no, any author should use proper English. Failing
that, any editor should spot such phrases as “he derived with
them” (p. 53), or “neither chose to sell their farms” (pp. 57-58).
None of these are isolated examples. They are representative of
general conditions.
University of Central Florida

JERRELL H. SHOFNER

One South, An Ethnic Approach to Regional Culture. By John
Shelton Reed. (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University
Press, 1982. xiv, 200 pp. Preface and acknowledgments, introduction, figures and tables, afterword, bibliography, index.
$22.50.)
In this collection of thirteen essays the sociologist John Shelton
Reed explores several aspects of contemporary southern society
and culture: the South’s distinctiveness as “a social-psychological
entity,” the effects of social change on southern culture, the
quality of life in the region, the “southernness” of groups “at the
margins” such as Jews, blacks, and the new middle class, the
dynamics of southern violence, and the sociological approach to
the study of regionalism. The essays were written over the course
of the past decade and were first published as journal articles and
contributions to symposia and other works. They are reprinted
without significant change, except for the omission of the original
documentation. The collection possesses coherence and symmetry.
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The title of the book— and one of its major themes— echoes a
comment made by Wilbur J. Cash in The Mind of the South:
“If it can be said that there are many Souths, the fact remains
that there is also one South.” This theme was adumbrated in
Professor Reed’s first book, The Enduring South: Subcultural
Persistence in Mass Society (1971), which showed that, despite
the economic and demographic convergence of the South and
other parts of the country, there are still notable cultural
differences between white Southerners and other white Americans— in religious beliefs and practices, attitudes toward the
family and the local community, and attitudes and behavior
having to do with violence and the private use of force. Reed’s
primary focus in these essays is the nature and the persistence of
this cultural distinctiveness. The South, he writes, “is still a
cultural and cognitive reality of considerable, and in some ways
increasing, importance” (p. 3). Noting that white Southerners
reveal a level of identification with their regional group higher
than that of Roman Catholics and trade union members with
theirs, and one that approaches that of blacks and Jews, he
argues persuasively that white Southerners can be regarded as an
ethnic group,
Professor Reed is well aware of the revolutionary changes that
have swept over the region in the period since World War II. He
understands that the South today is far different in its economic
patterns, objective conditions, and general well-being from the
South of the 1930s. Although this transformation has clearly
diminished southern separateness and in some respects has
blurred the sharpness of the southern identity, it is the continued
manifestation of a distinctive southern culture, not the increasing
Americanization of the South, that mainly concerns Reed. Nor
does he give much attention to variation within the South or to
conflict among its constituent groups. There is some danger, he
suggests, that social scientists and other interpreters will
exaggerate the degree of homogeneity, uniformity, and blandness in modern American life, and in any case he finds the other
side of the coin more interesting and challenging. The American
South, he concludes, shows few signs of disappearing anytime
soon: “The South has remained the South without slavery, without political independence, without one-party politics, without
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de jure segregation, without an agrarian economy— without all
manner of characteristics that were said to be essential” (p. 188).
The publication of this book is a pleasant reminder that there
are able sociologists, in the tradition of Howard W. Odum and
Rupert B. Vance, seriously engaged in the study of the South and
the role of regionalism in the United States. Reed himself asserts
that study of southern culture can provide sociologists with an
important basis for group formation in the national society.
Students of southern history, including its state and local dimensions, will find this volume interesting and suggestive. The essays
are not historical in the sense that they deal with change over
time or with the evolution of institutions, processes, or ideas. But
the author is sensitive to the force of history in a society’s culture,
and many of his concepts and ideas about the nature of association, ethnicity, minority groups, and regional culture are
illuminating and useful. In “The Heart of Dixie: An Essay in
Folk Geography,” for example, he contends that for sociological
purposes the South can best be defined “by locating Southerners,
not the other way around” (p. 6). Reed also writes well and with
engaging wit, as is illustrated in essay titles like “Shalom, Y’All:
Jewish Southerners,” “Plastic-Wrapped Crackers: Southern
Culture and Social Change,” and “Summertime and the Livin’is
Easy: Quality of Life in the South.” It is not only instructive to
read John Shelton Reed, it is also fun.
Vanderbilt University

DEWEY W. GRANTHAM

Holding on to the Land and the Lord: Kinship, Ritual, Land
Tenure, and Social Policy in the Rural South. Edited by
Robert L. Hall and Carol B. Stack. (Athens: The University
of Georgia Press, 1982. viii, 164 pp. Preface, illustrations, the
contributors, index. $12.00.)
This volume contains revised versions of eleven papers that
were presented at the fifteenth annual meeting of the Southern
Anthropological Society, in Louisville, in March 1980. Additionally, there are a preface and an introduction by Robert L.
Hall and Carol B. Stack and two and one-half pages of commentary by anthropologist James L. Peacock of the University of
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North Carolina. Though several of the contributors have wellknown scholarly reputations, a majority are relatively unknown;
four were graduate students when the book went to press. Three
of the authors are primarily historians.
Each of ten essays is based on fieldwork in a particular rural
locality— five communities in North Carolina and one apiece in
South Carolina, Kentucky, Alabama, Florida, and Mississippi; the
eleventh provides a somewhat generalized assessment of landownership, families, and public policy in southern Appalachia
(and, indeed, five of the pieces are specifically concerned with
Appalachia and the North Carolina Piedmont). Four articles are
grouped under the rubric “Kinship in a Political Context,” four
under the heading “The Dynamics of Ritual and Conversion,”
and three under “Land Tenure and Social Problems.”
The editors’efforts to identify common themes and implications are disappointing; the subject communities are atypical, and
the craftsmanship is drastically uneven. But several of the essays
do rate as useful contributions. In this category, the reviewer feels,
are Sydney Nathans’s “Fortress Without Walls: A Black Community after Slavery” (a study of a black progeny that derived
from 109 slaves who were moved in 1844 by their master, Paul
Cameron, from a plantation in North Carolina to a plantation
in Alabama); Charles Williams’s authoritative, first-hand account
of “The Conversion Ritual in a Rural Black Baptist Church”; B.
Lisa Gröger’s “Peasants and Policy: Comparative Perspectives on
Aging,” an analysis of the effects of public policies on the elderly
in a rural community in France and a rural community in North
Carolina; and Steven Petrow’s workmanlike study of “The Last
of the Tenant Farmers in the Old New South: A Case Study of
Tenancy in Franklin County, North Carolina.”
Yet the book as a whole will not be of wide interest to
historians, social scientists, or general readers.
University of Texas at El Paso
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The Selling of the South, The Southern Crusade for Industrial
Development, 1936-1980. By James C. Cobb. (Baton Rouge:
Louisiana State University Press, 1982. xii, 293 pp.
Acknowledgments, introduction, bibliography, index. $16.95.)
Ever since Henry Grady’s New South crusade of the postReconstruction era southern businessmen and boosters have been
engaged in selling the potentiality of their region to outside investors. The story is a familiar one: emphasize the region’s raw
materials, its moderate climate, and especially its surplus of labor,
ready and willing to work for low wages. These regional differences would make the South more attractive for new plant investment than the industrial regions of the North. Although these
general parameters of southern industrial development are
agonizingly apparent in the history of the region to World War
II, what James C. Cobb has done in The Selling of the South is
demonstrate how these traditional themes were implemented in
the more sophisticated market environment of the post-war
period.
Beginning with Mississippi Governor Hugh White’s Balance
Agriculture with Industry (BAWI) program of 1936, southern
governors, legislators, and development officials began to market
industrial revenue bonds, which in essence gave industrialists an
entree to new southern plants with little or no initial capital investment. This program was in addition to time-honored techniques such as elimination or reduction of property, sales, and
income taxes. In their enthusiasm to attract and keep these industries Southerners would go to absurd lengths. The community fathers never incorporated Kannapolis, North Carolina,
thereby allowing Cannon Mills to avoid city taxation. The state
legislature of South Carolina passed a special bill raising the dutyfree limit on personal goods brought into the country so that
British industrial managers could stock their cellers with
Europe’s finest wines. Cobb, in analyzing such activity, notes that
much of it is due to competition between southern communities
for factories. This is not to say that there was no North-South
conflict. Battles ranging from the tax-free nature of industrial
revenue bonds to clean air acts have made it clear that the
economic war between the states continues.
Cobb’s major theme, which he argues cogently against the
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industrial boosters’ opinion polls, is that the post-World War II
industrial development of the South was erected on the backs of
pliable workers willing to accept low wages. Southern businessmen went out to “buy a payroll” for their communities; but it
was usually one based on “volume” (labor intensive, low-wage
industries) rather than “quality” (high-technology, high-salaried
concerns). Although this was in part due to a failure to understand the “multiplier effect” as monies were disbursed throughout a community, Cobb argues for an additional interpretation.
In what will be the most debated point of his work, Cobb agrees
with the sociological school which has developed the “Prussian
road” to describe the South’s industrial development. According
to this theory, conservative agricultural interests only allowed industrial development to gain ground when they were assured of
not losing influence. The irony is that in recent years southern
communities have dissuaded unionized industries (willing to have
higher-paid unionized workers in their southern plants) from
coming to an area for fear that this would lead to higher wages
in other area companies. Meanwhile, some Japanese industrialists
were building southern plants because labor costs were lower than
in Japan.
This general theme and its attendant arguments suffer somewhat in the presentation of The Selling of the South. Although
the general chapter organization is good, there is a lack of cohesion and smooth transition within chapters. There are minor
problems which, in sum, are detrimental to the finished product:
the book could have been much improved with a judicious editing
which would have removed cliches, colloquial expressions, and
other irritants. Identification of the various roles of major
characters, ranging from Ralph McGill, editor of the Atlanta
Constitution, to Luther Hodges, United States Secretary of Commerce, is done either belatedly or not at all. Footnotes ( let us
pause to congratulate LSU Press on continuing this almost extinct
form) are under-utilized for explanatory material.
These carpings aside, the only substantive criticism of The
Selling of the South is that Cobb’s scope is too broad for his
supporting documentation. He relies heavily on the state archives
of the southeast. The trans-Mississippi west is almost totally
ignored, although the book touches on all the ex-Confederate
states plus Kentucky and Oklahoma. After the introductory
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chapter on Mississippi, the book concentrates on the transformation of the traditional textile states (the Carolinas, Georgia, Alabama, and Tennessee), although it does deal adequately with
Florida. One should keep in mind in illuminating such shortcomings that this is not only Cobb’s first work but also the first
on this subject by any historian. Therefore, it is hoped that he
and others will continue with studies of the themes presented in
this book.
In the final analysis, James C. Cobb is a pathfinder. He is
deftly moving into the uncharted field of post-World War II socioeconomic developments. He is to be commended for giving us
not only a good overview of “the southern crusade for industrial
development, 1936-1980” but also providing us with a good
understanding of wider issues on the southern economic scene.
Not only will historians benefit from a study of this book, but
every politician in the South should have his/her consciousness—
and possibly conscience— raised by such an experience.
Mississippi College

EDWARD N. AKIN

Live Oaking, Southern Timber for Tall Ships. By Virginia Steele
Wood. (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1981. xi,
206 pp. Preface, illustrations, photographs, drawings, appendix, notes, bibliography, picture credits, acknowledgments,
index. $21.95.)
Among the most majestic of nature’s creations is the live oak
tree, a species of hardwood found along the southeastern coast
from Virginia to Texas and throughout the Florida peninsula.
The tree may grow to massive proportions, attaining a crown
span of 150 feet and boasting limbs of heavy, dense wood, large
in diameter, that often bow to rest upon the ground under the
burden of their weight. The live oak possesses unusual properties
that colonial shipbuilders discovered to be highly useful. The
wood has a durability, tensile strength, and resistance to rot
virtually unequalled in the forests of Europe and America. Moreover, the tree’s gnarled limbs were admirably designed by
nature to fit the curved parts of a ship’s structure.
In the early years of independence, some American leaders,
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foreseeing the economic and military importance of developing
the country’s maritime capabilities, looked upon the live oak as
a valuable national resource. The tree’s protection became a
matter of executive concern, and it served as the object for early
federal experiments in land management and conservation of
natural resources. During the administration of John Quincy
Adams, the government established a live oak farm on Santa
Rosa Island near Pensacola to insure future supplies of the wood.
This project was scuttled by Adams’s successor.
By the early nineteenth century many stands of live oak in the
United States had already disappeared, often pirated away for
sale to European nations, whose own hardwood forests were exhausted. Only the passing of the wooden ship saved the live oak
from near certain extinction. Meanwhile, it had occupied a
fascinating and many-sided place in the political, economic, and
social history of the nation. This is an excellent analysis of live
oaking, the obvious result of years of research, describing the
early attempts to save and conserve the trees.
As many as sixty acres of oaks were needed to build one
seventy-four gun ship-of-the-line in the Revolutionary War
period. Procuring the wood and fashioning it into great ships
was a difficult and complex task, fraught with political decision,
economic risk, and human struggle. Extracting the lumber from
its southern preserves was a hard and dangerous job. One of the
great virtues of this informative and entertaining book is its use
of “folk” history to round out the narrative, focusing on life in
the live oak camps, where men were forced frequently to endure
a treacherous climate, endless hordes of mosquitoes and sand
flies, alligators and moccasins, poor diet, killing medicines, and
unrelieved boredom and monotony. The camps were populated
by woodsmen, shipwrights, cooks, oxen drivers, and laborers
usually recruited in New England port towns and transported
South.
Until recently, historians have tended to ignore the pursuits
of such people. Fortunately, writers like Mrs. Wood are now
utilizing sources, including oral accounts, that reveal the details
of existence among ordinary working-class people. The result
here makes for absorbing reading and useful history. Live Oaking
offers a fresh approach to an important national industry and to
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the writing of economic history, an approach whose appeal is
strengthened by imaginative research and a good narrative style.
The book is illustrated with transcripts of documents, maps,
early photographs, drawings, and sketches that show details of
tools, parts of ships, and the techniques of crafts employed in
their building. Occasional sidebars, a device usually reserved for
textbooks, are used to good effect and, like the illustrations, add
to the enjoyment and understanding of the subject. This is an
excellent study that gives the live oak a deserved place in
American social and maritime history. The magnificant tree
deserves no less.
Historic St. Augustine Preservation Board

WILLIAM R. ADAMS

Black Novelists and the Southern Literary Tradition. By Ladell
Payne. (Athens: The University of Georgia Press, 1981. x,
117 pp. Acknowledgments, notes, index. $11 .00.)
As Ladell Payne points out, it has been the habit of students
of American literature to view works by blacks as a separate
category of writing and to see these works as discrete from the
literature of that particular region where, even now, a majority
of black Americans identify their roots— the South. His thesis,
on the basis of which he received a fellowship from the National
Endowment for the Humanities, is that this historical separation is an artificial one, that the writing of black Southerners is
firmly within the southern literary tradition.
Payne identifies as characteristic of southern writing the
themes of loss of innocence and the finding of the self; obsession
with time and the interconnectedness of past and present; the
assertion of moral purpose in the universe; and the romantic
agrarian vision. He identifies as particularly southern devices
Gothicism and grotesquerie and the lyrical voice that is the “response to an oral tradition of oratory and rhetoric.” He finds
these themes and devices in abundance in the work of the five
black novelists he examines.
Rather than attempting to address all literary forms, Payne
concentrates on the novel. Choosing not to try to place every
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black southern novelist in the southern literary vein, he chooses
five writers who represent five different eras and anticipates
reader objections to his choices by stating “I will give my reasons
for considering Ellison a southerner, Toomer a black, and Cane
a novel.” Charles Waddell Chesnutt, James Weldon Johnson, and
Richard Wright complete the list.
Within these limited parameters, Payne presents strong arguments for his thesis, showing that Chesnutt was as enamored of
Sir Walter Scott as any of his white literary contemporaries in
the South and that James Weldon Johnson’s use of folk elements
and Ralph Ellison’s use of ancestors to define the self and discover meaning in the present place them on a level with Twain
and Faulkner as uniquely southern writers. He shows that
there is no clearer use of Gothic symbolism, violence, and the
grotesque than in Wright’s Native Son and avers that Jean
Toomer was employing the southern Gothic device ten years
before Faulkner supposedly invented it.
In the section on Richard Wright, Payne explores his theory
that Wright was strongly influenced by the writing of Thomas
Wolfe, although Wright never publicly credited Wolfe as a
literary mentor. Through comparisons, sometimes line by line,
of passages from the two men’s work, Payne does build a strong
case. Initially, I questioned the appropriateness of this discussion
in the context of Payne’s larger thesis, but by quoting passages
by both writers on their alienation from the South Payne effectively assails one traditional excuse for treating black literature as
a separate entity. The argument has been that since blacks were
segregated in southern society and thus alienated from it, their
literature could not be informed by southern culture in the same
way as that of white writers. But the great white southern writers
have also experienced alienation from the South; otherwise, they
would not have been able to subject it to such keen observation.
Even those who did not leave, as Wolfe did, experienced a sense
of alienation. Payne quotes Louis D. Rubin, in an essay titled
“The South and the Faraway Country”: “One cannot be
mentally detached from the southern community while physically
a part of it, and be fully a member of that community.” By the
same token, a Southerner, black or white, carries the South with
him wherever he goes. As Richard Wright wrote in Black Boy,
“Yet, deep down, I knew that I could never really leave the South,
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for my feelings had already been formed by the South, for there
had been slowly instilled into my personality and consciousness,
black though I was, the culture of the South.”
University of Florida

JIM HASKINS

The Afro-American Periodical Press, 1839-1909. By Penelope L.
Bullock. (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press,
1981. xiv, 330 pp. Preface, acknowledgments, illustrations,
appendices, notes, index. $25.00.)
Afro-American History: Sources for Research. Edited by Robert
L. Clarke. (Washington: Howard University Press, 1981.
xviii, 236 pp. Preface, introduction, illustrations, appendix,
biographical sketches of contributors, index. $17.50.)
“In order to assert and maintain their rank as men black
people in the United States must speak for themselves; no outside tongue, however gifted with eloquence, can tell their story;
no outside eye, however penetrating, can see their wants.” This
editorial statement in the Anglo-American Magazine (1859) was
shared by many other black Americans. As a result between 1838
and 1909 ninety-seven black magazines were established.
Two black periodicals, Mirror of Liberty and National Reformer appeared in 1838. Nine more, all of which opposed
slavery and advocated emancipation, were founded before and
during the Civil War. When a Union victory convinced many
blacks that citizenship and equality would become realities the
Afro-American press became dormant.
The expectation of a new society was soon destroyed. Blacks
were segregated, subordinated, and relegated to second-class
citizenship. Once again the black press became active. Black
journals protested injustices, agitated for equality, offered solutions to racial problems, supported black institutions, chronicled
black achievements, and provided a vehicle for literary talent.
Unfortunately longevity was not characteristic of black journals.
Throughout the nineteenth century the black press remained
one with a cause but little capital. Of the eighty-five titles
published between 1880 and 1909, forty-five failed in their first
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or second year. Notes in contemporary sources are the only
evidence that some of these journals ever existed. No issues have
survived. Complete files are unavailable even for many of the
titles that lasted longer. Nevertheless, as Professor Bullock has
demonstrated, the black periodical press is significant for the
study of American history.
J. Max Barber editor of Voice of the Negro wrote of his
journal: “We want it to be more than a mere magazine. We
expect to make of it current and sociological history so accurately
given and so vividly portrayed that it will become a kind of
documentation for the coming generations.” While not all
editors met Barber’s high standards, the black press is a rich
source for the study of black life and thought. Professor Bullock
had rendered a great service to scholars by including appendices,
which gives pertinent information about the periodicals. She
provides a finding list citing selected libraries where titles are
currently available, a chronology furnishing the year and place of
the initial issue of each publication, and a geographical list
indicating the states and cities in which the periodicals were
published. The book is made even more valuable by Professor
Bullock’s sometimes excellent biographical sketches of many of
the editors. This interesting, well-written volume deserves a place
in all research libraries.
Afro-American History: Sources for Research is the edited
record of the Conference on Federal Archives as Sources for Research on Afro-Americans, held June 4-5, 1973. The purpose of
the conference was to introduce researchers to materials available in the National Archives and to stimulate research on AfroAmericans. The conference probably failed on both counts. The
proceedings were not published for eight years, and many of the
papers, while intriguing, were only obliquely related to the
archives. Fortunately James Walker, “Federal Appointment
Papers and Black History,” Preston E. Amos, “Military Records
for NonMilitary History,” and Barry A. Crouch, “Freedmen’s
Bureau Records: Texas, a Case Study” focused more closely on
sources.
Still, given the wealth of materials in the archives and the
demonstrated ability of the participants, the conference proceedings are somewhat disappointing. This should have been,
but is not, a significant research guide. The fault may lie with
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the conference method, which is perhaps an inadequate vehicle
for accomplishing the above stated goals.
Florida State University
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BOOK NOTES
William S. Coker and Hazel P. Coker compiled The Siege of
Mobile, 1780, in Maps. It was published by the Perdido Bay Press,
Pensacola, as Volume IX in its Spanish Borderlands Series. The
Siege of Mobile includes data on troop strength, military units,
ships, casualties, and prisoners of war. With the outbreak of war
between Spain and Britain in 1779, Governor Bernardo de
Gálvez of Spanish Louisiana attacked and captured Fort Bute at
Manchak and the fort at Baton Rouge. His next target was Mobile
which is the focus of this study. The convoy, with 754 troops
aboard, embarked from New Orleans on January 14, 1780. Two
months later, March 14, 1780, the English flag was lowered at
Fort Charlotte, and Captain Elias Durnford surrendered his
force to Gálvez. The Spanish had achieved their second objective.
Only Pensacola remained before Spain would control all of the
lower Mississippi Valley and West Florida, and within a year that
obstacle would be overcome. The Siege of Mobile includes a
brief history of the Mobile forts covering the period 1702-1813, a
bibliography, and forty-six maps. The volume sells for $12.95.
This is a valuable companion volume to the earlier work of the
Cokers, The Siege of Pensacola, 1781, in Maps, which was also
published by the Perdido Bay Press.
Alonso de Posada Report, 1686: A Description of the Area
of the Present Southern United States in the Seventeenth Century
was translated and edited by Alfred Barnaby Thomas. It is
Volume IV in the Spanish Borderlands Series published by Perdido Bay Press of Pensacola. The Report covers the entire Spanish
Borderlands from the Colorado River in Arizona to the Atlantic
Ocean. The Report provides valuable data on geography, placenames, and Indians and their tribal relationships. Data on the
controversy between Spain and France over control of the Gulf
of Mexico, which consumed the energies and treasure of those two
powers for more than a century, is also included in the Report.
Dr. Thomas has provided editorial notes with each of the Posada
documents with needed information on geography and Indian
groups. Included also are an historical introduction, bibliography,
index, and a map. The price is $8.95.
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From Wilderness to Metropolis, The History and Architecture
of Dade County (1825-1940) is the result of the four years (19771981) of work by dozens of volunteers who photographed and
documented south Florida’s historic architecture. The Metropolitan Dade County Office of Community and Economic Development, Historic Preservation Division, directed the research and
writing. The text, written by Ivan Rodriguez, Margot Ammidown, and Bogue Wallin, makes the book both readable and
usable for professional scholars and interested laypersons. The
design is by Woody Vonracek. From Wilderness to Metropolis is
the first book to be devoted to the history of architecture in Dade
County, and it contains information about the various architectural styles that have been utilized throughout south Florida,
and indeed much of the rest of the state. The emphasis is on the
twentieth century, although there is information on the period
from 1825 to World War II. The black and white photographs
are excellent; many are being reproduced for the first time. There
are photographs, of course, of the grand houses, including Al
Capone’s on Palm Island, but a variety of others are also included.
The windmill at Carl Fisher’s Roman Pools; the Spanish Village
built in 1925 by Roney as an artist colony; the Seminole Lodge
which doubled as a police station; “Alamo,” the house that Glenn
Curtiss built in Miami Springs for his mother; the Moorish-style
houses in Opa-Locka; and the Art Deco buildings at Miami Beach
are all pictured. There are also photographs of historic properties
like the Cape Florida lighthouse, the Biscayne House of Refuge,
the Barnacle, the Maude Seibold Black House, and the Wagner
House. Special attention is paid to Vizcaya and the Freedom
Tower, and there are pictures and text on hotels, gas stations,
commercial and public buildings, religious structures, movie
theaters, and schools. Tribute is paid to the architects who designed these buildings. There is a section describing architectural
styles, a selected list of architects and their work, a selected list
of significant sites, and a glossary and bibliography. From Wilderness to Metropolis is available through Banyan Books, Miami, and
it sells for $10.95.
The People of Camden County, Georgia, A Finding Index
Prior to 1850 was compiled by Shirley Joiner Thompson. Because
of its proximity, Camden County’s history and that of East
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Florida are intermingled. The movement of people— black and
white— between the two areas dates to the time of the American
Revolution. Thousands of loyalists, mainly from Georgia and the
Carolinas, moved into East Florida after 1778. Many believed that
their stay would be brief, and that they would be able to return
to their homes as soon as England had quashed the rebellion. A
few did move back after 1783, and others elected to remain in
East Florida after the territory was retroceded to Spain. Many
of the refugees, however, sailed from St. Augustine and St. Marys,
Georgia, to the Bahamas, and others went by transport back to
England. Mrs. Thompson has searched through official records—
censuses, marriages, land lotteries, land grants, head rights and
bounty grants, English crown grants, slaveowner affidavits, among
others— and has compiled a list of Camden County residents. Her
lists reveal that there were 423 persons with the same names and
142 with same surnames living in East Florida. Her second
volume, The People of East Florida During The Revolutionary
War-War of 1812 Period is a supplement to The People of Camden County, Georgia. Both of her studies are important, both to
historians and genealogists working in the period from the
Revolution to about 1850. Each volume sells for $20.00, and they
may be ordered from Mrs. Thompson, 3505 Washingtonian
Street, Jacksonville, Florida 32205. Her address after August 1983
will be R.F.D. 1, Box 157-B, Waynesville, GA 31556.
Tampa, Yesterday, Today, & Tomorrow is an illustrated
history by Michael Bane and Mary Ellen Moore. Included is a
1846 sketch of Fort Brooke and a number of photographs of
Tampa and Ybor City dating to the 1880s. There are also several
color illustrations. Among the topics covered are cigar manufacturing, Henry Bradley Plant’s operations, transportation,
sports, industrial development, and the main airport complex.
Attention is given to the many ethnic and racial groups that
make up Tampa’s population. There are short introductions by
Tony Pizzo and Mayor Bob Martinez. There are also brief
histories of important businesses located in Tampa. Tampa was
published by Mishler and King Publishing, 4757 Distribution
Drive, Tampa, Florida 33605. Their paperback edition sells for
$12.95; the hardback edition, $19.95.
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Stereoscopic photography was a popular and educational pastime in the nineteenth century. Travelers photographed people
and scenes wherever they went. The years after the Civil War
saw a floodtide of tourists, many with cameras, arriving in Florida.
Most of them came by the way of Jacksonville. They took pictures
and wrote about their travels in letters and for publication in
northern newspapers. Historic Florida, A Closer Look at the
Photographs of a Century Ago in Three-Dimensional Realism,
by Clement Slade, presents a glimpse of Florida in the closing
decades of the nineteenth century. It includes photographs of
Jacksonville, the St. Johns River lighthouses taken in 1833 and
1858, the settlements along the St. Johns River, and St. Augustine.
Among the pictures are early views of Flagler’s St. Augustine
hotels— the Ponce de Leon, Villa Zorayda, and the Hotel Alcazar—
and the Indian prisoners who were brought to St. Augustine from
Fort Sill in 1875. The text is by D. Webster Dixon who traveled in
Florida in 1875, and who wrote a series of stories for The
Messenger, his paper in St. Albans, Vermont. His readers were
fascinated with his “comprehensive, trustworthy, and altogether
reliable correspondence from that land of alligators, fleas, and
flowers.” A small prismatic viewer for the stereoscopic pictures is
included with the volume. Published by The Kellersberger Fund
of the South Brevard Historical Society, Inc., it is Volume XI in
the Society’s Local History Series. Historic Florida sells for $6.95.
Order from the Fund, Box 5847, FIT, Melbourne, FL 32901.
Melbourne, A Century of Memories is a collection of historical articles written by Weona Cleveland which appeared in the
Melbourne Times. In addition, there is a “Chronology of Old
Melbourne,” by Harry C. Goode, Sr.; “Vignettes of Eau Gallie As
It Used To Be,” by W. Lansing Gleason (grandson of William
H. Gleason) ; and “Melbourne History, 1969-1980,” by Joe Wickham. Mrs. Cleveland gathered information for her feature articles
by interviewing people in the community and by examining old
records. Her book also includes many photographs. It was
published by the Melbourne Area Chamber of Commerce Centennial Committee, and it may be ordered from their office. The
paperback edition sells for $4.00, plus a $1.00 charge for mailing.
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Boca Grande, A Series of Historical Essays is by Charles Dana
Gibson, a Master Mariner and author of articles on maritime
history and American fisheries. His study begins with an examination of the early Indian settlements in the area, establishment of
the fishing communities, and Cayo Costa Island, Gasparilla
Island, and Useppa. The history of Boca Grande, originally
written by Anthony B. Arnold of the American Agricultural
Chemical Company, is included, together with a study of government lands from the sixteenth century to the 1940s, and information on Gasparilla Island, Puerto De Boca Grande, and the
interior waterways of Gasparilla Island. There are photographs
and charts and data extracted from the federal census, lighthouse service records, and other primary and secondary sources.
The maps and the index make this a useful volume. It was
printed by Great Outdoors Publishing Company. It may also be
ordered from the author, Box 840, Boca Grande, FL 33921. The
price is $12.95, plus $1.00 for postage and handling.
Centennial of First Presbyterian Church, DeLand, Florida,
1882-1982 is the history of still another important DeLand
church. Religious services were held in that area as early as 1877.
As settlers began arriving denominational churches were
organized, the first in 1880. The Methodist secured a building in
1880, and the Baptists organized that same year with thirteen
members. The Presbyterians organized two years later, July 7,
1882, in a private home on East Ridge Avenue. There were
twenty-four charter members. There was an obvious need for a
building, and a church was completed and dedicated in 1890.
The church continued its growth, and a century later it has become one of the largest and most influential religious bodies in
DeLand. This centennial history was written by Ethel Kinum.
It sells for $5.00, and copies may be ordered from First Presbyterian Church, 724 North Woodland Blvd., DeLand, Florida
32720.
Our Heritage: The History of St. Barnabas Episcopal Church
traces the history of the church from its founding in DeLand in
1882 to the present. It was written by Blanche Mercer Fearington,
and it may be ordered from the author, Box 343, DeLand, Florida
32720. The price is $4.85. Because the history of St. Barnabas is
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so intertwined with that of DeLand, it is as much a community as
a church history. Our Heritage contains brief descriptions of
organizations within the church, and a list of gifts and memorials
beginning with the donation of the building site by John and
Clara Rich in 1883. Pictures, a selected bibliography, and an
index are included.
Alabama Past Leaders, is a compilation by Henry S. Marks
and Marsha Kass Marks of deceased Alabamians who in their
lifetime made significant contributions to the economic, political,
social, educational, religious, military, and philanthropic life of
the state. It includes many persons who became nationally
prominent, such as Arthur P. Bagby, United States minister to
Russia; Walter D. Bellingrath, who created the famed Bellingrath Gardens near Mobile; Lieutenant General Robert Lee
Bullard, World War I hero; Martin Luther King, Jr.; and Booker
T. Washington. An amazing array of artists, writers, theatrical
performers, and builders claimed Alabama as home. Listed in
Alabama Past Leaders are Tallulah Bankhead, James Dakin, the
architect; and writers James Agee, Octavus Roy Cohen, Zelda Fitzgerald, Frank Owsley, and Walter Lynwood Fleming. Sports
figures, Indian chiefs and traders, musicians, and dozens of
business and professional people are included. A number have
Florida roots. The material for the biographical sketches mainly
comes from secondary sources, but they provide an easy-to-use informational guide. Published by Strode Publishers, 720 Church
Street, N.W., Huntsville, AL the volume sells for $24.95.
Seeing Historic Alabama, Fifteen Guided Tours was compiled
by Virginia Van Der Veer Hamilton of the University of Alabama
in Birmingham. It is organized as an automobile touring guide.
The thirty maps, 176 illustrations, and glossary of architectural
terms make this a very usable guide. Included are descriptions
and locations of house and historical museums, covered bridges,
battlefields and forts, and Indian settlements, and a listing of
historical festivals and dramatic productions, house tours, and
pilgrimages. Published by the University of Alabama Press, it sells
for $9.50, paperback.
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Plantation Homes of Louisiana and the Natchez Area is a
volume filled with beautiful colored photographs. Both the photographs and the text are the work of David King Gleason. Four
geographic areas are covered: New Orleans and the Lower Mississippi; Along the Bayous; Cane River Country and North Louisiana; and the Natchez Area and Downriver. Some of the houses
pictured are in ruins, but many have been carefully restored. Most
are private homes and are open for public showing only on
special occasions. There are pictures of the great houses with
their lovely gardens, also photographs of slave cabins, river scenes,
and the traditional Christmas bonfire. William R. Brockway has
provided a “Note on the Architecture.” Published by Louisiana
State University Press, this handsome book sells for $29.95.
“Mr. Anonymous,” Robert W. Woodruff of Coca-Cola is a
biography of the man who played a major role in the economic,
political, and educational history of twentieth-century Georgia.
His philanthropy was legendary, particularly toward Emory University. This biography, which includes many illustrations, was
written by Charles Eliott. It was published by Cherokee Publishing Company, Atlanta, and sells for $14.95.
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HISTORY NEWS
The Annual Meeting
Florida Historical Society will hold its annual meeting at
Daytona Beach, Florida, May 6-7, 1983. The Florida Historical
Confederation will also be meeting at that time and will present
its program on Thursday, May 5, 1983. The Holiday Inn Surfside,
2700 North Atlantic Avenue, is the convention hotel for both the
Confederation and Society programs. Dr. Eugene Lyon, Vero
Beach, is Society program chair; members of his committee are
Dr. William R. Adams, Dr. Amy Bushnell, and Dr. Paul S. George.
The theme of the two-day program is “The Outlaws: Florida Outside (Or Just Inside) The Law.” Dr. William S. Coker, University of West Florida, will chair the first session on Friday
morning which will include papers by Dr. Lyon, “The Spanish
Mutineers,” and Jane Landers, University of Florida, “Spanish
Sanctuary: Fugitives In Florida, 1784-1790.” Dr. J. Leitch Wright,
Jr., Florida State University, will serve as commentator. The
second session, covering the territorial and early statehood period,
will have as its chairman Dr. Thomas S. Graham of Flagler
College. Virginia Bergman Peters, Falls Church, Virginia, will
read a paper, “Black Knights in the Florida Swamps,” Love Dean,
Islamorada, will present a paper, “The Wreckers,” and Dr.
George E. Buker, Jacksonville University, will serve as commentator. The Saturday morning, May 7, session, with Arva
Moore Parks as chair, will focus on the twentieth century. Ada
Coates Williams, Indian River Community College, will read a
paper entitled, “The Ashley Gang,” and William Wilbanks,
Florida International University, and Paul S. George, Miami,
will present a paper entitled, “Death and (Self) Destruction:
Homicide and Suicide in Dade County, 1925-26 and 1980.” Dr.
Robert P. Ingalls, University of South Florida, will be the commentator for this session.
Patsy West of Clearwater and her committee have arranged
the Florida Historical Confederation’s program. It will be preceeded by the organizational meeting of the Society of Florida
Archivists. J. Earle Bowden, editor of the Pensacola News
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Journal, the keynote speaker, will discuss the theme of the conference, “Projecting Your Image.” Hampton Dunn, editor of the
Sunland Tribune and the Florida Explorer, and John Evans,
WESH TV, Channel 2, Daytona Beach, will talk on “Projecting
Your Image To The Media.” The first afternoon session, “Projecting Your Image Through Festivals,” will be a panel discussion
with participation by Sue Lofaro, Halifax Historical Society;
Robert M. Hall, Historic Florida Militia; Ormond H. Loomis,
Florida Folk Life Program: and Barbara Hodgens, Key West
Art and Historical Society. The Following session, “Projecting
Your Image Through Video,” will feature Jack Roberts, superintendent of media for the St. Lucie County schools. The day’s
activities will end with the Florida Historical Confederation
general membership meeting followed by a meeting of its executive committee.
The Florida Historical Society banquet will be held at the
convention hotel Friday evening, and William M. Goza, past
president of the Florida Historical Society, will be the speaker.
His subject is “The Florida Historical Society: Individually and
Collectively.” The winners of the Arthur W. Thompson
Memorial Prize in Florida History, the Rembert W. Patrick Book
Award, and the Charlton W. Tebeau Book Award will be announced at the banquet. The winners of the history fair awards
will be recognized, and Linda Ellsworth will present the American
Association of State and Local History Awards to John and Bessie
DuBois, Jupiter, Florida. The annual business meeting, with
Olive Peterson presiding, will be held at the hotel on Saturday
immediately following the morning session.
The Society’s board of directors will hold its business meeting on Thursday evening. The registration desk for the Florida
Historical Confederation and the Florida Historical Society will
be in the hotel lobby. There will be exhibits of Florida books and
the winning projects from the county history fairs.
Susan Lofaro, Debbie Haun, Frank Bruno, Harold Cardwell,
and Paul Thompson are local arrangements committee members.
Hosts for the meetings will be the Halifax Historical Society, Day-
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tona Beach Community College, Daytona Beach Chamber of
Commerce, and Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University. The
Halifax Historical Society’s annual Strawberry Festival will be
held in conjunction with the convention on Saturday, May 7,
immediately following the business meeting. It will include a
fashion show of antique clothing dating to the 1860s. Tickets for
the Festival will be available at the registration desk.
Census Schedules
The genealogy room of the Miami-Dade Public Library has a
complete set of the United States census microfilm for all years
from 1790 to 1910 for all states, including slave schedules. Except
for the schedules at the Federal Records Center, Eastpoint,
Georgia, the Miami-Dade holdings are the only complete set of
the census in the Southeast. Soundex is not available. Microfilm
is also not available for interlibrary loan, but it can be used in the
Library, Monday through Saturday, 9:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m., and on
Sunday, 1:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m. For information write the Library,
One Biscayne Boulevard, Miami, or telephone, 305-579-5001.
National Register of Historic Places
The Florida Department of State, Division of Archives,
History and Records Management, reports that the following
Florida sites were added to the National Register of Historic
Places during the year 1982: San Carlos Hotel, Pensacola Hospital,
and Fort Barrancas Historical District (Escambia County); OpaLocka Thematic Nomination (Dade County) ; Anderson-Frank
House (Hillsborough County); Edward Hill Brewer House and
Maitland Art Center (Orange County); Denham-Lacy House
(Jefferson County); St. Mary’s Episcopal Church and Rectory and
the Louisville and Nashville Depot (Santa Rosa County); Dixie
Hotel (Hotel Kelley, Seagle Building) and the Mary Phifer
McKenzie House (Alachua County) ; Bat Tower/Sugarloaf Key
(Monroe County); John J. Swearingen House (Polk County); the
Florida Theater and the Lane-Towers House (Duval County);
Bridge of Lions (St. Johns County); Florida Power & Light Co.
Ice Plant (Brevard County); and Caple-Ringling Estate Historic
District (Sarasota County).
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Preservation Week
Preservation Week will be celebrated in Florida May 9-13,
1983. Local, county, and regional historical and preservation
societies are planning special programs. There will be a full day
of activities in Tallahassee on May 11, sponsored by the Florida
Trust for Historic Preservation. This will include an address by
Secretary of State George Firestone in the R. A. Gray Building
auditorium on Wednesday morning, an open house of the building which includes the Florida State Library, Florida History
Museum, Florida Photographic Collection, and the Florida State
Archives. For further information, write Bureau of Historic Sites
and Properties, The Capitol, Tallahassee, FL 32301, or the Florida
Trust for Historic Preservation, Box 10368, Tampa, FL 33679.
The Florida Review Committee for the National Register for
Historic Sites will hold its open meeting in the Gray Building
auditorium on Thursday, May 12.
Announcements and Activities
The Secretary of State’s office has announced that historic
preservation ordinances were certified on December 29, 1982,
pursuant to the provisions of the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 and prior law, for Bradenton, South
Miami, Ocala, and Miami Shores, A certification enables a community to designate historic districts. Once a district is approved,
owners of contributing properties within the district may be
eligible for federal historic preservation tax incentives in the
form of income tax credits. The credits are then available for approved rehabilitation of the historic properties within the district.
Eleven other Florida cities already have certified ordinances.
After successfully stabilizing a pre-historic canoe, the Florida
Division of Archives, History and Records Management has
returned it to the Sanford Museum. The twenty-two foot long
canoe was found submerged in Loch Lowe Lake in Sanford.
Radiocarbon dating indicated that the vessel was crafted in the
general time period of A. D. 800. The museum plans to utilize
the canoe as part of an interpretative exhibit.
The Pensacola Historical Society on March 21 held a Golden
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Jubilee dinner, celebrating the fiftieth anniversary of the issuance
of its charter on March 25, 1933. The program included a
dramatic presentation, “Making History with History, 1933-1983.”
Awards for meritorious service and certificates of appreciation
were announced. Recent speakers at the Society were E. Dixie
Biggs, Pensacola attorney, and Dr. Ted Carageorge, Department
of History, Pensacola Junior College.
The Tampa Historical Society, on March 19, 1982, dedicated a
plaque recognizing the historical significance of the Columbia
Restaurant in Ybor City, There was also a walking tour of Ybor
City and open house at the Ybor City State Museum.
The St. Augustine Historical Society is gathering material for
a new history of St. Augustine to mark the one-hundredth anniversary of the Society’s founding. Gene Parker Waterbury,
editor of the East-Florida Gazette, is senior editor of the project.
Assisting her are Dr. Amy Bushnell, John W. Griffin, Dr. Daniel
L. Schafer, Patricia C. Griffin, David Nolan, Dr. Thomas S.
Graham, Robert N. Dow, Dr. William R. Adams, Jacqueline K.
Bearden, Charles S. Coomes, Mark E. Fretwell, Albert Mauncy,
Robert W. Harper, Luis R. Arana, Dr. Eugene Lyon, and Dr.
Kathleen Degan.
J. J. Daniel, former chairman of the board of the Florida
Publishing Company and publisher of the Florida Times Union,
presented a check for $10,000 on behalf of the Florida Publishing
Company, to the Jacksonville Historical Society in appreciation
of the work of Dena Snodgrass, the Society’s research historian, in
helping James Robertson Ward gather material for his book Old
Hickory’s Town: An Illustrated History of Jacksonville. Mr.
Daniel urged the Society to “consider assuming a higher profile
in the city by hiring an executive director.” Jacksonville University has made space available to the Society for its archives.
Located on the second floor of the Swisher Library, the archives
are open from 12:00-1:00 p.m. on the third Wednesday of
each month or by appointment with Ms. Audrey Broward, the
Society’s archivist.
The Ybor City Museum has opened at 1818 9th Avenue in the
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old Ferlita Bakery Building. Its exhibits and collections emphasize the Latin heritage and culture of the area beginning with the
start of the cigar industry in 1885. An Ybor City Museum Society
is being organized to support the Museum’s various planned activities.
The records of Florida’s first general election after achieving
statehood in 1845 have been opened for research at the Florida
State Archives, R. A. Gray Building, Tallahassee. The collection
is listed as First Statehood Election Returns, Record Group 156,
Series 486. Since all free white males over the age of twenty-one
could vote, the election returns are of interest to genealogists and
historians.
The Florida Railroad and Traction Historical Society is being
organized. The members— railroad buffs and historians— will
examine the history and background of all of Florida’s steam,
diesel, and electric railways, including early horse, battery, and
electric trolley lines. For information, write to Florida Railroad
and Traction Historical Society, 330 N.E. 96 Street, Miami Shores,
FL 33138.
Historical Engineering Landmark is now available free from
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME). The brochure lists and provides information on all of the state, national,
and international landmarks which have been listed, together
with a state-by-state roster of their geographic locations. The
brochure is available from Public Information, ASME, 345 East
47 Street, New York, NY 10017.
The American Association of State and Local History announces the availability of research grants for individuals and
organizations working in state and local history. A grant from
the National Endowment for the Humanities is enabling the
Association to administer a competitive program with small
grants-in-aid for research. Fifty such grants of up to $3,000 each
will be available in 1983 and 1984. Awards will be announced in
October 1983. For information, write to James B. Gardner, staff
historian, AASLH, 708 Berry Road, Nashville, TN 37204. The
first application deadline is July 15, 1983.
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The Center for the Study of Southern Culture is planning a
series of seminars entitled, “The American South and Cultural
Perspective.” These colloquia will feature scholars from various
disciplines and will be directed particularly to corporate executives desiring to become more familiar with the South as a region.
The goal is to give business personnel a better understanding of
the social, cultural, religious, and economic factors that have
traditionally set the South apart from the rest of the nation.
For more information, contact James C. Cobb (601-232-5805), or
write the Center, University of Mississippi, University MS 38677.
The Florida Folklore Society held its annual meeting at the
University of Florida, February 11-13, 1983. It was sponsored by
the University’s Department of Anthropology, the Florida State
Museum, and the University of Florida Anthropology Student
Association. Dr. Allan F. Burns served as program chair. Three
panels were presented: “Florida Folklore and Florida Education,”
“Florida Festivals and Fairs,” and “Local Community Participation in Folklore Projects.” The sessions were moderated by
Thelma Boltin, Dr. Ron Foreman, and Betty Camp. Dr. Burns
also moderated the discussion on Current Florida Folklore Projects. There were performances by the Southland Singers and
Gainesville Folkdancers, and slide/tape shows presented by Merri
Belland, Doris Dyan, Bob Cottrell, and Peggy Bulger.
The American Association for State and Local History, at its
annual meeting in Hartford, Connecticut, September 1982,
recognized John and Bessie DuBois of Jupiter, Florida, for the
many years that they have dedicated to the research and preservation of Florida history and the history of their own locale. The
national Certificate of Commendation particularly noted their
devotion to the history of south Florida. The award will be presented to Mr. and Mrs. DuBois at the annual banquet of the
Florida Historical Society in Daytona Beach, May 6, 1983.
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MINUTES OF THE DIRECTORS’ MEETING
FLORIDA HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Olive Peterson, president of the Florida Historical Society,
called the mid-winter meeting of the Society’s board of directors
to order at 9:30 a.m., December 4, 1982, at the Florida Historical
Society Library, University of South Florida, Tampa. Present
were Samuel J. Boldrick, Paul E. Camp, Hampton Dunn, Jane
Dysart, Linda V. Ellsworth, Lucius F. Ellsworth, Kendrick Ford,
Thomas Greenhaw, Ernest Hall, Daniel T. Hobby, Marcia
Kanner, Peter D. Klingman, Sperry Lee, Eugene Lyon, John K.
Mahon, Samuel Proctor. William R. Adams, Gerald W. McSwiggan, L. Ross Morrell, and Randy Nimnicht were absent.
Milton Jones, Lee Warner, and Patsy West also attended.
The board approved the minutes of the May 6, 1982, directors’
meeting in Fort Lauderdale, as published in the Florida Historical Quarterly, LXI (October 1982), 226-33.
Paul Camp, executive secretary, presented the financial report. Total assets of the Society as of September 30, 1982, were
$82,959.12. On September 1, 1982, income from the following
sources was recorded: memberships, $10,350.50; sales of
Quarterlies and the Index, $678.12; interest and dividends, $7,187;
contributions, annual meeting income, and miscellaneous,
$4,883.76, bringing the total income for this period to $23,099.38.
Disbursements for this period were $18,708.11. Major expenses
included: printing, mailing and other publication costs for the
Florida Historical Quarterly; the annual meeting; and operating
costs of the Society’s executive office. Lucius Ellsworth noted that
the $2,500 grant from National History Day should be included
in the total income. Camp reported that some additional assets
recorded in the fourth quarter were not included in this report
but would be reflected in the annual report. For example, library
and other subscriptions, $7,000, had been paid. The financial
situation, he added, is better than this report actually reflects.
Mr. Camp reported a decline in membership from 1,411 on December 31, 1981, to a present count of 1,382. A brief discussion
focused on membership decline and budget estimates. Peter
Klingman moved acceptance of the financial report, Linda
Ellsworth seconded, and the motion was approved.

[510]
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Samuel Proctor, editor of the Florida Historical Quarterly,
reported that the quantity of articles and diversity of topics had
increased, but some were being poorly researched and called for
major revisions and in some cases rewriting. He requested assistance in obtaining photographs, especially those suitable for
the cover of the Quarterly. Budget cutbacks from the state might
result in the University of Florida reducing its support of the
Quarterly. In that event, financial support for secretarial services
may be requested from the Society.
Thomas Greenhaw, editor of the Florida History Newsletter,
reported on the progress of that publication. He stressed the
need for more news items, especially from south Florida.
Patsy West, executive chairman of the Confederation, announced plans to improve communications among members.
Confederation members will be assigned certain counties to
contact for news items and information. The Confederation is
working on a program to recognize outstanding achievements by
local historical groups. “Projecting Your Image” will be the program theme for the Confederation sessions, May 5-6, 198.3.
President Olive Peterson gave the membership committee’s
report for O. C. Peterson. She commended Paul George and
Gerald McSwiggan of Miami for organizing the recent party in
Miami to attract members. She announced that a membership
party would be held in Fort Pierce, and she asked board members
to consider similar activities in their areas of the state. The
Peterson report included a recommendation for a reception committee at the annual meeting to make people who attend feel
welcome, and suggested a system of recognizing people for attending conventions over a number of years.
Milton Jones gave the finance committee’s report. The committee recommended that income from dedicated funds be
differentiated in the financial statement and listed separately.
Any expended income from the dedicated funds will be returned
to those funds. Mr. Jones also recommended that the Society take
advantage of the potentially higher yield from the new money
market deposit plan and invest its funds in those accounts. John
Mahon moved that the board direct that the Society’s annual
financial statement show income and disbursements from each of
the dedicated funds: Arthur W. Thompson Memorial Prize,
Father Jerome Book Fund, Charlton Tebeau, Jr., Book Fund,
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Wentworth Publication Fund, and Julien Yonge Publication
Fund. He also asked the finance committee to investigate and
report whether the Julien Yonge Publication Fund as reported
in the annual financial report is accurate, and whether part of the
total should in fact be reported in the Society’s general account.
The board approved the motion.
Lucius Ellsworth, chairman of the junior history committee,
reported that district level history fairs will be held this year in
Escambia, Santa Rosa, Volusia, Leon, St. Lucie, Broward, Okaloosa, Orange, and Seminole counties. Pointing out that the
$2,500 from National History Day was half the amount provided last year, he noted that local societies would have to take
over the funding responsibility next year. He presented the
budget for Florida History Fair 1983. Approximately 8,000
students had participated in the events the past year. Jane Dysart
recommended that board members try to involve corporations
and encourage them to sponsor history fair prizes or provide
other support.
Eugene Lyon, chairman of the program committee, outlined
the program for the annual meeting. The theme will be “The
Outlaws: Florida Outside (or Just Inside) the Law.” His committee includes William Adams, Amy Bushnell, and Paul George.
Peter Klingman, chairman of the committee to promote
Florida history in the schools, reported that he had represented
the Society at a workshop in Tallahassee convened to write
standards and skills of excellence to be incorporated into the
public school social studies curriculum. He and David Colburn
of the University of Florida have assumed responsibility for
constructing a test on Florida history and government to be given
to the top one per cent of the high school students as part of
the Commissioner of Education’s PRIDE program. They have
asked twenty members of the Society to assist by submitting
questions for the examination. Randy Felton, social studies
consultant for the Department of Education, has requested that
the. Society construct a guidebook to curriculum resources in
Florida history. Lee Warner, representing Ross Morrell, commented that the State Library, with funding from the National
Endowment for the Humanities, had compiled and sent to
press a list of resources on Florida folklore, including local history.
Mr. Klingman stressed the need to institutionalize the relation-
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ship between the Society and the Department of Education in
order to ensure the place of Florida history in the schools.
Lucius Ellsworth called attention to the program in Escambia
County where the Chamber of Commerce has agreed to recognize
the PRIDE winners and suggested that local historical societies
could do the same for the history winners.
Mr. Ellsworth, chairman of the committee on the future
growth and development of the Society, reported that he, Hampton Dunn, William M. Goza, and Olive Peterson had met with
President John Lott Brown of the University of South Florida.
President Brown at that time, and in later communications,
assured the committee of his institution’s commitment to
strengthen its relationship with the Florida Historical Society.
As soon as the newly appointed dean of the College of Social
and Behavioral Sciences arrives and the economic situation of
the University is clarified, President Brown assured that there
will be a permanent commitment to the Society.
Olive Peterson announced that she had been unable to attend
the dedication of the restored Old Capitol because she was out of
the country at the time. Her designated representative was not
able to attend either. Hampton Dunn and others who had seen
the Capitol commented on the excellence of the restoration
project. She also announced that Milton Jones had represented
the Society on the jury to select recipients of awards from the
Florida Trust for Historic Preservation. It was announced
that Dr. Mahon had represented the Society at the rededication
by the Daughters of the American Revolution of the monument
to Daniel Newnan near Windsor, Florida. Newnan had been
killed in a skirmish with Indians in 1812.
Peter Klingman announced the plans for the 1983 meeting in
Daytona Beach. It will include an antique fashion show sponsored by the Halifax Historical Society. The Holiday Inn Surfside will serve as the convention hotel.
Kendrick Ford reported that the Society has been invited to
hold its annual meeting in 1984 in Fort Myers. The Society is
invited to hold its 1985 meeting in Tallahassee. The Board voted
to accept both invitations.
The board received a written report from the committee appointed by President Peterson to review the Continental Heritage Press proposal to publish a series of books on Florida history
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with the Society as major sponsor. Milton Jones is chairman and
William Goza and Hayes Kennedy are members. The committee
noted several positive features in the proposal: publication of
books on Florida history is one of the Society’s basic objectives;
the proposed income is desirable; the Society is not obligated for
any investment or expense; and sponsorship of the series could
enhance the Society’s visibility and possibly attract new members.
The committee had several reservations about the contract: the
Society’s limited control over subjects and quality of the projected volumes; not enough time allotted for the Society’s representative to check historical accuracy; indefinite time period of
the Society’s commitment to the project; the Society’s direct involvement in soliciting sponsoring contributions; the question
of the propriety of the Society’s involvement with a private commercial publishing house; and the possible negative impact on
the Society’s reputation if the publications are not of highest
quality. The committee also raised legal questions concerning
vague language in the contract and possible jeopardy to the
Society’s tax exempt status.
In the discussion Lucius Ellsworth assured that his and Linda’s
relationships with the Continental Heritage Press had been very
satisfactory. Several board members made the point that the
topics and approach of the publication as stated in the contract
were too indefinite; they wanted to know if these were to be
histories of specific industries and businesses in Florida or more
general historical studies. The board was unwilling to endorse
the project until all matters of concern were clarified. A motion
was approved that the board would support the concept of a
relationship with Continental Heritage Press to pursue the production of a series of books on Florida history pending a satisfactory agreement. Mrs. Peterson will appoint a committee to
conduct the negotiations with Continental Heritage Press.
Dr. Proctor urged that the executive committee of the Society
be reactivated and meet every three months to take care of any
business which comes up between the biannual board meetings.
The meeting was adjourned at 1:15 p.m.
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REAT EXPECTATIONS. . . . . .

1983
May 5

Florida Historical
Confederation

Daytona Beach, FL

May 6-7

FLORIDA
HISTORICAL
SOCIETY— 81st
MEETING

Daytona Beach, FL

May 11

Preservation Day

Tallahassee, FL

May 27-30

Florida Folk Festival

White Springs, FL

June 5-9

American Association
of Museums

San Diego, CA

Sept. 29Oct. 2

Oral History Association Seattle, WA

Oct. 47

American Association for Victoria, B.C.
State and Local History

Oct. 26-80

National Trust for
Historic Preservation

San Antonio, TX

Nov. 9-12

Southern Historical
Association

Charleston, SC

Dec. 3-4

Southern Jewish
Historical Society

Savannah, GA

Dec. 27-30

American Historical
Association

San Francisco, CA
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INDEX TO VOLUME LXI
Abbott, Carl, The New Urban America, Growth and Politics in
Sunbelt Cities, reviewer, 212.
Adams, William R., book review by, 489.
Afro-American History: Sources for Research, ed. by Clark, reviewed, 493.
Afro-American Periodical Press, 1839-1909, by Bullock, reviewed,
493.
“The Agrarians from the Perspective of Fifty Years: An Essay Review,” by Willard B. Gatewood, Jr., 313.
Akin, Edward N., book review by, 487.
Alabama Past Leaders, by Marks and Marks, reviewed, 501.
Alexander, Thomas B., book review by, 354.
Alonso de Posada Report, 1686: A Description of the Area of the
Present Southern United States in the Seventeenth Century,
ed. and trans. by Thomas, reviewed, 496.
American Association for State and Local History awards, 377,
508; Certificate of Commendation awarded 509.
American Jewish Historical Society, 221.
Americans and Their Servants, Domestic Service in the United
States from 1800 to 1920, by Sutherland, reviewed, 205.
517
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Andrew Jackson and the Course of American Freedom, 1822-1832,
by Remini, reviewed, 195.
Another Dimension to the Black Diaspora: Diet, Disease and
Racism, by Kiple and King, reviewed, 101.
“Another Road to Disappearance: Assimilation of Creek Indians
in Pensacola, Florida, During the Nineteenth Century,” by
Jane E. Dysart, 37.
Arthur Lee: A Virtuous Revolutionary, by Potts, reviewed, 193.
Arthur W. Thompson Memorial Prize in Florida History awarded
to John Sugden, 118.
Astonished Traveler: William Darby, Frontier Geographer and
Man of Letters, by Kennedy, reviewed, 88.
Atlas of Florida, edited by Fernald, reviewed, 467.

Bailey, Kenneth K., book review by, 485.
Bane, Michael, and Mary Ellen Moore, Tampa, Yesterday, Today,
& Tomorrow, reviewed, 498.
Bartley, Numan V., book review by, 212.
Beardsley, E. H., book review by, 101.
Beaumont, Charles, ed., Hush, Child! Can’t You Hear the Music?,
reviewed, 216.
Beck, Earl R., “German Tourists in Florida: A Two-Century
Record,” 162.
The Beechers: An American Family in the Nineteenth Century,
by Rugoff, reviewed, 471.
Bennett, Charles E., Florida’s “French” Revolution, 1793-1795,
reviewed, 185.
Berkeley, Dorothy Smith, and Edmund Berkeley, The Life and
Travels of John Bartram: From Lake Ontario to the River
St. John, reviewed, 82.
Berkeley, Edmund, and Dorothy Smith Berkeley, The Life and
Travels of John Bartram: From Lake Ontario to the River St.
John, reviewed, 82.
Beware the People Weeping: Public Opinion and the Assassination of Abraham Lincoln, by Turner, reviewed, 478.
Billy Bowlegs War, 1855-1858: The Fnal Stand of the Seminoles
Against the Whites, by Covington, reviewed, 187.
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Biscayne Country, 1870-1926, by Peters, reviewed, 74.
Black Novelists and the Southern Literary Tradition, by Payne,
reviewed, 489.
Bleser, Carol, The Hammonds of Redcliffe, reviewed, 90.
Boca Grande, A Series of Historical Essays, by Gibson, reviewed,
500.
Book of Accessions, Georgia Depositories, 1973-80, comp, by
Spalding, reviewed, 114.
Booker T. Washington Papers, Volume 10: 1909-1911, ed. by
Harlan and Smock, reviewed, 201.
Bowden, Jesse Earle, book review by, 474.
Brooks, Mark J. book review by, 80.
Brooks, Priscilla, and Caroline Crabtree, St. James City, Florida,
The Early Years, reviewed, 109.
Brown, James S., Jr., ed., Up before daylight, Life Histories, reviewed, 374.
Brown, M. L., “Notes on U.S. Arsenals, Depots, and Martial Firearms of the Second Seminole War,” 445.
Bullock, Penelope L., The Afro-American Periodical Press, 18391909, reviewed, 493.
Bureau of Historic Sites and Properties, Florida Department of
State, Division of Archives, History and Records Management,
380.
Burghard, August, Half A Century in Florida: Land of Matters
Unforgot, reviewed, 107; The Days of Our Years, reviewed,
215.
Bushnell, Amy, The King’s Coffer, Proprietors of the Spanish
Florida Treasury, 1565-1702, reviewed, 181.

Calhoon, Robert M., book review by, 191.
Campbell, Edward D. C., Jr., The Celluloid South, Hollywood
and the Southern Myth, reviewed, 364.
Capitol, A Guide for Visitors, by Historic Tallahassee Preservation Board, reviewed, 372.
Caroli, Betty Boyd, and Thomas Kessner, Today’s Immigrants:
Their Stories reviewed, 362.
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Carstarphen, Dee The Conch Book, reviewed, 218; Maverick Sea
Fare; reviewed, 218.
Carswell, E. W., Tales of Grandpa and Cousin Fitzhugh, reviewed,
572; A Grateful Note to Gracie Ashmore . . . and other Notable
Northwest Floridians, reviewed, 372; Remembering World
War II Before Kilroy, reviewed, 372.
Cedar Key Booming: 1877-1886, by Fishburne, Jr., reviewed, 369.
Cedar Keys: Prelude to the 20th Century, 1891-1900, by Fishburne,
Jr., reviewed, 370.
Cedar Keys in Decline, 1887-1890, by Fishbume, Jr., reviewed, 370.
Cedar Keys in the Civil War and Reconstruction, 1861-1876, by
Fishburne, Jr., reviewed, 369.
Celluloid South, Hollywood and the Southern Myth, by Campbell, Jr., reviewed, 364.
Census (1910) schedules available in National Archives and
Florida State Archives, 376; census schedules for all states
(1790-1910) in Miami-Dade Public Library, 505.
Centennial of First Presbyterian Church, DeLand, Florida, 18821982, by Kinum, reviewed, 500..
Center for Migration Study of New York, Inc., Images, A Pictorial
History of Italian Americans, reviewed, 115.
Center for the Study of Southern Culture, University of Mississippi, 380, 509.
Cherokee Removal: The “William Penn” Essays and Other
Writings, ed. by Prucha, reviewed, 218.
Cherokees, by Woodward, reviewed, 375.
Chesnutt, David R., book review by, 353.
Chesnutt, David R., and George G. Rogers, Jr., eds., The Papers
of Henry Laurens, Volume 8, Oct. 10, 1771-April 18, 1773;
Volume 9, April 19, 1773-Dec. 12, 1774, reviewed, 189.
Clark, Robert L., ed., Afro-American History: Sources for Research, reviewed, 493.
Clark, Thomas D., book review by, 201.
Cleveland, Weona, Melbourne, A Century of Memories, reviewed,
499.
Cobb, James C., The Selling of the South, the Southern Crusade
for Industrial Development, 1936-1980, reviewed, 487.
Coker, Hazel P., and William S. Coker, The Siege of Mobile,
1780, in Maps, reviewed, 496.
Coker, William S., “Religious Censuses of Pensacola, 1796-1801,”
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54; book review by, 185.
Coker, William S., and Hazel P. Coker, The Siege of Mobile,
1780, in Maps, reviewed, 496.
Colburn, David R., book review by, 209.
Coleman, Irene S., and James C. Coleman, Guardians on the
Gulf: Pensacola Fortifications, 1698-1980, reviewed, 470.
Coleman, James C., and Irene S. Coleman, Guardians on the
Gulf: Pensacola Fortifications, 1698-1980, reviewed, 470.
Commemorative Calendar, produced by Saint Johns-Oklawaha
Rivers Trading Company for Stetson University, reviewed,
375.
Complete Book of Seminole Patchwork, From Traditional
Methods to Contemporary Uses, by Rush, with Whitman, reviewed, 103.
Conch Book, by Carstarphen, reviewed, 218.
Cooper, Russell M., and Margaret B. Fisher, The Vision of a Contemporary University, reviewed, 337.
Covington, James W., The Billy Bowlegs War, 1855-1858: The
Final Stand of the Seminoles Against the Whites, reviewed,
187.
Cox, LaWanda, Lincoln and Black Freedom, A Study in Presidential Leadership, reviewed, 356.
Cox, Merlin G., and Charles H. Hildreth, History of Gainesville,
Florida, 1854-1979, reviewed, 75.
Crabtree, Caroline, and Priscilla Brooks, St. James City, Florida,
The Early Years, reviewed, 109.
Crews, Harry, Florida Frenzy, reviewed, 474.
“Cuban Patriots in Key West, 1878-1886: Guardians at the
Separatist Ideal,” by Gerald E. Poyo, 20.
Cummins, Light Townsend, book review by, 181.
Curry, Leonard P., The Free Black in Urban America, 18001850, reviewed, 92.

Days of Our Years, by Burghard, reviewed, 215.
del Rió, Angel, La Misión de Don Luis de Onis en los Estados
Unidos (1809-1819), reviewed, 341.
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De Vorsey, Louis, Jr., book review by, 466.
“ ‘Dignity and Importance’: Slavery in Jefferson County, Florida1827 to 1860,” by Larry Rivers, 404.
Discover Florida: A Guide to Unique Sites and Sights, by Tolf,
reviewed, 116, 219.
Doherty, Herbert J., Jr., book reviews by, 345, 463.
Dorgan, Howard, and Cal M. Logue, eds., The Oratory of
Southern Demagogues, reviewed, 203.
Downey, Matthew T., and Fay D. Metcalf, Using Local History
in the Classroom, reviewed, 115.
Durant, Mary, and Michael Harwood, On the Road with John
James Audubon, reviewed, 94.
Dysart, Janes E., “Another Road to Disappearance: Assimilation
of Creek Indians in Pensacola, Florida, During the Nineteenth
Century,” 37.

Early American Cookery, by Hooker, reviewed, 117.
Eating, Drinking, and Visiting in the South. An Informal History,
by Taylor, reviewed, 349.
Edmund Ruffin, A Biography, by Mitchell, reviewed, 354.
Education and the Rise of the New South, ed. by Goodenow and
White, reviewed, 360.
Elliott, Charles, “Mr. Anonymous,” Robert W. Woodruff of CocaCola, reviewed, 502.
Ellsworth, Linda, and Lucius Ellsworth, Pensacola, The Deep
Water City, reviewed, 466.
Ellsworth, Lucius, and Linda Ellsworth, Pensacola, The Deep
Water City, reviewed, 466.
“Encounter at the Aucilla, 1862,” by Katharine Jackson Willis
and William Warren Rogers, 148.
End of the Line at the Cedar Keys, 1843-1861, by Fishburne, Jr.,
reviewed, 369.
Ethnic America, A History, by Sowell, reviewed, 209.
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Faust, Drew Gilpin, ed., The Ideology of Slavery: Proslavery
Thought in the Antebellum South, 1830-1860, reviewed, 198.
Fearington, Blanche Mercer, Our Heritage: The History of St.
Barnabas Episcopal Church, reviewed, 500.
Fernald, Edward A., ed., Atlas of Florida, reviewed, 466.
Fever Man, A Biography of Dr. John Gorrie, by Sherlock, reviewed, 368.
First Colonists: Documents on the Planting of the First English
Settlements in North America, 1584-1590, ed. by Quinn and
Quinn, reviewed, 375.
“First Statehood Election Returns,” Florida State Archives, Tallahassee, 381.
Fishburne, Charles C., Jr., Of Chiefs and Generals, A History of
the Cedar Keys to the End of the Second Seminole War, reviewed, 369; The End of the Line at the Cedar Keys, 18431861, reviewed, 369; The Cedar Keys in the Civil War and
Reconstruction, 1861-1876, reviewed, 369; Cedar Key Booming: 1877-1886, reviewed, 369; The Cedar Keys in Decline,
1887-1890, reviewed, 370; The Cedar Keys: Prelude to the
20th Century, 1891-1900, reviewed, 370.
Fisher Margaret B., and Russell M. Cooper, The Vision of a Contemporary University, reviewed, 337.
Fisher, Mel, presented the D. B. McKay Award, 378.
Fite, Gilbert C., book review by, 349.
Flood, Charles Bracelen, Lee, The Last Years, reviewed, 480.
Florida College Teachers of History, 379.
Florida Endowment for the Humanities, 220.
Florida Folklore Society, 220, 509.
Florida Frenzy, by Crews, reviewed, 474.
Florida Historical Society: Annual Meeting, 118, 223, 503;
Minutes of the Board Meeting, 226; Historical Confederation,
118, 229, 503; Minutes of the Business Meeting, 233; Minutes
of Directors’ Meeting, 510; Gifts to the Society, 238; New
Members, 238; and Treasurer’s Report, 242.
Florida History Fair, 119.
“Florida History Research in Progress,” 322.
“Florida Legislative Committees: Their Growth Since 1822,” by
Allen Morris, 125.
“Florida Manuscript Acquisitions and Accessions,” 459.
Florida Parks, A Guide to Camping in Nature, by Grow, re-
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viewed, 115.
Florida Railroad and Traction Historical Society, 508.
Florida State Archives, United States Census Schedules, 1910, 376;
“First Statehood Election Returns,” 381, 508.
Florida State Genealogical Society, 121.
Florida Trust for Historic Preservation, 507.
“Florida’s Capitols,” by Lee H. Warner, 245.
Florida’s “‘French” Revolution, 1793-1795, by Bennett, reviewed,
185.
Florida’s Panhandle Life, 379.
Florida’s Prehistoric Stone Technology, by Purdy, reviewed, 80.
Flynt, Dorothy S., and J. Wayne Flynt, comps., Southern Poor
Whites: A Selected Annotated Bibliography of Published
Sources, reviewed, 113.
Flynt, J. Wayne, and Dorothy S. Flynt, comps., Southern Poor
Whites: A Selected Annotated Bibliography of Published
Sources, reviewed, 113.
Flynt, Wayne, book review by, 203.
Folksongs of Florida, col. and ed. by Morris, reviewed, 371.
“Following Bartram’s ‘Track’: Titian Ramsay Peale’s Florida
Journey,” by Charlotte M. Porter, 431.
Fort Lauderdale Historical Society, 121.
Fort Lauderdale Historical Society, A Guide to Historic Fort
Lauderdale/Broward County, reviewed, 216.
Fountain of Discontent, The Trent Affair and Freedom of the
Seas, by Warren, reviewed, 475.
The Free Black in Urban America, 1800-1850, by Curry, reviewed, 92.
French, Warren, ed., The South and Film, reviewed, 364.
From Savannah to Yorktown, the American Revolution in the
South, by Lumpkin, reviewed, 87.
From Wilderness to Metropolis, the History of Architecture of
Dade County (1825-1940), by Metropolitan Dade County, reviewed, 497.

Gatewood, Willard B. Jr., “The Agrarians from the Perspective
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of Fifty Years: An Essay Review,” 313.
Gawalt, Gerard W., Paul H. Smith, Rosemary Fry Plakas, and
Eugene R. Sheridan, eds., Letters of Delegates to Congress,
1774-1789, Volume 6, January 1- April 30, 1777; Volume
7, May 1-September 18, 1777; Volume 8, September 19,
1777-January 31, 1778, reviewed, 191.
George Washington Carver: Scientist & Symbol, by McMurry, reviewed, 98.
“German Tourists in Florida: A Two-Century Record,” by Earl
R. Beck, 162.
Gibson, Charles Dana, Boca Grande, A Series of Historical Essays,
reviewed, 500.
Ginzl, David J., “The Politics of Patronage: Florida Republicans
During the Hoover Administration,” 1.
Gleason, David King, Plantation Homes of Louisiana and the
Natchez Area, reviewed, 502.
Glenn, James Layfayette, My Work amoung the Florida Seminoles, ed. by Kersey, Jr., reviewed, 335.
Glickstein, Natalie H., That Ye May Remember, Temple Ahavath
Chesed, 1882-1982, reviewed, 106.
Goodenow, Ronald K., and Arthur O. White, eds., Education
and the Rise of the New South, reviewed, 360.
Govenar, Alan B., and Leonard L. St. Clair, Stoney Knows How,
Life as a Tattoo Artist, reviewed, 216.
Graham, Thomas, book review by, 480.
Grantham, Dewey W., book review by, 483.
Grateful Note to Gracie Ashmore . . . and other Notable Northwest Floridians, by Carswell, reviewed, 372.
“The Great Seals Deputed of British East Florida,” by Peter
Walne, 49.
Greene, Jack P., book review by, 339.
Grow, Gerald, Florida Parks, A Guide To Camping in Nature,
reviewed, 115.
Guardians on the Gulf: Pensacola Fortifications, 1698-1980, by
Coleman and Coleman, reviewed, 470.
Guenther, Karen, “Potter Committee Investigation of the Disputed Election of 1876,” 281.
Guide to Historic Fort Lauderdale/Broward County, by Fort
Lauderdale Historical Society, reviewed, 216.
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Hale, Lester L., Preacher Gordon: A Mischievous Saint, reviewed,
165.
Half a Century in Florida: Land of Matters Unforgot, by Burghard, reviewed, 107.
Hall, Kermit L., book review by, 199.
Hall, Robert L., and Carol B. Stack, eds., Holding on to the Land
and the Lord: Kinship, Ritual, Land Tenure, and Social
Policy in the Rural South, reviewed, 485.
Hamilton, Virginia Van Der Veer, Seeing Historic Alabama,
Fifteen Guided Tours, reviewed, 501.
Hammond, E. Ashby, book review by, 94.
Hammonds of Redcliffe, by Bleser, reviewed, 90.
Harding, Deborah G., book review by, 103.
Hargreaves, Mary W. M., and James F. Hopkins, eds., The Papers
of Henry Clay. Volume 6: Secretary of State, 1827, reviewed,
343.
Harlan, Louis R., and Raymond W. Smock, eds., The Booker, T.
Washington Papers, Volume 10: 1909-1911, reviewed, 201.
Harris, Robert C., book review by, 478.
Harrison, Lowell H., presented the Richard H. Collins Award,
222.
Harwood, Michael, and Mary Durant, On the Road with John
James Audubon, reviewed, 94.
Haskins, Jim, book review by, 489.
He Was Singin’ This Song, by Tinsley, reviewed, 214.
Henry B. Plant Museum, Tampa, 380.
Hicks, Miriam K., The Mission of St. John’s, reviewed, 370.
Higginbotham, Don, book review by, 87.
Hildreth, Charles H., and Merlin G. Cox, History of Gainesville,
Florida, 1854-1979, reviewed, 75.
Historic Florida, A Closer Look at the Photographs of a Century
Ago in Three-Dimensional Realism, comp. by Slade, reviewed,
499.
Historic St. Augustine Preservation Board, Restoration of de
Mesa-Sánchez House, 120.
Historical Association of Southern Florida, 121.
Historical Engineering Landmark, 508.
History of Apopka and Northwest Orange County, Florida, by
Shofner, reviewed, 473.
History of Gainesville, Florida, 1854-1979, by Hildreth and Cox,
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reviewed, 75.
Historic Tallahassee Preservation Board, Capitol, A Guide for
Visitors, reviewed, 372.
History of Medicine in Alabama, by Holley, reviewed, 217.
Holding on to the Land and the Lord: Kinship, Ritual, Land
Tenure, and Social Policy in the Rural South, ed. by Hall and
Stack, reviewed, 485.
Holley, Howard L., A History of Medicine in Alabama, reviewed,
217.
Holmes, Jack D. L., book reviews by, 78, 341.
Hooker, Hargaret Huntington, Early American Cookery, reviewed, 117.
Hopkins, James F., and Mary W. M. Hargreaves, eds., The Papers
of Henry Clay. Volume 6: Secretary of State, 1827, reviewed,
343.
Hush, Child! Can’t You Hear the Music?, ed. by Beaumont, reviewed, 216.

Iberville’s Gulf Journals, trans. and ed. by McWilliams, reviewed,
78.
Ideology of Slavery: Proslavery Thought in the Antebellum
South, 1830-1860, ed. by Faust, reviewed, 198.
Images, A Pictorial History of Italian Americans, by Center for
Migration Study of New York, Inc., reviewed, 115.
“Immigrant Women in Tampa: The Italian Experience, 18901930,” by Gary R. Mormino and George E. Pozzetta, 296.
In the Heat of the Summer, by Katzenbach, reviewed, 375.
In the Land of the Living, ed. by Mathis, reviewed, 112.
Indian Presence, Archeology of Sanibel, Captiva and Adjacent
Islands in Pine Island Sound, by Wilson, reviewed, 373.
“Integrated Free School in Civil War Florida,” by Gerald
Schwartz, 155.
Iron Horse in the Pinelands, Building West Florida’s Railroad:
1881-1883, ed. by Parks, reviewed, 110.
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Jacksonville Beaches Area Historical Society, 378.
Jacksonville Historical Society, 220, 507.
Jones, Anne Goodwyn, Tomorrow Is Another Day, The Woman
Writer in the South, 1859-1836, reviewed, 113.
Jones, Howard, book review by, 475.
Journal of Negro History, 380.
Juan Nepomuceno de Quesada, Governor of Spanish East Florida,
1790-1795, by Miller, reviewed, 85.

Kanner, Marcia J., book review by, 72.
Katzenbach, John, In the Heat of the Summer, reviewed, 375.
Kennedy, J. Gerald, The Astonished Traveler: William Darby,
Frontier Geographer and Man of Letters, reviewed, 88.
Kersey, Harry A., Jr., ed., My Work among the Florida Seminoles,
by Glenn, reviewed, 335.
Key West, Images of the Past, by Langley and Langley, reviewed,
108.
Killens, John Oliver, Youngblood, reviewed, 218.
King, Virginia Himmelsteib, and Kenneth F. Kiple, Another
Dimension to the Black Diaspora: Diet, Disease and Racism,
reviewed, 101.
King’s Coffer, Proprietors of the Spanish Florida Treasury, 15651702, by Bushnell, reviewed, 181.
Kinum, Ethel, Centennial of First Presbyterian Church, DeLand,
Florida, 1882-1982, reviewed, 500.
Kiple, Kenneth F., and Virginia Himmelsteib King, Another
Dimension to the Black Diaspora: Diet, Disease and Racism,
reviewed, 101.
Kolchin, Peter, book review by, 198.

La Misión de Don Luis de Onis en los Estados Unidos (18091819), by del Rió, reviewed, 341.
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Land, Aubrey C., book review by, 193.
Lane, Jack C., book reviews by, 337,473.
Langley, Joan, and Wright Langley, Key West, Images of the
Past, reviewed, 108.
Langley, Wright, and Joan Langley, Key West, Images of the
Past, reviewed, 108.
Lee, The Last Years, by Flood, reviewed, 480.
Letters of Delegates to Congress, 1774-1789, Volume 6, January
1-April 30, 1777-January 31, 1778, ed. by Smith, Gawalt,
Plakas, and Sheridan, reviewed, 191.
Lincoln and Black Freedom, A Study in Presidential Leadership,
by Cox, reviewed, 356.
Life and Travels of John Bartram: From Lake Ontario to the
River St. John, by Berkeley and Berkeley, reviewed, 82.
Littlefield, Daniel C., Rice and Slaves: Ethnicity and the Slave
Trade in Colonial South Carolina, reviewed, 353.
Live Oaking, Southern Himber for Tall Ships, by Wood, reviewed,
489.
Logue, Cal M., and Howard Dorgan, eds., The Oratory of Southern Demagogues, reviewed, 203.
Long, Durward, book review by, 205.
Lumpkin, Henry, From Savannah to Yorktown, the American
Revolution in the South, reviewed, 87.

McDonough, James Lee, book review by, 97.
D. B. McKay Award (Tampa Historical Society), presented to
Mel Fisher, 378.
McMurry, Linda O., George Washington Carver: Scientist &
Symbol, reviewed, 98.
McWilliams, Richebourg Gaillard, trans. and ed., Iberville’s Gulf
Journals, reviewed, 78.
Mahon, John K., book reviews by, 187, 470.
Marks, Henry S., and Marsha Kass Marks, Alabama Past Leaders,
reviewed, 501.
Marks, Marsha Kass, and Henry S. Marks, Alabama Past Leaders,
reviewed, 501.
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Mathis, Gerald Ray, ed., In The Land of the Living, reviewed,
112.
Maverick Sea Fare, by Carstarphen, reviewed, 218.
Melbourne, A Century of Memories, by Cleveland, reviewed, 499.
Metcalf, Fay D., and Matthew T. Downey, Using Local History in
the Classroom, reviewed, 115.
Metropolitan Dade County Office of Community and Economic
Development, Historic Preservation Division, From Wilderness to Metropolis, The History of Architecture of Dade
County (1825-1940), reviewed, 497.
Miami: The Magic City, by Parks, reviewed, 72.
Miami Beach Art Deco District, by Miami Design Preservation
League, reviewed, 216.
Miami Design Preservation League, Miami Beach Art Deco
District, reviewed, 216.
Midland Florida, Eden of the South, Alachua County, reprint
edition, by Webber, reviewed, 108.
Miles, Edwin A., book reviews by, 195, 343.
Miller, Janice Borton, Juan Nepomuceno De Quesada, Governor
of Spanish East Florida, 1790-1795, reviewed, 85.
Mission of St. John’s, by Hicks, reviewed, 370.
Mitchell, Betty L., Edmund Ruffin, A Biography, reviewed, 354.
Moore, Mary Ellen, and Michael Bane, Tampa, Yesterday, Today,
& Tomorrow, reviewed, 498.
Mormino, Gary R., and George E. Pozzetta, “Immigrant Women
in Tampa: The Italian Experience, 1890-1930,” 296.
Morris, Allen, “Florida Legislative Committees: Their Growth
Since 1822,” 125.
Morris, Alton C., col. and ed., Folksongs of Florida, reviewed, 371.
Morris, Robert C., Reading, ‘Riting, and Reconstruction, The
Education of Freedmen in the South, 1861-1870, reviewed, 358.
“Mr. Anonymous,” Robert W. Woodruff of Coca-Cola, by Elliott,
reviewed, 502.
Murat, Ines, Napoleon and the American Dream, reviewed, 219.
My Work among the Florida Seminoles, by Glenn, ed., by Kersey
Jr., reviewed, 335.
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Nagel, Paul C., book review by, 90.
Napoleon and the American Dream, by Murat, reviewed, 219.
National Register of Historic Places, 505.
Nelson, Richard Alan, “Palm Trees, Public Relations, and
Promoters: Boosting Southeast Florida as a Motion Picture
Empire, 1910-1930,” 383; book reviews by, 364.
New Urban America, Growth and Politics in Sunbelt Cities, by
Abbott, reviewed, 212.
North Hill Cookbook, comp. by North Hill Preservation Association of Pensacola, reviewed, 116.
North Hill Preservation Association of Pensacola, comp., North
Hill Cookbook, reviewed, 116.
“Notes on U.S. Arsenals, Depots, and Martial Firearms of the
Second Seminole War,” by M. L. Brown, 445.

Of Chiefs and Generals, A History of the Cedar Keys to the End
of the Second Seminole War, by Fishburne, Jr., reviewed, 369.
Old Capitol Building (Tallahassee) dedicated, 378.
Old Hickory’s Town, An Illustrated History of Jacksonville, by
Ward, in association with Snodgrass, reviewed, 463.
Olive Branch and Sword— The Compromise of 1833, by Peterson,
reviewed, 347.
On the Road with John James Audubon, by Durant and Harwood, reviewed, 94.
One South, An Ethnic Approach to Regional Culture, by Reed,
reviewed, 483.
Orange County Historical Museum, 379.
Oratory of Southern Demagogues, ed. by Logue and Dorgan, reviewed, 203.
Our Heritage: The History of St. Barnabas Episcopal Church, by
Fearington, reviewed, 500.
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“Palm Trees, Public Relations, and Promoters: Boosting Southeast Florida as a Motion Picture Empire, 1910-1930,” by
Richard Alan Nelson, 383.
Paludan, Philip Shaw, Victims, A True Story of the Civil War,
reviewed, 199; book review by, 356.
Pancake, John, book review by, 347.
Papers of Henry Clay. Volume 6: Secretary of State, 1827, ed. by
Hargreaves and Hopkins, reviewed, 343.
Papers of Henry Laurens, Volume 8, Oct. 10, 1771-April 18,
1773; Volume 9, April 19, 1773-Dec. 12, 1774, ed. by Rogers
and Chesnutt, reviewed, 189.
Papers of John C. Calhoun, Volume XIV, 1837-1839, ed. by
Wilson, reviewed, 345.
Parks, Arva Moore, Miami: The Magic City, reviewed, 72.
Parks, Virginia, ed., Iron Horse in the Pinelands, Building West
Florida’s Railroad: 1881-1883, reviewed, 110.
Patrick, Rembert W., Book Award, 189; Rembert W. Patrick
Lecture, Guilford College, 221.
Payne, Ladell, Black Novelists and the Southern Literary Tradition, reviewed, 489.
Pearson, Fred Lamar, Jr., “Timucuan Rebellion of 1656: The
Rebolledo Investigation and the Civil-Religious Controversy,” 260.
Pensacola Historical Society, 379, 506.
Pensacola, The Deep Water City, by Ellsworth and Ellsworth, reviewed, 466.
People of Camden County, Georgia, A Finding Index Prior to
1850, comp. by Thompson, reviewed, 497.
People of East Florida During the Revolutionary War-War of
1882 Period, comp. by Thompson, reviewed, 498.
“Perspectives on the American South: An Annual Review of
Society, Politics, and Culture,” 123.
Peters, Thelma, Biscayne Country, 1870-1926, reviewed, 74.
Peterson, Merrill D., Olive Branch and Sword-The Compromise
of 1833, reviewed, 347.
Pizzo, Tony, named official Hillsborough County Historian, 377.
Plakas, Rosemary Fry, Paul H. Smith Gerard W. Gawalt, and
Eugene R. Sheridan, eds., Letters of Delegates to Congress,
1774-1789, Volume 6, January 1-April 30, 1777; Volume
7, May 1-September 18, 1777; Volume 8, September 19,
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1777-January 31, 1778, reviewed, 191.
Plantation Homes of Louisiana and the Natchez Area, by Gleason,
reviewed, 502.
“Politics of Patronage: Florida Republications During the Hoover
Administration,” by David J. Ginzl, 1.
Porter, Charlotte M., “Folowing Bartram’s ‘Track’: Titian
Ramsay Peale’s Florida Journey,” 431.
“Potter Committee Investigation of the Disputed Election of
1876,” by Karen Guenther, 281.
Potts, Louis W., Arthur Lee: A Virtuous Revolutionary, reviewed,
193.
Powell, Lawrence N., book review by, 351.
Poyo, Gerald E., “Cuban Patriots in Key West, 1878-1886:
Guardians at the Separatist Ideal,” 20.
Pozzetta, George E., book review by, 362.
Pozzetta, George E., and Gary R. Mormino, “Immigrant Women
in Tampa: The Italian Experience, 1890-1930,” 296.
Preacher Gordon: A Mischievous Saint, by Hale, reviewed, 105.
Promiseland: A Century of Life in a Negro Community, by
Bethel, reviewed, 481.
Prucha, Francis Paul, ed., Cherokee Removal: The “William
Penn” Essays and Other Writings, reviewed, 218.
Purdy, Barbara A., Florida’s Prehistoric Stone Technology, reviewed, 80.

Quinn, Alison M., and David B. Quinn, eds., The First Colonists:
Documents on the Planting of the First English Settlements
in North America, 1584-1590, reviewed, 375.
Quinn, David B., and Alison M. Quinn, eds., The First Colonists:
Documents on the Planting of the First English Settlements
in North America, 1584-1590, reviewed, 375.
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Rabinowitz, Howard N., Southern Black Leaders of the Reconstruction Era, reviewed, 374.
Rawley, James A., The Transatlantic Slave Trade: A History, reviewed, 339.
Rea, Robert R., book reviews by, 88, 466.
Reading, ‘Riting, and Reconstruction, The Education of Freedmen in the South, 1861-1870, by Morris, reviewed, 358.
Reed, John Shelton, One South, An Ethnic Approach to Regional
Culture, reviewed, 483.
Reflections of Southern Jewry, the Letters of Charles Wessolowsky, 1878-1879, ed. by Schmier, reviewed, 208.
“Religious Censuses of Pensacola, 1796-1801,” by William S.
Coker, 54.
Rembert W. Patrick Memorial Book Award, presented to J. Leitch
Wright, Jr., 118.
Remembering World War II Before Kilroy, by Carswell, reviewed, 372.
Remini, Robert V., Andrew Jackson and the Course of American
Freedom, 1822-1832, reviewed, 195.
Rice and Slaves: Ethnicity and the Slave Trade in Colonial South
Carolina, by Littlefield, reviewed, 353.
Richardson, Edward W., Standards and Colors of the American
Revolution, reviewed, 219.
Richard H. Collins Award, presented to Lowell H. Harrison, 222.
Richardson, Joe M., book review by, 493.
Rivers, Larry, “ ‘Dignity and Importance’: Slavery in Jefferson
County, Florida— 1827 to 1860,” 404; book review by, 98.
Rogers, George C., Jr., and David R. Chesnutt, eds., The Papers
of Henry Laurens, Volume 8, Oct. 10, 1771-April 18, 1773;
Volume 9, April 19, 1773-Dec. 12, 1774, reviewed, 189.
Rogers, William Warren, and Katharine Jackson Willis, “Encounter at the Aucilla, 1862,” 148.
Rose, Anne C., awarded Society of Historians of the Early
American Republic book prize, 221.
Rose, Willie Lee, Slavery and Freedom, reviewed, 351.
Rugoff, Milton, The Beechers: An American Family in the Nineteenth Century, reviewed, 471.
Rush, Beverly, with Lassie Whitman, The Complete Book of
Seminole Patchwork, From Traditional Methods to Contemporary Uses, reviewed, 103.
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St. Augustine Historical Society, 220, 380, 507.
St. Clair, Leonard L., and Alan B. Govenar, Stoney Knows How,
Life as a Tattoo Artist, reviewed, 216.
St. James City, Florida, The Early Years, by Brooks and Crabtree,
reviewed, 109.
Saint Johns-Oklawaha Rivers Trading Company, Stetson University Commemorative Calendar, 375.
St. Lucie Historical Society, 379.
Sanford Museum (Sanford, Florida), 506.
Sanger, Marjory Bartlett, book review by, 82.
Schmier, Louis E., ed., Reflections of Southern Jewry, the Letters
of Charles Wessoloswky, 1878-1879, reviewed, 208.
Schwartz, Gerald, “An Integrated Free School in Civil War
Florida,” 155.
Searcy, Margaret Zehmer, Wolf Dog of the Woodland Indians, reviewed, 373.
Seeing Historic Alabama, Fifteen Guided Tours, by Hamilton,
reviewed, 501.
Selling of the South, The Southern Crusade for Industrial Development, 1936-1980, by Cobb, reviewed, 487.
Shankman, Arnold, book review by, 208.
Sheridan, Eugene R., Paul H. Smith, Gerard W. Gawalt, and
Rosemary Fry Plakas, eds., Letters of Delegates to Congress,
1774-1789, Volume 6, January 1-April 30, 1777; Volume
7, May 1-September 18, 1777; Volume 8, September 19,
1777-January 31, 1778, reviewed, 191.
Sherlock, Vivian M., The Fever Man, A Biography of Dr. John
Gorrie, reviewed, 368.
Shofner, Jerrell H., History of Apopka and Northwest Orange
County, Florida, reviewed, 473; book reviews by, 75, 483.
Siege of Mobile, 1780, in Maps, by Coker and Coker, reviewed,
496.
Slade, Clement, comp., Historic Florida, A Closer Look at the
Photographs of a Century Ago in Three-Dimensional Realism,
reviewed, 499.
Slaughter, Frank G., book review by, 471.
Slavery and Freedom, by Rose, reviewed, 351.
Smith, Paul H., Gerard W. Gawalt, Rosemary Fry Plakas, and
Eugene R. Sheridan, eds., Letters of Delegates to Congress,
1774-1789, Volume 6, January 1-April 30, 1777; Volume
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7, May 1-September 18, 1777; Volume 8, September 19,
1777-January 31, 1778, reviewed, 191.
Smock, Raymond W., and Louis R. Harlan, eds., The Booker T.
Washington Papers, Volume 10: 1909-1911, reviewed, 201.
Snodgrass, Dena Elizabeth, in association with James Robertson
Ward, Old Hickory’s Town, An Illustrated History of Jacksonville, reviewed, 463.
Society of Historians of the Early American Republic, book
prize awarded to Anne C. Rose, 221.
South and Film, ed. by French, reviewed, 364.
South Carolina Historical Society, 121.
Southeastern American Society for Eighteenth-Century Studies,
essay competition, 122.
Southern Black Leaders of the Reconstruction Era, ed. by Rabinowitz, reviewed, 374.
Southern Exposure, 221.
Southern Poor Whites: A Selected Annotated Bibliography of
Published Sources, comp. by Flynt and Flynt, reviewed, 113.
Sowell, Thomas, Ethnic America, A History, reviewed, 209.
Spalding, Phinizy, comp., The Book of Accessions, Georgia Depositories, 1973-80, reviewed, 114.
Stack, Carol B., and Robert L. Hall, eds., Holding on the Land
and the Lord: Kinship, Ritual, Land Tenure, and Social
Policy in the Rural South, reviewed, 485.
Starr, Stephen Z., The Union Cavalry, in the Civil War, Volume
II, The War in the East: From Gettysburg to Appomattox,
1863-1865, reviewed, 97.
Standards and Colors of the American Revolution, by Richardson,
reviewed, 219.
Stephens Ancestors and Pioneer Relatives, by Stephens, reviewed,
215.
Stephens, Clyde S., Stephens Ancestors and Pioneer Reatives, reviewed, 215.
Stetson University Commemorative Calendar, 375.
Stoesen, Alexander R., book review by, 360.
Stoney Knows How, Life as a Tattoo Artist, by St. Clair and
Govenar, reviewed, 216.
Sturtevant, William C., book review by, 335.
Sugden, John, awarded Arthur W. Thompson Memorial Prize
in Florida History, 118.
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Sutherland, Daniel E., Americans and Their Servants, Domestic
Service in the United States from 1800 to 1920, reviewed, 205.
Swint, Henry L., book review by, 358.

Tales of Grandpa and Cousin Fitzhugh, by Carswell, reviewed,
372.
Tampa Bay History, 122.
Tampa Historical Society, 123, 507.
Tampa, Yesterday, Today & Tomorrow, by Bane and Moore,
reviewed, 498.
Taylor, Joe Gray, Eating, Drinking, and Visiting in the South. An
Informal History, reviewed, 349; book review by, 92.
Tebeau, Charlton W., book review by, 74.
That Ye May Remember, Temple Ahavath Chesed, 1882-1983, by
Glickstein, reviewed, 106.
Thomas, Alfred Barnaby, ed. and trans., Alonso de Posada Report, 1686: A Description of the Area of the Present Southern
United States in the Seventeenth Century, reviewed, 496.
Thompson, Shirley Joiner, comp., The People of Camden County,
Georgia, A Finding Index Prior to 1850, reviewed, 497.
Thompson Shirley Joiner, comp., The People of East Florida
During the Revolutionary War-War of 1812 Period, reviewed,
498.
“Timucuan Rebellion of 1656: The Rebolledo Investigation and
the Civil-Religious Controversy,” by Fred Lamar Pearson, Jr.,
260.
Tinsley, Jim Bob, He Was Singin’ This Song, reviewed, 214.
Today’s Immigrants: Their Stories, by Kessner and Caroli, reviewed, 362.
Tolf, Robert, Discover Florida: A Guide to Unique Sites nad
Sights, reviewed, 116, 219.
Tomorrow Is Another Day, The Woman Writer in the South,
1859-1936, by Jones, reviewed, 113.
Transatlantic Slave Trade: A History, by Rawley, reviewed, 339.
Troxler, Carole Watterson, book reviews by, 85, 183.
Turner, Thomas Reed, Befare the People Weeping: Public
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Opinion and the Assassination of Abraham Lincoln, reviewed,
478.

Union Cavalry in the Civil War, Volume II, the War in the
East: From Gettysburg to Appomattox, 1863-1865, by Starr, reviewed, 97.
United States Census schedules for all states, 1790-1910, in MiamiDade Public Library, 505; 1910 schedules in National Archives
and, Florida State Archives, 376.
Up before daylight, Life Histories, ed. by Brown, Jr., reviewed,
374.
Using Local History in the Classroom, by Metcalf and Downey, reviewed, 115.

Vicente Folch, Governor in Spanish Florida, 1787-1811, by White,
reviewed, 183.
Victims, A True Story of the Civil War, by Paludan, reviewed,
199.
Vision of a Contemporary University, by Cooper and Fisher, reviewed, 337.

Walne, Peter, “The Great Seals Deputed of British East Florida,”
49.
Ward, James Robertson, in association with Dena Elizabeth Snodgrass, Old Hickory’s Town, An Illustrated History of Jacksonville, reviewed, 463.
Warner, Lee H., “Florida’s Capitols,” 245.
Warren, Gordon H., Fountain of Discontent, The Trent Affair
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and Freedom of the Seas, reviewed, 475.
Webber, Charles Henry (Carl), Midland Florida, Eden of the
South, Alachua County, reprint edition, reviewed, 108.
Wentworth Foundation, Inc., grant presented to the Florida
Historical Society, for the Florida Historical Quarterly, 119.
White, Arthur O., and Ronald K. Goodenow, eds., Education and
the Rise of the New South, reviewed, 360.
White, David Hart, Vicente Folch, Governor in Spanish Florida,
1787-1811, reviewed, 183.
White, Gay Blair, The World’s First Airline, The St. PetersburgTampa Airboat Line, reviewed, 111.
Whitman, Lassie, and Beverly Rush, The Complete Book of
Seminole Patchwork, From Traditional Methods to Contemporary Uses, reviewed, 103.
Willis, Katharine Jackson, and William Warren Rogers, “Encounter at the Aucilla, 1862,” 148.
Wilson, Charles J., The Indian Presence, Archeology of Sanibel,
Captiva and Adjacent Islands in Pine Island Sound, reviewed,
373.
Wilson, Clyde N., ed., The Papers of John C. Calhoun, Volume
XIV, 1837-1839, reviewed, 345.
Wolf Dog of the Woodland Indians, by Searcy, reviewed, 373.
Wood, Virginia Steele, Live Oaking, Southern Timber for Tall
Ships, reviewed, 489.
Woodward, Grace Steele, The Cherokees, reviewed, 375.
World’s First Airline, The St. Petersburg-Tampa Airboat Line,
by White, reviewed, 111.
Wright, J. Leitch, Jr., awarded Rembert W. Patrick Memorial
Book Award, 118; book review by, 189.

Ybor City Museum (Tampa), 507.
Youngblood, by Killens, reviewed, 218.
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